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Abstract 

 

This master thesis presents how startup alliances in the Danish financial sector indicate a shift from the 

internalization tendency, found within the increasing consolidation that has defined the sector, towards 

collaboration. Through a multiple case study research strategy, five startup alliances are examined. Each 

alliance consists of one fintech startup and one large established financial institution. By combining the 

knowledge-based view in the form of Grant and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) ‘knowledge accessing theory’ with the 

startup alliance literature, a theoretical framework is developed. Using the defining variables of expectations, 

challenges and response strategies, this theoretical framework divides startup alliances into acquiring alliances 

(i.e. internalization) or accessing alliances (i.e. collaboration). It is concluded that both alliance partners within 

each of the examined startup alliances access each other’s knowledge and capabilities rather than acquiring 

them. Thereby, embracing collaboration with others, instead of retaining the innovation process strictly within 

one's own organizational boundaries by internalizing the knowledge and capabilities of alliance partners. This 

master thesis also discusses the diversity of these accessing alliances and how incumbents can employ models 

that span a spectrum from platform to co-development. Lastly, a recurrent theme throughout this master thesis 

is the organization Copenhagen Fintech and it is discussed what impact such an organization can have on the 

sector and whether it has influenced the shift from internalization to collaboration. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Innovation is a process of continuous renewal and involves employing organizational capabilities to translate 

knowledge, ideas or inventions into commercially viable products and services. It is “[...] the successful 

exploitation of new ideas […]” (UK Department of Trade and Industry, 2007) and is, therefore, crucial to the 

continuing success of any organization. Newer movements within the innovation management literature de-

emphasize the importance of internal R&D efforts in the innovation process. They rather highlight the 

interactive character of innovation and advocate for an open approach to the innovation process, allowing firms 

to access knowledge and capabilities beyond their own organizational boundaries (Chesbrough, 2003). 

Entering strategic alliances is one way of opening the innovation process as it allows a firm to internalize or 

access the resources (Barney, 1991; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) and knowledge and capabilities (Lane and 

Lubatkin, 1998) of alliance partners. A type of strategic alliance that has gained attention within the academic 

field of alliances is between large established firms within a sector (subsequently referred to as incumbents) 

and startups - so-called startup alliances. Both the benefits derived from and the challenges inherent in startup 

alliances originate from the very distinct organizational differences between incumbents and startups. This 

type of alliance, thereby, deviates from traditional strategic alliances between firms that share more 

organizational similarities (Perez & Fierro, 2018). 

The above theoretical areas are acutely relevant within the financial sector. A sector that has been 

defined by an increasing consolidation in the last centuries caused by financial institutions seeking to position 

themselves strategically and achieve economies of scale (Berger, Demsetz, & Strahan, 1999). This exemplifies 

a preference from financial institutions to retain the innovation process strictly within their own organizational 

boundaries by internalizing knowledge and capabilities. However, the sector is now experiencing an increased 

interest in startup alliances between fintech startups and financial incumbents. 79% of the top 100 global banks 

have already entered at least one startup alliance with a fintech startup (Datesh, Dietz & Radnai, 2018) and 

82% of established financial institutions worldwide expect to increase the number of startup alliances with 

fintech startups (PwC, 2017a). Entering startup alliances is credited with the benefits of exposing incumbents 

to innovative technologies and business models that offer customers greater convenience and allowing startups 

to utilize the organizational capabilities of their larger counterparts to successfully capitalize on their 

innovation (Datesh et al., 2018; PwC, 2017a). The increased interest from the financial sector in startup 

alliances could be evidence of a shift towards a more open approach to the innovation process. 

 

This master thesis will focus on the Danish financial sector. Just like the global sector, it has been defined by 

an increasing rate of consolidation (Finans Danmark, n.d.; Forsikring & Pension, 2018), and is now 

experiencing pressured earnings, low customer loyalty, intensifying digital competition and a democratization 
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of the sector cf. the PSD2 regulation (Bentow, 2019; Aabo, 2016; Loyalty Group 2015; Loyalty Group, 2019; 

Finansforbundet, 2015; Finanstilsynet, 2019). Startup alliances can be an effective solution to these challenges 

and a way to help the financial incumbents reinvent themselves within the new realities of the sector. For this 

purpose, a few startup alliances have been entered within the Danish financial sector in the last couple of years. 

The first being entered by Københavns Andelskasse and Lunar Way back in 2015. Acknowledging the 

importance of the positive impact these startup alliances can have on the financial sector, the Danish growth 

organization Copenhagen Fintech was established in 2016. An organization seeking to develop Copenhagen 

as one of the leading fintech hubs in the global financial service industry by supporting and catalyzing the next 

era of technology-led corporate and startup innovators (Copenhagen Fintech, n.d.-a). Establishing and 

developing a fintech ecosystem in Copenhagen should ease communication and collaboration between fintech 

startups and Danish financial incumbents. Consequently, enhancing the innovative performance of the sector 

and, thereby, providing it with a competitive advantage on a global scale. An ambition that only becomes more 

important as fintech ecosystems and hubs have emerged in several other cities such as Beijing, San Francisco, 

London, Singapore, etc. (Shenglin et al., 2018; Sachar, 2019). 

 

The shift from an increasing consolidation to startup alliances can have a significant impact on the future of 

the Danish financial sector. Startup alliances within the sector can create a foundation on which a strong base 

of fintech startups can flourish, and in general, startups are a crucial element in the innovative performance of 

a sector and even a national economy (Lundvall, 1992). Startup alliances therefore not only have the potential 

to enhance the innovative performance of incumbents, by exposing them to innovative technologies and 

business models, but can also have a positive cumulative impact on the entire sector. This enhanced innovative 

performance, that startup alliances can bring to the Danish financial sector, can provide the sector with a 

competitive advantage on a global scale. 

However, the presence of startup alliances is not by itself evidence of a shift within the Danish financial 

sector. Financial incumbents can continue their existing pursuit of internalization and use the startup alliances 

as a means to acquire the startups’ knowledge and capabilities. This is an obvious opportunity for financial 

incumbents due to the inherent power imbalance in startup alliances. This would threaten the viability of 

startups within the sector, since they are left without any distinctive knowledge and capabilities that can 

provide them with a competitive advantage. If the Danish financial incumbents continue their existing pursuit 

of internalization and thereby threaten the viability of fintech startup, it can ultimately harm the innovative 

performance and competitiveness of the Danish financial sector. 

 

Whether there is a shift from internalization to collaboration within the Danish financial sector or not has 

significant importance for the competitiveness of the sector. Therefore, it is a topic of great interest to examine. 

A few startup alliances have already been initiated within the Danish financial sector and this master thesis 
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will analyze these in order to conclude whether this shift exists or not. This consequently leads to the following 

research question: 

 

1.1 Research question 
How do the existing startup alliances within the Danish financial sector correspond with the internalization 

tendency that has defined the sector? 

1. How do startups and incumbents within the Danish financial sector expect to benefit from startup 

alliances? 

2. What challenges do startups and incumbents experience in startup alliances within the Danish financial 

sector? 

3. Which response strategies are applied by startups and incumbents in startup alliances within the Danish 

financial sector to mitigate or meet challenges? 

4. How has Copenhagen Fintech influenced startup alliances within the Danish financial sector? 

 

The research of this master thesis will, therefore, be focused on exploring startup alliances within the Danish 

financial sector to understand the startups’ and incumbents’ initial approach and the behaviour they exhibit 

after the alliance has been initiated as the combination of these defines a startup alliance. This is achieved by 

examining the expectations of startups and incumbents to the startup alliance (i.e. approach), as well as the 

challenges they experience and the response strategies they apply - either in unison or individually - to 

overcome challenges (i.e. behaviour). In addition, it seeks to delineate the contextual impact by exploring how 

Copenhagen Fintech influences startup alliances within the ecosystem. This master thesis is, therefore, 

characterized by an explorative nature as the research is aimed at gaining familiarity with and insight into the 

phenomena of startup alliances (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 139). 

 

1.2 Structure of the master thesis 
This first chapter presents the master thesis, the research question and sub-questions as well as the relevance 

of performing such a study. The second chapter reviews the relevant academic literature and begins by 

reviewing concepts from the innovation management literature. These concepts emphasize the interactive 

character of innovation and, thereby, highlights the importance of collaborative relationships. The academic 

literature on alliances will, therefore, be reviewed in the subsequent two sections. The first section quickly 

defines a strategic alliance and presents the most significant perspectives on why firms engage in strategic 
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alliances. The second section defines a startup alliance and presents in detail the potential expectations, 

challenges and response strategies within this type of alliance.  

The third chapter establishes the theoretical positioning of this master thesis and presents the 

theoretical framework. The chapter begins by introducing Grant and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) knowledge-based 

theory and their concepts of the ‘knowledge acquiring approach’ (i.e. internalization) and the ‘knowledge 

accessing approach’ (i.e. collaboration) as a basis for the theoretical framework. The theoretical framework is 

then deduced by separating the reviewed expectations, challenges and response strategies into two distinct 

alliance types - the acquiring and accessing alliance. The theoretical framework can subsequently be used to 

analyze the expectations, challenges and response strategies within startup alliances and use these defining 

variables to categorize alliances into acquiring or accessing alliances. 

 The fourth chapter establishes the empirical setting of this master thesis and introduces the 

Danish financial sector, startup alliances within the sector, the organization Copenhagen Fintech and some of 

the current regulations. This chapter, thereby, provides the context of the research conducted in this master 

thesis. The fifth chapter introduces the research methodology guiding this master thesis. The chapter begins 

by introducing hermeneutics and the multiple case study strategy and their relevance to this master thesis. The 

semi-structured interview, its relevance to this master thesis and how it was employed is subsequently 

presented. The last part of this chapter presents the coding scheme that is being applied to the transcribed 

interviews and the method by which a startup alliance is defined as either acquiring or accessing. 

 The sixth chapter presents an analysis of the expectations, challenges and response strategies 

within five startup alliances in the Danish financial sector and it is concluded whether they can be defined as 

acquiring or accessing alliances. In addition, this chapter delineates the contextual impact on the phenomenon 

by analyzing how Copenhagen Fintech influences startup alliances within the ecosystem. The seventh chapter 

discusses the accuracy and relevance of the theoretical framework and elaborates on the diversity of the 

accessing alliances, by outlining a spectrum ranging from platform to co-development. The chapter 

furthermore presents the practical implications for fintech startups, financial incumbents and organizations like 

Copenhagen Fintech as well as the theoretical implications for the startup alliance literature. 

 The eighth chapter summarizes the main findings of this master thesis and emphasizes the 

importance of having conducted such a study. Lastly, the ninth chapter critically reflects on the limitations of 

this master thesis and presents recommendations for further research that can advance the academic literature 

on startup alliances. 
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2.0 Literature review 

The following chapter reviews the relevant academic literature within innovation management, strategic 

alliances and startup alliances with an emphasis on the latter. The first section introduces relevant concepts 

from the innovation management literature, the second section presents strategic alliances, and the third section 

defines a startup alliance and presents in detail the potential expectations, challenges and response strategies 

within this type of alliance. 

 

2.1 Innovation management 
The following section will shortly highlight some of the most important contributions within the innovation 

management literature consisting of the open innovation paradigm and the ambidextrous organization as well 

as exploitative and explorative learning. 

  

When Chesbrough (2003) introduced the open innovation paradigm it was the culmination of a movement 

which sought to minimize the importance of internal R&D as a catalyst for innovative performance and instead 

advocated for the interactive character of the innovation process (von Hippel, 1988; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; 

Lundvall, 1992; Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995). Open Innovation is defined as a “[…] paradigm that assumes that 

firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas and internal and external paths to market, as 

they look to advance their technology” (Chesbrough et al., 2006, p.1). Open innovation deviates from the 

traditional innovation approach where organizations generate, develop and commercialize ideas exclusively 

internal. The open innovation paradigm encourages a more porous boundary between the firm and its 

surrounding environment allowing innovations to move more easily between the two. Figure 1 and figure 2 

explain the concept by illustrating the traditional closed innovation model vs. the new open innovation model. 
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Figure 1: The closed innovation model 

(Chesbrough, 2003) 

Figure 2: The open innovation model 

(Chesbrough, 2003) 

  

 

Another theory within the innovation literature deserving attention is the ambidextrous organization developed 

by Tushman & O’Reilly (1996). They expand on March’s (1991) separation of organizational learning in two 

categories – exploitation and exploration. Exploitation refers to the investigation of old certainties and involves 

practices such as refinement, production, efficiency, implementation and execution (March, 1991). This sort 

of organizational learning is related to incremental innovations that are defined by making relatively minor 

changes or adjustments to existing practices (Schilling, 2017, p.48). Exploration refers to the investigation of 

new possibilities and involves practices such as search, variation, risk-taking, experimentation and discovery 

(March, 1991). This sort of organizational learning is related to radical innovations that are defined by being 

very new and profoundly different from prior solutions (Schilling, 2017, p.48). The ambidextrous organization 

is able to balance its organizational learning between exploitation and exploration in order to implement both 

incremental innovation within the current technological trajectory (figure 3) and radical innovation to initiate 

the next technological trajectory (figure 4). The organization can, thereby, successfully compete in today's 

market while actively searching for tomorrows. If organizational learning is balanced correctly the 

ambidextrous organization is positioned to overcome any organizational inertia resulting from the very 

congruence that made the firm successful in the first place and thereby avoid failure when markets shift 

(Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). 
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Figure 3: The technology “S” curve  

(Brown, 1992) 

Figure 4: Development of growth markets (Brown, 

1992) 

  

 

The open innovation paradigm emphasizes the interactive character of the innovation process, which at its core 

is based on collaborative relationships. Such collaborative relationships appear among others in the form of 

strategic alliances focused on catalyzing innovation. However, Slowinski and Sagal (2015) emphasize how it 

requires effective coordination to achieve open innovation through strategic alliances. It can be challenging, 

within a market-relevant time frame, to effectively internalize or access the knowledge and organizational 

capabilities of an alliance partner with different processes and reporting structures (ibid). The following 

sections will in detail review the relevant academic literature on strategic alliances and especially startup 

alliances. 

 

2.2 Strategic alliances 
The definition of a strategic alliance in this master thesis is in accordance with the following definition by 

Teece whether or not it involves equity: “[...] agreements characterized by the commitment of two or more 

firms to reach a common goal entailing the pooling of their resources and activities” (1992, p. 19). This 

definition describes how alliances can consist of more than two alliance partners, but this master thesis solely 

focuses on startup alliances with one startup and one incumbent. 
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Reviewing the literature on strategic alliances provides two main theoretical perspectives on why organizations 

engage in strategic alliances. Firstly, strategic alliances can be seen from the transaction cost perspective 

proposed by Williamson (1991). Here, organizations engage in a strategic alliance if the sum of production 

and transaction costs as well as the risks are lower than internal development or purchasing from the market. 

From this perspective, organizations are, therefore, constantly considering whether to rely on internal 

development or to rely on external partners. Based on Williamson’s (1991) theory, organizations will remain 

in strategic alliances if the costs and risks associated with the alliances are outweighed by the costs and risks 

of acquiring, maintaining and developing the desired knowledge and capabilities internally. 

The second theoretical perspective is the resource-based view, which contributes with another reason 

for why organizations engage in strategic alliances. Barney (1991) states that an organization needs to have 

internal resources that are either valuable, rare, inimitable or non-substitutable in order to secure sustained 

competitive advantage. Resources can both be tangible such as buildings, machines and materials, as well as 

intangible such as knowledge, capabilities, culture, etc. Resource-dependency theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 

1978) combined with the resource-based view emphasizes the importance of strategic alliances. Strategic 

alliances can be a necessity in order to gain access to resources that are either too expensive to buy or to rare 

and inimitable to develop internally. Strategic alliances are especially effective in situations where both 

partners have resources that the counterpart is lacking. This is the core foundation of the resource-dependence 

theory that describes how organizations are depending on the resources of other organizations to reach desired 

outcomes. Especially in markets where resources are controlled by relatively few organizations. In such 

markets, strategic alliances can be a way of accessing these resources (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). This occurs 

more often since “Interdependence has increased in today’s dynamic environments where firms tend to 

specialize and enter [strategic] alliances with a view to complementing knowledge and create value” (Perez & 

Fierro, 2018, p. 356). 

The knowledge-based view is part of the resource-based view, but distance itself by emphasizing the 

importance of intangible resources – knowledge and capabilities – in contrast to tangible resources. This view 

of the firm is described as an outgrowth of several streams of research, such as the resource-based view, 

organizational capabilities and competencies, and innovation and new product development (Grant & Baden-

Fuller, 1995). This knowledge-based view argues that “[...] the existence, organization and competitive 

advantage of the firm [...] is based upon the role of firms in creating, storing and applying knowledge” (Grant 

& Baden-Fuller, 1995, p.17). The argument being that developing knowledge and capabilities faster than 

competitors is what provides firms with a competitive advantage. In this view, some knowledge and 

capabilities are seen as so nested in an organization that it cannot be duplicated due to its tacit nature. Tacit 

knowledge cannot be documented in written form (Schilling, 2017, p.) and, therefore, the only way for firms 

to understand each other’s’ tacit knowledge (and capabilities) is to interact with each other over a longer period 
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of time in order to learn each other’s context (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998). This way tacit knowledge become 

understandable as both partners begin to understand each other’s context. From this perspective, strategic 

alliances are opportunities for learning which helps organizations to minimize the time they internalize or 

access new knowledge and capabilities. The knowledge-based view will be applied in this master thesis, which 

is described in more detail in section 3.0. 

 

The academic literature on strategic alliances within the financial sector is very limited as supported by 

Gleason, Mathur and Wiggins: “[...] very little academic research has examined how financial service firms 

use joint ventures and strategic alliances to obtain strategic assets, enter new product markets and expand 

geographically” (2003, p. 215). The only noteworthy exception, referred to by Gleason et al. (2003), is 

Jacobsen and Tsoegl’s (1999) study, who find that strategic alliances between Nordic banks from the 1960’s 

to the mid- 1980’s are now defunct. Beyond these two studies, no literature focused on strategic alliances in 

the financial sector have been found. This is surprising as two databases - Libsearch and Ebscohost - were 

thoroughly searched with multiple combinations of search words. Both databases are even capable of 

performing searches across other databases making them extremely efficient for broad literature searches. The 

financial sector has, therefore, not been the focus in any of the academic literature referred to in this master 

thesis. One reason for this lack of academic literature can be the substantial amount of attention to the 

increasing consolidation of the financial sector has received from the academic community. Over 250 articles 

related to the increasing consolidation was cited in a special issue of the Journal of Banking and Finance that 

reviewed the existing academic literature on the financial sector (Berger, Demsetz, & Strahan, 1999). This 

disproportionate treatment of consolidation versus strategic alliances extends well-beyond the academic 

literature (Gleason et al, 2003). An overview of the increased consolidation in the Danish financial sector will 

be provided in section 4.1. 

 

2.3 Startup alliances 
This master thesis will focus on startup alliances, which is a theoretical area “[...] that is in the early phases of 

theory development [and] key variables and their relationships are to be explored” (Perez, Whitelock and 

Florin, 2013). The definition of a startup will follow the one of Steve Blank: “[…] a company, a partnership 

or temporary organization designed to search for a repeatable and scalable business model” (Blank, 2010). 

According to Scott and Bruce (1987), startups are located within the two first phases of the organizational life-

cycle - inception and survival. These two phases are characterized by the startup not yet having scaled its 

business model. The management style is entrepreneurial with direct supervision and the organization’s 
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structure can be described as unstructured. Furthermore, the major source of finance comes from the owners 

and mainly goes to equipment and development leaving the startup in a tight economic situation. 

 

Startup alliances have some distinct characteristics which differentiate them from traditional strategic alliances 

between larger firms that share more organizational similarities. First, there is a clear organizational difference 

between startup and incumbent in the form of resources, objectives, timeline and organizational structure. 

Perez and Fierro (2018) describe how startups are full of generalists who wear multiple hats and do things in 

an ad hoc manner. In contrast, employees within incumbent firms have defined roles and are specialized in 

specific areas. In addition, there are large differences in the level of bureaucracy since the incumbent compared 

to the startup can have up to several vertical hierarchies which decisions go through. Secondly, there is an 

asymmetry in power within startup alliances, which is not present in traditional strategic alliances between 

larger organizations. The reason being that the startup’s viability is highly dependent on the alliance with the 

incumbent and the outcomes as it does not yet have a proven product, an established brand or a steady revenue 

stream. On the other hand, the startup alliance is of marginal importance to the incumbent as it will still exist 

even if the alliance fails. Most likely without any impact on the overall balance sheet. This has been described 

by Pfeffer & Salancik (1978) as asymmetry which “[…] exists in the relationship when the exchange is not 

equally important to both organizations” (p. 53). Asymmetry can have a significant effect on the alliance since 

the importance of the startup alliance differs. As a result of these differences, incumbents cannot reuse their 

experiences from more traditional strategic alliances. 

 

It has not been possible to find any academic literature on startup alliances within the financial sector. One 

reason could be that the phenomenon is very new within the sector as described in section 4.2. It is, however, 

an area that is receiving increased attention from consultancy firms such as McKinsey, PA consulting and 

PWC, which have released multiple reports examining alliances between fintech startups and financial 

incumbents. These reports are not academic and contain an obvious bias due to the consultancy firms’ interest 

in maximizing profits. 

 

When reviewing the startup alliance literature the different findings from articles and studies will be 

categorized into - 1) the expectations both startup and incumbent have of entering a startup alliance, 2) the 

challenges startup and incumbent experience within startup alliances, and 3) the response strategies startup and 

incumbent can apply - either in unison or individually - to overcome challenges within startup alliances. The 

following sections will describe these categories in detail in order to create a thorough overview of the 

theoretical topic. 
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2.3.1 Expectations 

Going through the literature of startup alliances, several benefits emerge which startups and incumbents can 

expect to realize when engaging in a startup alliance. Startups can expect to realize - 1) higher chance of 

survival, and 2) reputation and legitimacy. Likewise, incumbents can expect to realize - 1) rejuvenation of 

corporate culture, 2) solving business problems with less risk, 3) expansion into future markets, and 4) 

increased brand reputation. Table 1 provides an overview of these expected benefits and the following section 

describes them in detail. 

 

 

 

2.3.1.1 Startups 

The first benefit derived from the literature is the higher chance of survival. In Baum, Calabrese and 

Silverman’s (2000) six-year study of Canadian biotechnology startups, they examined the effect of startup 
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alliances on startups’ innovative performance. They provided evidence that startup alliances lead to higher 

revenue, thus, increasing the startups chance of survival. According to Baum et al. (2000), startup alliances 

provide these benefits as they give startups the opportunity to internalize or access social, technical, and 

commercial knowledge and capabilities that normally require years of operating experience to accumulate. 

Furthermore, Baum et al. state that: “[...] startups which fail to configure effective alliance networks at 

founding are likely to suffer conditions of resource scarcity, forced to rely on more peripheral resources, and 

relegated to the periphery of the industry” (2000, p. 288). As a result, they recommend startups to engage in 

strategic alliances with the advice to ‘Don’t do it alone’. Nitin and Wu’s (2012) study of 76 high technology 

startups presents similar benefits of startup alliances. Their findings display how startup alliances enhance 

startups’ performance through a variety of means, such as reducing the environmental uncertainty, providing 

valuable skills and knowledge as well as gaining financing. Consequently, the startups were able to focus on 

their core competence and reaching the market quickly. 

The second benefit a startup can expect from startup alliances is the reputation and legitimacy it 

receives by collaborating with an incumbent. Stuart et al. (1999) demonstrated in a study of biotech startups 

that the sponsorship of incumbent partners can substitute accomplishment and experience as a basis for 

success. For that reason, startups can use the partner’s legitimacy to attract other alliance partners and investors 

which can help the startups to scale more effectively. In Perez and Fierro’s (2018) study of two startup alliances 

within the medical field, they found evidence for this benefit as well. They found that one of the startups 

experienced endorsement from other firms as a result of entering an alliance with an incumbent, even though 

the outcome of the alliance was still unknown. The startup also achieved access to the incumbent’s network 

due to the legitimacy they received from the incumbent. 

 

2.3.1.2 Incumbents 

The following part presents the benefits incumbents can expect from engaging in startup alliances. These 

benefits are derived from two reports created by the innovation organization NESTA in collaboration with 

Startup Europe Partnership (Mocker, Bielli & Haley, 2015; Bannerjee, Bielli & Haley, 2016) and will be 

supported by academic literature on startup alliances. The two reports are based on hundreds of interviews 

within several large organizations (e.g. Dell, Google and BMW) regarding the benefits they realized through 

startup alliances. 

 The first benefit is the ability to rejuvenate corporate culture in order to create an entrepreneurial 

mindset among employees. Bannerjee et al. (2016) describe how collaboration with startups exposes the 

incumbent to new agile and lean organizational processes and knowledge about future market- and technology 

trends. Both Perez et al. (2013) and Perez and Fierro (2018) have found evidence for a change in culture within 
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incumbents as a result of startup alliances: “[...] the larger [partner] stands to become more entrepreneurial” 

(Perez & Fierro, 2018, p. 550).  

The second benefit is the ability to solve business problems with lower risk than if they were solved 

internally (Mocker et al., 2015). Alvarez & Barney (2001) found evidence for this in their study of 40 startups 

alliances as it displays how incumbents could engage in these collaborations with very low risk. This allows 

incumbents to experiment with new innovative solutions with very little cost, since they can rely on the R&D 

efforts of startups as well. New innovations can be provided by the startups and their business models, 

consequently, minimizing the R&D costs and risk of incumbents.  

The third benefit incumbents can expect from startup alliances is the potential of expanding into future 

markets (Mocker et al., 2015). Mocker et al., (2015) argue that startups tend to have the necessary knowledge 

and capabilities to compete in newly emerging markets which incumbents often lack. This is supported by 

Perez & Fierro (2018) who describe how the type of knowledge and capabilities startups possess are innovative 

and often distinguished from the ones possessed by the incumbents. Furthermore, Baum et al. (2000), Neyens, 

Sels and Faems (2010) and Nitin & Wu’s (2012) studies provide evidence that a more diverse portfolio of 

knowledge and capabilities leads to higher innovation performance for incumbents. They argue that startup 

alliances can be used to create this diversity as “[…] collaboration with different types of partners is likely to 

support different kinds of innovation-related activities” (Neyens et al., 2010, p. 5). 

The last benefit that incumbents can expect from startup alliances is brand recognition. Mocker et al. 

(2015) describe how startup alliances can modify the external perception of the incumbent by creating a more 

innovative brand which will make it easier to attract customers, partners and talent in the future. This is 

supported by Perez & Fierro (2018) as they documented increased brand loyalty of incumbent’s customers as 

a result of startup alliances. Therefore, startup alliances offer the incumbent value that goes beyond the initial 

focus of the alliance. 

 

The above section described what benefits startups and incumbents can expect from entering startup alliances. 

However, it can be difficult for both parts to realize these benefits as the startup alliance literature also present 

several challenges. The following section will focus on the challenges startups and incumbents can expect after 

they have engaged in a startup alliance.  

 

2.3.2 Challenges 

Despite the reasons why startups and incumbents engage in an alliance, both partners have to be aware of the 

fact that startup alliances are fraught with tensions and barriers, which potentially limits or neutralizes any 

value creation. When reviewing the startup alliance literature three main challenges arise – 1) learning race, 2) 
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organizational discrepancy, and 3) power imbalances. Table 2 provides an overview of these challenges and 

the following section describes them in detail. 

 

 

 

2.3.2.1 Learning race 

A variety of races occur between organizations, such as races to introduce new products or services 

(Schoonhoven, Eisenhardt & Lyman, 1990), to acquire intellectual property (Kamien & Schwartz, 1982), or 

to acquire capital (Amburgey, Singh & Singh, 1996). Within the knowledge-based view another race becomes 

apparent – a race within knowledge and capabilities (i.e. learning race). Hamel’s research (especially in the 

80’s and 90’s) has focused on the notion of competitive collaboration and the concept of the learning race 

(Hamel, Doz & Prahalad, 1989; Hamel, 1991). Hamel’s (1991) study consisted of 74 interviews with 

individuals across 9 international alliances resulting in the discovery of one serious challenge - the notion of 

alliances as a race to learn. Several of the partners from the strategic alliances being investigated clearly 

regarded the alliances as transitional devices where the primary objective was the internalization of the 

partner’s knowledge and capabilities. Hamel refined the concept of the learning race and is in the academic 

literature the most commonly referred to when the concept is mentioned or discussed (Khanna, Gulati & 

Nohria, 1998; Doz, 1996; Baum et al., 2000; Alvarez & Barney, 2001). This master thesis will, therefore, rely 
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on Hamel’s (1991) study when describing the challenge of learning race in addition to Alvarez and Barney 

(2001) who documented the presence of learning races within startup alliances. 

  

Three factors influencing the challenge of learning race emerged from Hamel’s (1991) study - 1) the intent of 

the partners, which refers to their initial propensity to view the alliance as an opportunity to acquire knowledge 

and capabilities, 2) the transparency of each partner and thus the potential for learning, and 3) the alliance 

partners’ receptivity to the knowledge of their counterpart. In short, the ambition, opportunity and ability to 

internalize the knowledge and capabilities of the counterpart. Also emerging from the study was a linkage 

between learning and inter-partner bargaining power. Not effectively managing intent, transparency and 

receptivity will result in a firm being ‘outlearned’ by its partner, consequently rendering the firm dependent 

and later redundant within the alliance (Hamel, 1991). According to Hamel (1991) the eventual termination of 

an alliance should, therefore, be seen as evidence of successful learning (at least for one of the partners), rather 

than a failed collaborative venture. 

 

Khanna, Gulati and Nohria (1998) elaborate on the intentions alliance partners have towards entering an 

alliance and describe the deciding factor as the ratio between private and common benefits. The latter being 

the benefits all alliance partners collectively receive from the alliance. A higher ratio of private to common 

benefits leads to a learning intent where the individual firms seek to internalize a partner’s knowledge and 

capabilities followed by divestment from the alliance (i.e. competitive behavior). Khanna et al.’s (1998) study, 

therefore, complements Hamel’s (1991) notion of intent and demonstrates that behaviour patterns exhibited in 

alliances differ between unilateral learning and collective learning and that this divergence grows more 

pronounced the greater the ratio of private to common benefits is. 

In terms of transparency, Hamel (1991) found that some partners were more transparent, open 

and accessible than others. He furthermore found that the actual migration of knowledge and capabilities - as 

well as the competitive consequences thereof - often were unintended, unanticipated and unwanted by at least 

one of the partners. This is in part due to the fact that the process of collaborative exchange takes place at 

operating levels and not at senior management levels. Transparency management then ultimately depend on 

the ability and willingness of employees at the operational level to limit partner access (Hamel, 1991). 

Lastly, Hamel (1991) deduces factors that determine the receptivity of alliance partners to be 

the degree of unlearning, the size of the skill gap and the organizational capacity for summing up individual 

learning. The farther one alliance partner is behind its counterpart, the greater the need to learn and in turn the 
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higher the barriers are to receptivity (Hamel, 1991). This can especially be true in cases of organizational 

inertia were an organization is even required to unlearn. By way of explanation, “to replicate the skills of a 

partner, a firm must be able to identify, if not retrace, the intermediate learning 'steps' between its present 

competence level and that of its partner” (Hamel, 1991, p. 97). Lastly, as the process of collaborative exchange 

takes place at operating levels, the receptivity of an alliance partner is in part determined by an organization's 

ability to sum up and transfer individual learning throughout the organization. 

  

The transferability of Hamel’s (1991) findings to a startup alliance setting can be challenged as he focuses on 

international strategic alliances between exclusively large organizations. However, Alvarez and Barney (2001) 

describe how the challenge of a learning race also appears in startup alliances and notes that startups frequently 

lose this race. The reason being that it is usually easier for larger firms to learn about a startup’s technology 

than it is for a startup to learn about its larger counterpart’s organizational capabilities. This consequently leads 

to a situation where the larger partner, after having learned what was intended, can withdraw from the alliance 

at low cost, which cuts short the startups ability to learn from the alliance (ibid). 

 

2.3.2.2 Organizational discrepancy 

The startup alliance literature shows that it is not enough for firms to possess strategic complementary 

resources. It is also essential for startups and incumbents to share organizational complementarity or fit to 

some degree if they are to fully benefit from alliances. This involves compatibility in regard to organizational 

culture, communication processes and strategic goals (Perez & Fierro, 2018). Even though they are 

distinguished into three categories they are highly interrelated and cannot separated from each other, which is 

why they are presented under the umbrella category of organizational discrepancy. 

 

2.3.2.2.1 Culture clash 

For a startup working with a large well-established partner, it requires dealing with bureaucratic organizational 

processes and hierarchical structures. Incumbents make clear distinctions between line and staff roles, employ 

many functional specialists, and establish explicit processes for every activity. Decision making is, 

furthermore, fraught with internal coalitions and conflicting interests which are a delaying factor. Strategic 

decisions often reside at a top management level and are based almost exclusively on the will of powerful 

executives and their agendas (Perez & Fierro, 2018). This is in sharp contrast to the flat organizational structure 
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of startups that are filled with generalists or jacks-of-all-trades who operate via informal ad hoc processes 

(Prashantham & Birkinshaw, 2008). While slow decision-making may be unintended and unavoidable, the 

startup alliance literature shows that some startups suspect it to be used as an excuse to deliberately prolong 

negotiations (Minshall et al. 2010). In other words, as a negotiation tactic employed to secure the incumbent a 

better position in the alliance at the expense of the startup. A study by Minshall et al. (2010) furthermore shows 

that another cultural issue in startup alliances is the significant lack of awareness from incumbents on how a 

startup operates, which is revealed by the unrealistic demands they make. In some cases, the authors also found 

that incumbents showed a clear resistance to ideas that were ‘not invented here’ – the so-called not invented 

here syndrome (NIHS). On the other hand, incumbents also recognize that startups have a very different 

management style, where the level of commercial stability – which is likely to be very low in the startup - is a 

differentiating factor. They furthermore recognize the problems that this can cause when setting up and 

managing partnerships (Minshall et al. 2010). In sum, cultural clashes between startup and incumbent might 

restrict the ability to effectively realize the potential value of such collaborative endeavors (Neyens et al., 

2010). 

 

2.3.2.2.2 Communication problems 

Another challenge related to the organizational discrepancy of startup and incumbent is communication 

problems, which is strongly related to the divergent culture of the two partners. These problems can be divided 

into three categories – 1) episodic and infrequent communication, 2) lack of clear counterparts, and 3) lack of 

top management access. 

  

First of all, one of the common communication problems is the episodic and infrequent nature of 

communication between startup and incumbent. The startup alliance literature shows how many startups are 

met with an initial enthusiasm from technologists within the incumbent who ‘speak the same language’. 

However, once the process of setting up the alliance moves to contract negotiation, the startups find themselves 

negotiating with procurement and legal teams whose approach to the alliance is quite different from that of 

their colleagues in the R&D or innovation units (Minshall et al. 2010). This shows how the initial momentum 

of a startup alliance can be dragged down by communication regarding contractual specificities or compliance 

inquiries, when responsibility is transferred to other functional departments that are not adept at 

communicating with startups. For example, the procurement systems of large organizations that are typically 

set up to purchase standard goods and services from established suppliers with proven commercial track 

records. In contrast, startup alliances require the large firm to procure novel uncertain technology from an 

organization with a limited commercial track record (Minshall et al. 2010). 
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Prashantham and Birkenshaw’s (2008) five-year study of 15 firms furthermore shows that individuals 

attending the meetings from the incumbent’s side changed frequently. This resulted in plans and ideas 

developed during these meetings often failed to translate into changes in the partner’s daily operations. 

Startups, furthermore, experienced that the individuals from the incumbent whom they had built a relationship 

with frequently got transferred elsewhere within the organization, which also damaged efficient 

communication. 

  

Secondly, due to divergent organizational structures, the generalist from the startup, who often wear multiple 

hats, rarely have clear counterparts to communicate with at the incumbent. This makes the joint execution of 

everyday activities problematic, since individuals from the startup communicate from a breadth of knowledge 

whereas individuals from the incumbent communicate from a deeply specialized knowledge. Thereby, 

increasing the threat of speaking past each other or straight out not understanding each other (Prashantham & 

Birkinshaw, 2008). 

 

Lastly, as strategic decisions often reside within the executive level another communication challenge is the 

lack of access startups have to top-level management (Perez & Fierro, 2018). This means that the individuals 

that startups communicate with do not have the mandate to make the necessary decisions required to secure 

the efficient operation of incumbent initiatives. Despite the growing imperative for large organizations to 

absorb new ideas from outside the organizations, they often struggle to overcome their ethnocentric and 

bureaucratic biases. This is one of the key reasons startups find it difficult to build the necessary relationships 

with key decisions makers at the incumbent in order to secure efficient and constructive communication 

(Prashantham and Birkinshaw, 2008). 

 

2.3.2.2.3 Divergent strategic goals 

The last challenge related to organizational discrepancy is the divergent strategic goals of startup and 

incumbent. Large incumbents have explicit strategic plans, established market positions and consolidated 

procedures. Contrary to this, startups are agile and opportunistic, and their horizon is measured in months, not 

years (Perez & Fierro, 2018; Prasantham & Birkinshaw, 2008). The majority of startups – especially venture-

backed startups where investors are expecting a certain rate of return – also have exit strategies in place in 

order to secure a substantial profit or limit losses. Due to these differences, the two partners will likely have 

different agendas and criteria for assessing the alliance, which can lead to further tensions (Prasantham & 

Birkinshaw, 2008). 
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Problems can also arise from misunderstanding the different roles that each partner may play in the value 

creation process. Despite best efforts to clarify responsibilities in the contracting stage of the alliance, the 

operational gap can often be significant. In Minshall et al.’s (2010) study incumbents noted that startups often 

do not appreciate the time and cost involved in moving from a demonstrated technology to a fully-supported 

product. While a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) may demonstrate proof-of-concept, suitable processes 

necessary to commercialize and capitalize on the product may not yet exist. On the other hand, raising the 

readiness of a startup’s technology to a point where it can be transferred to operations within the incumbent in 

a tested, stabilized and documented form may take much longer than anticipated by the startup. If discussions 

have focused too much on other things (e.g. contractual and legal specificities or future commercial 

opportunities), this misalignment in strategic goals may lead to problems when the startup’s solution has to be 

transferred to production (Minshall et al. 2010). 

 

2.3.2.3 Power Imbalances 

Although startup alliances entail great benefit for both startup and incumbent, startups inarguably find 

themselves at a power disadvantage in the alliance. The reason being the asymmetric nature of startup alliances 

as mentioned in section 2.3. A successful alliance with the incumbent could be the difference between success 

and failure for the startup, while the successfulness of a single startup alliance is of marginal importance to the 

incumbent due to the lack of impact on its day to day operations (Minshall et al. 2010). As a consequence, 

startups assume higher risks since investments in product development becomes more partner-specific, thus, 

leading to a decrease in value of both startup and solution in potential alternative alliances. This is especially 

true in alliances where incumbents realize their power advantage and behave opportunistically, leveraging their 

negotiating power to their sole benefit, for example in the internalization of startup’s knowledge and 

capabilities (Perez & Fierro, 2018). This David vs. Goliath power dynamic has been the focus of some articles 

naming it “Dancing with Gorillas” (Prashantham & Birkinshaw, 2008), “Swimming with Sharks” (Katila et 

al., 2008) and “Buyer Dominated Relationships” (Holmlund & Köck, 1994). In addition, Alvarez and Barney 

(2001) studied 128 alliances between startups and incumbents over a three-year period and found that in almost 

80 percent of these startups felt unfairly exploited by their incumbent partners.  

 

In short, the power imbalance in startup alliances can lead to opportunistic behavior from the incumbent and 

the exploitation of the startup. However, this is clearly not always the case as startups do enter alliances with 

incumbents, manage to navigate in the power imbalance and grow (Perez & Fierro, 2018). 

 

Section 2.3.2 has described the most significant challenges startups and incumbents can experience when 

engaging in startup alliances. However, the startup alliance literature also presents response strategies that 
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startups and incumbents can make use of in order to mitigate these challenges. The following section will focus 

on these response strategies. 

 

2.3.3 Response strategies 

In traditional management literature, risk or challenges can be met with four general response strategies - 

avoidance, acceptance, transference or mitigation (PMI, 2004, p. 261-262; Pinto, 2016, p. 234-246). Within 

startup alliances, adopting an avoidance strategy is mainly achieved by avoiding such alliances entirely and 

‘Go It Alone’ (Alvarez & Barney, 2001). However, adopting an acceptance strategy is necessary in many cases 

as the risk of certain challenges simply is a part of startup alliances and must be accepted to a certain degree. 

Transferring the risk of a challenge to a third party is deemed unlikely as a startup alliance requires the active 

participation of both alliance partners. Mitigation appears to be the only strategy that is of relevance for this 

master thesis and response strategies will subsequently be defined as strategies applied by startups and 

incumbents - either in unison or individually - to mitigate or meet challenges in startup alliances. Applying a 

response strategy, therefore, implies reducing the probability and/or impact of a challenge to an acceptable 

threshold or eliminate it completely. Early action to mitigate the probability and/or impact of a challenge 

occurring in a project is often more effective than reacting after the challenge has occurred trying to repair or 

contain the damage. (PMI, 2004, p. 262). The reviewed startup alliance literature emphasizes the following 

five response strategies for the inherent challenges - 1) Slowing down partners rate of learning, 2) contractual 

agreements, 3) partner specific investments, 4) committed champions, and 5) offer inventive capabilities. Table 

3 provides an overview of these response strategies and the following section describes them in detail. 
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2.3.3.1 Slowing down partner’s rate of learning 

If one or more of the alliance partners approach the startup alliance with the intent to internalize their 

counterpart’s knowledge and capabilities and ultimately divest from the alliance, one suitable response strategy 

is slowing down the partner’s rate of learning (Alvarez & Barney, 2001; Hamel, 1991). 

  

Alvarez and Barney (2001) describe how startups – which they argue are especially at risk of being outlearned 

– can try to slow down the rate at which the incumbent learns about its new technologies or organizational 

processes. If successful, the incumbent may never learn all it wants about the startup and will therefore never 

have an incentive to divest from the alliance. This can be done by limiting access to the technology to a small 

number of specific inputs and outputs or by disguising its core technological innovation by surrounding it with 
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less important improvements, thereby making it difficult for the incumbent to detect the startup’s core 

technological innovation, knowledge or capabilities. A startup can also simply slow responses to the 

incumbent’s technical questions or in the extreme provide misleading answers (Alvarez & Barney, 2001). 

However, the threat of being outlearned is not only limited to startups, since the bargaining position 

within the alliance changes in the startups favor if the startup internalizes the valuable organizational 

capabilities and industry expertise of the larger partner. Hamel (1991) finds that larger organizations employ 

a variety of active measures to limit transparency to their partner. One measure being the establishment of a 

department tasked with processing all partner requests for information and access. Representatives from such 

a department are, therefore, assigned a gatekeeping role and charged with the role of monitoring the two-way 

knowledge flows across the alliance. Another measure is the creation of an offsite location for collaboration 

to prevent a partner from entering onsite locations, where there is a larger risk of exposing them to knowledge 

and capabilities. This allows an organization to carefully decide what knowledge and capabilities it is exposing 

to its partner. Lastly, as the process of collaborative exchange to a high degree takes place at operating levels, 

instilling a sense of protectionism in employees at these levels, when communicating with partner employees, 

can limit an organizations transparency (Hamel, 1991). 

 

2.3.3.2 Contractual agreements 

Contractual agreements are widely used in order to establish the basis for alliances and to expose and address 

potential risks. Incumbents often have long due-diligence checklists to evaluate potential alliances and use 

these as a basis for a contract that reduces any potential risks and Alvarez and Barney (2001) argue that startups 

can do the same. By investing in their own due diligence and carefully crafting an alliance contract, a startup 

can protect itself from the power imbalance inherent in a startup alliance and any opportunistic behaviour from 

the incumbent. They do however also acknowledge the limitations of contractual agreements and describe how 

even the most elaborate contract cannot fully and unambiguously anticipate all the ways in which the 

incumbent can adversely affect an entrepreneurial firm's performance. Since startup alliances often operate 

within rapidly changing technological and economic environments, it can be very difficult to create an alliance 

contract that completely protects the startup’s interests (Alvarez & Barney, 2001). By restricting contractual 

agreements to a narrow range of products or markets, they can also be used to limit an organizations 

transparency and, thereby, slow down a partner’s rate of learning (Hamel, 1991). Where the above describes 

how contractual agreements can be used to limit an alliance partner’s own transparency, they can also be used 

to increase the transparency of its counterpart. Hamel (1991) exemplifies how it is possible to include 

justifications in the contractual agreement that exposes knowledge and capabilities not necessarily essential 

for the successful performance of joint tasks.  
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However, Minshall et al. (2010) describe how contractual agreements can also be a method to align 

expectations and it can, therefore, be seen as a suitable response strategy for the organizational discrepancy 

between startup and incumbent. Contractual agreements can from the very outset of a startup alliance create 

certainty on what alliance partners want from the startup alliance, what deliverables are realistic, how this may 

change over time, and what the possible direct and indirect benefits are. The reason being that during this 

contractual phase the startup and incumbent have an opportunity to discuss any concerns, agree on the 

overarching principles which govern the alliance, and understand each other’s interests and context (Minshall 

et al., 2010). If done successful both alliance partners will consider the constraints of their counterpart caused 

by its context before placing any blame (Ariño and Doz, 2000). Minshall et al. (2010) recommend that 

incumbents include the views from internal stakeholders such as the legal or procurement department in the 

early stages in order to smooth the process. This also allows the startup to gain insight into the influencers and 

decision-makers within the incumbent (Minshall et al., 2010). Lastly, they encourage incumbents to be aware 

of the tight economic situation of startups and recommend structuring the contractual agreement around some 

short-term revenue generation. They furthermore stress that the contractual agreement cannot stand alone and 

should be supported by regular review meetings where the progress of the startup alliance can be discussed. 

 

2.3.3.3 Partner specific investments 

Another suitable response strategy for the organizational discrepancy between startup and incumbent is partner 

specific investments, which are paramount to bring alliance partners in close rather than remaining at arm's 

length, where the process of switching partners is easier (Perez & Fierro, 2018). Such investments create 

relational capital which is defined as “[...] the level of mutual trust, respect and friendship that arises out of 

close interaction at the individual level between alliance partners” (Kale, Singh & Perlmutter, 2000, p. 218). 

Kale et al. (2000) find that relational capital creates a basis for learning and knowledge transfer across the 

exchange interface, while curbing alliance partners’ opportunistic behavior. 

Minshall et al. (2010) prove the relevance of the above, by describing how partner specific investments 

are critical to build common understanding, which is essential to bridge the gap between startup and incumbent 

caused by organizational discrepancy. For a startup, this involves investments in understanding their 

incumbent partner – especially if the startup team does not have corporate experience – and in educating their 

larger counterpart about startup culture. From an incumbent, this involves investments in explaining its internal 

processes and requirements to the startup, by developing and presenting process maps showing how 

engagements could work, how decisions are made and how long the decisions making cycles are (Minshall et 

al., 2010). Partner specific investments are not only the time invested in understanding an alliance partner but 

also dedicated resources such as human and physical assets (Perez et al., 2013). 
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2.3.3.4 Committed champions 

Another response strategy reserved for incumbents suitable for the organizational discrepancy in startup 

alliances is the establishment of committed champions. Perez and Fierro (2018) find that committed champions 

play a central role in building trust, developing effective channels of communication and foster joint action 

between startup and incumbent. They act as strategic allies that bridge both organizations by facilitating 

learning at cognitive and behavioral levels (Perez & Fierro, 2018) and represent a first and consistent point of 

contact for startups, while shielding them from any unnecessary bureaucracy (Minshall et al., 2010). A key 

responsibility for committed champions is identifying a leading manager in the startup and middle managers 

at the incumbent who can bridge the gap between the two organizations and who can be activated as a means 

to help when challenges arise (Perez & Fierro, 2018). 

The role of committed champions is in sharp contrast to the role of a department described earlier in 

section 2.3.3.1, whose responsibility it is to monitor the knowledge flows within the alliance and limit partner 

access to any critical knowledge and capabilities. 

 

2.3.3.5 Offer inventive capabilities 

A suitable response strategy, which startups can employ, to deter any opportunistic behavior from their 

incumbent partner is to bring inventive capabilities to the alliance. By only bringing a single new technology 

to an alliance, incumbents have few incentives to maintain the alliance with the startup. Especially if an 

incumbent internalizes the knowledge and capabilities related to this sole technology (Alvarez & Barney, 

2001). However, Alvarez and Barney’s (2001) research shows that the most important resource that 

differentiates startup and incumbent is a startup’s inventive capability, which is difficult for an incumbent to 

replicate. The inventive capability provides startups with an opportunity to become a continuous stream of 

new technologies and thereby represent more value in the alliance than a single technology. Startups need to 

realize this differentiating resource and better communicate it to incumbents when entering a startup alliance 

to ensure continued investments from the incumbent. 

 

The above sections have concerned the startup alliance literature and have described the benefits startups and 

incumbents can expect from startup alliances (section 3.2.1), the challenges they can experience (section 3.2.2) 

and the response strategies they can apply - either in unison or individually - to overcome challenges (section 

3.2.3). The next section will focus on this master thesis’ theoretical framework and how the existing startup 

alliance literature can be used to define a startup alliance. 
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3.0 Theoretical positioning 

This master thesis is positioned within the academic field of startup alliances, which is a part of the larger 

academic field of strategic alliances. This field is approached through the knowledge-based view, which 

emphasizes the importance of knowledge and capabilities. They are an essential part of startup alliances, since 

the expectations startups and incumbents have to a startup alliance mainly revolves around such intangible 

assets (refer to section 2.3.1). This master thesis is, therefore, focused on the knowledge and capabilities of 

startups and incumbents. Knowledge will in this master thesis be defined as specialized knowledge, expertise 

and experience, where capabilities will be defined as internal processes and culture. Other articles have applied 

a similar approach (Alvarez and Barney, 2001; Minshall et al, 2010; Perez et al., 2013; Perez and Fierro, 2018) 

but, through the focus of this master thesis, three literature gaps can still be identified. 

The first gap concerns a lack of distinction regarding whether examined startup alliances indicate an 

intent for internalization or collaboration. Instead, the current literature has applied a descriptive approach by 

observing startup alliances and subsequently displaying how the alliances unfold in terms of expectations, 

challenges and response strategies. Such descriptive studies are often a “[...] forerunner to, a piece of 

exploratory research [...]” (Saunders et al., 2009) like this master thesis. These studies are valuable to provide 

a clear picture of the phenomenon of startup alliances, but cannot by themselves be used to categorize a startup 

alliance in relation to internalization and collaboration. In addition, a second literature gap exists due to the 

current literature’s lack of sector focus. The reason being, that the literature has focused on the development 

of individual startup alliances and not what the cumulative effect of startup alliances reveals about the 

development of an entire sector. Therefore, it is not possible to apply the research approach of previous studies 

in order to answer the research question of this master thesis. 

The distinction between whether alliances indicate an intent for internalization or collaboration 

currently exists within the traditional strategic alliance literature in the form of Grant and Baden-Fuller ‘s 

(2004) knowledge-based theory. They categorize strategic alliances into acquiring (i.e. internalization) and 

accessing (i.e. collaboration) alliances based on whether they are used to internalize or access knowledge and 

capabilities. However, their research does not focus on startup alliances and does therefore not by itself provide 

the necessary tools to examine and categorize specific startup alliances with. In addition, Grant and Baden-

Fuller (2004) are solely focused on the approach of alliance partners as the defining variable for whether an 

alliance is defined as acquiring or accessing and not the behaviour they exhibit. This lack of focus on the 

behaviour of alliance partners as a defining variable constitutes the third literature gap. This will be described 

more in detail in the following section 3.1.  
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Besides combining the academic field of startup alliances with the perspective of the knowledge-based view, 

this master thesis also contributes by focusing on the financial sector, which is a sector that has lacked attention 

from the academic field of strategic alliances and startup alliances (refer to section 2.2 and 2.3). 

 

Figure 5: The positioning of this master thesis 

 

 

These three literature gaps, as well as the combination of startup alliance literature and the knowledge-based 

view, lead to the following theoretical framework, which can be used to advance the startup alliance literature 

and the literature on alliances in the financial sector. 

 

3.1 Grant and Baden-Fuller’s knowledge-based theory 
The theoretical framework of this master thesis is developed by applying the knowledge-based view to the 

expectations, challenges and response strategies presented within the startup alliance literature. The theoretical 

framework will be presented in two parts - 1) by introducing the ‘knowledge acquiring approach’ and the 

‘knowledge accessing approach’ defined by Grant & Baden-Fuller’s (2004) as the foundation of the theoretical 

framework, and 2) expanding the framework by complementing their theory with the challenges and response 

strategies presented within the startup alliance literature. The theoretical framework can subsequently be used 

to analyze the expectations, challenges and response strategies within startup alliances and use these defining 

variables to categorize alliances into acquiring or accessing alliances. 
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3.2 Approach to startup alliances 
Grant and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) theory is the culmination of their research within the knowledge-based view. 

By examining the existing literature, they discovered two purposes of entering an alliance in regard to 

knowledge and capabilities. Organizations can either approach an alliance with purpose to acquire the 

knowledge and capabilities of alliance partners by internalizing them, or with the purpose to access knowledge 

and capabilities of alliance partners, thereby, avoiding the need of internalization. These two approaches are 

by Grant & Baden-Fuller (2004) termed the ‘knowledge acquiring approach’ and the ‘knowledge accessing 

approach’. Grant and Baden-Fuller (2004) combine this categorization with the alliance literature to explain 

why some strategic alliances are beneficial for both alliance partners and others only for one alliance partner. 

They find that the outcome is determined by the two approaches. Either both alliance partners approach the 

alliance with the expectation of accessing the counterpart’s knowledge and capabilities - making it an accessing 

alliance - or one or both of the alliance partners approach the alliance with the expectation of acquiring the 

counterpart’s knowledge and capabilities - making it an acquiring alliance. If just one alliance partner has an 

acquiring approach the alliance will become an acquiring alliance, because it is possible to exploit an open and 

transparent counterpart. Therefore, these two alliances are opposites and there is no middle ground (Grant & 

Baden-Fuller, 2004).  

 

Grant & Baden-Fuller (2004) base, in part, their description of the acquiring alliance on the studies from Hamel 

(1991). They describe how, in an acquiring alliance, one or both alliance partners enter the alliance to 

strengthen its/their own competitive advantage. These alliances often create a hostile environment due to the 

self-serving approach from the alliance partner(s) whose main purpose is to internalize the knowledge and 

capabilities of the counterpart as fast and effectively as possible. As a result, the two organizations’ knowledge 

and capabilities will converge over time leading to a more unstable alliance because the potential of acquiring 

new knowledge and capabilities through the alliance becomes smaller. This eventually results in the 

termination of the alliance.  

In the accessing alliance, both organizations enter the alliance with an expectation of accessing the 

counterpart’s knowledge and capabilities rather than acquiring it. In consequence, both alliance partners remain 

mostly differentiated as they are focused on specializing their own core knowledge and capabilities and 

accessing their counterparts when needed. As a result, there is no risk in being transparent and there is no 

justification for ending the alliance. In addition, Grant & Baden-Fuller (2004) illustrate how it leads to an 

increased overall value for both alliance partners, since the combination of knowledge and capabilities from 

both organizations creates a much larger knowledge base than one organization is capable of developing and 

maintaining alone. 
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3.2.1 Expectations 

When reviewing the startup alliance literature, the expectations that startups and incumbents have towards 

startup alliances was displayed. Startups can expect - 1) higher chance of survival and 2) reputation and 

legitimacy. Likewise, incumbents can expect to realize - 1) rejuvenation of corporate culture 2) solving 

business problems with less risk, 3) expansion into future markets, and 4) increased brand reputation. However, 

these expectations cannot be used to determine whether a startup or an incumbent engages in a startup alliance 

with an acquiring or accessing approach, since all these expectations can be realized in both. The difference 

being that in the acquiring alliance only one of the alliance partners will realize these expected benefits and in 

the accessing alliances both alliance partners will realize their expected benefits. Therefore, it is not sufficient 

to examine the above expectations, but rather how alliance partners expect to realize these expectations.  

The theoretical framework will therefore not include the expectations from the reviewed startup 

literature, but rather the two approaches on how an organization can realize benefits from an alliance presented 

by Grant and Baden-Fuller (2004). Defining whether startups and incumbents have an acquiring or accessing 

approach will, therefore, be based on an overall assessment of why startup and incumbent engage in a startup 

alliance. Whether a startup alliance is defined as an acquiring or accessing alliance is to a large degree 

determined by the approach of alliance partners: 

 

Figure 6: Partial theoretical framework - expectations 
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3.3 Behaviour in startup alliances 
This knowledge-based theory of Grant & Baden-Fuller (2004) has a limitation as it solely focuses on the 

expectation for engaging in a strategic alliance, and Grant & Baden-Fuller (2004) do not consider the 

subsequent development of said alliance. It is insufficient to determine whether an alliance is an acquiring or 

accessing alliance solely on the expectations of alliance partners as an alliance develops even after the initiation 

due to the behaviour of alliance partners. 

 

The importance of behaviour is displayed by both Ariño and de la Torre (1998) and Perez et al. (2013). Ariño 

and de la Torre's (1998) describe a case where two organizations engaged in an alliance based on mutual 

commitment, however, as the alliance developed one of the firms began to act opportunistically as a reaction 

to a changing market. The partner became aware of this change in behavior and was reluctant to provide further 

access to its knowledge and capabilities. This created a downward spiral of suspicion and reduced 

transparency, and the alliance ultimately ended as a result. A similar case was observed in Perez et al.’s study 

of startup alliances and they describe how “The [alliance] process may fail at any stage as a result of conflicting 

relationships in which a firm/customer tries to absorb as much as possible from the other and give as little as 

possible in return” (2013, p. 443-444). This emphasizes the necessity of not only considering the approach but 

also the behaviour of alliance partners in order to determine whether an alliance is an acquiring or accessing 

alliance. To categorize startup alliances within the two type of alliances, Grant and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) 

theory is not sufficient in its current state and it is necessary to expand on it. This expansion requires an 

understanding of the challenges and response strategies which can occur within a startup alliance as well as an 

understanding of whether they are an indication of an acquiring or accessing alliance. Due to the above review 

of the startup alliance literature, it is possible to categorize the different challenges and response strategies as 

indicative of either an acquiring or accessing behaviour.  

 

3.3.1 Challenges  

The most significant challenges within the startup alliance literature are learning race, organizational 

discrepancy and power imbalance. Due to the characteristics of these three challenges, they can be used to 

define whether a startup alliance is an acquiring or accessing alliance. The reason being that some of the 

challenges are so rooted within one of the two alliance types that the mere presence of one of them indicates 

an acquiring or accessing behaviour of one or both of alliance partner. 
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If a learning race is observed within a startup alliance it will be a sign of an acquiring behaviour as the purpose 

of the alliance will be to acquire knowledge or capabilities from the counterpart. The acquiring behaviour 

would most likely be assumed by the incumbent due to the asymmetric nature of the alliance. Furthermore, it 

is not possible to observe learning races in an accessing alliance as it will mean that one of the alliance partners 

has an acquiring approach. As described previously this will consequently result in the alliance being an 

acquiring alliance. 

On the contrary, the presence of organizational discrepancy is evident of an accessing alliance as it 

indicates that the startup and incumbent are trying to access and complement each other’s knowledge and 

capabilities. The reason being, that the startup and incumbent are attempting to collaborate and are facing the 

challenges of culture clash, communication problems and divergent strategic goals due to differences in 

organizational processes and structures. The more the startup and incumbent seek to complement each other’s 

knowledge and capabilities the more challenges related to organizational discrepancy they experience. Such 

organizational discrepancy would not be a challenge in an acquiring alliance as the alliance is not aimed for 

close and ongoing collaboration. As a result, the startup and incumbent would not be exposed to each other’s 

differences and any experience with organizational discrepancy would be limited.  

The last challenge of power imbalance is more difficult to allocate as power imbalance is the result of 

the asymmetric relationship within a startup alliance. Power imbalance will, therefore, appear in both acquiring 

and accessing alliances as the successfulness of the startup alliance is of marginal importance to the incumbent 

compared to the startup. As a result, it is not the presence of power imbalance that can be used to determine 

the type of alliance but rather how incumbents behave in regard to the power imbalance. In an acquiring 

alliance, the incumbent would have no considerations regarding the startup’s long-term survival and would 

use the power imbalance to control the alliance and pressure the startup into exposing its knowledge and 

capabilities making it easier for the incumbent to acquire. In an accessing alliance, the incumbent would instead 

avoid exploiting the power imbalance as it wants the startup alliance to become an ongoing success. This is 

not to say that the incumbent would not use its size and power in negotiations as the startup alliance needs to 

be profitable, but it would not pressure the startup to such a degree that its survival would be threatened. 

Consequently, power imbalance will always be present, but it is the incumbent’s behaviour that determines 

whether it indicates an acquiring or accessing alliance. 

 

Dividing the challenges present within the startup alliance literature into the two alliance types from Grant and 

Baden-Fuller’s (2004) theory looks like this: 
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Figure 7: Partial theoretical framework - challenges

 

3.3.2 Response strategies 

The most significant response strategies within the startup alliance literature are slowing down partners rate of 

learning, partner specific investments, committed champions, contractual agreements and offer inventive 

capabilities. As with the challenges, these response strategies can be used to determine whether a startup 

alliance is an acquiring or accessing alliance as they are indicative of either an acquiring or accessing 

behaviour. Similar to the challenges, some of these response strategies are located within one of the two 

alliance types while others can unfold in different ways within both acquiring and accessing alliances. 

 

The response strategy of slowing down the partner’s rate of learning can be applied by startups and incumbents 

in situations where a counterpart seeks to acquire knowledge and capabilities. By limiting access to these a 

startup or incumbent can expand the duration of an alliance as their counterpart have yet to acquire the desired 

knowledge and capabilities. Furthermore, if either startup or incumbent applied this response strategy in an 

accessing alliance it would challenge its counterpart’s attempts to access knowledge and capabilities, thereby, 

creating suspicion and a lack of trust, consequently, leading to an acquiring alliance. Therefore, the use of 

slowing down the partner’s rate of learning is a clear indication of an acquiring alliance. 

The response strategy of partner specific investments is applicable by both the startup and incumbent 

and can be indicative of an accessing alliance. The reason being that these investments are specific to a specific 

startup alliance and if the alliance is terminated those investments will be irreversible. In an acquiring alliance, 
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the alliance partner seeking to acquire knowledge and capabilities would avoid or limit partner specific 

investments due to the irrationality of investing heavily in an alliance that they will soon divest of. Therefore, 

the more partner specific investments both alliance partners make the more it will indicate an accessing 

alliance. In contrast, if only one alliance partner makes these investments it will be evident of an acquiring 

alliance.  

The use of a committed champion is a response strategy restricted to the incumbent and it can indicate 

an accessing alliance. The reason being, that the committed champion is tasked with creating alignment 

between the startup and the incumbent in order to minimize challenges related to organizational discrepancy. 

It is counterintuitive for an incumbent with an acquiring approach to invest time and resources in such a role 

which main purpose is to bridge the two organizations. The incumbent would be acutely aware that once it has 

acquired the desired knowledge and capabilities it will withdraw from the alliance. A committed champion 

should be seen as an incumbent’s effort to ensure the ongoing success of the startup alliance and the appearance 

of a committed champion is, therefore, an indication of an accessing alliance.  

Contractual agreements are a response strategy that startup and incumbent can apply within an alliance 

and it can occur in both acquiring and accessing alliances. If a startup or incumbent engages in a startup alliance 

with an acquiring approach or behaviour, contractual agreements would be used to limit their own transparency 

or increase the transparency of the counterpart. Due to the power imbalances inherent in a startup alliance, an 

incumbent could design processes that require a startup to expose and explain their knowledge and capabilities 

and force such processes into the alliance through contractual agreements. Startups can, on the other hand, try 

to use contractual agreements to protect itself from this power imbalance and deter any opportunistic behaviour 

from the incumbent. If this opportunistic or defensive behaviour are not observed in contractual agreements it 

will indicate an accessing alliance. Especially, if it has been used to create initial alignment and trust within 

the startup alliance. However, sometimes a contract is just a contract and will not be indicative of either an 

acquiring or accessing alliance. 

The last response strategy is to offer inventive capabilities which a startup employs by offering other 

value-creating capabilities than its core solution. Based on how this response strategy is presented in the 

academic literature, the use of it is evident for an acquiring alliance. The reason being, that it is only employed 

in startup alliances where the incumbent tries to internalize the startup’s knowledge and capabilities and 

subsequently divest. Such opportunistic behavior would not be applied by the incumbent in an accessing 

alliance. However, it is necessary to state that the startup could offer these inventive capabilities in other 

circumstances, but such circumstances are not mentioned in the startup literature. Therefore, the offering of 

inventive capabilities is an indication of an acquiring alliance.  

 

Dividing the response strategies present in the startup alliance literature into the two alliance types from Grant 

and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) theory looks like this: 
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Figure 8: Partial theoretical framework - response strategies 
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3.4 The theoretical framework 
Combining all of the above models results in the following theoretical framework (Figure 9) which can be 

used to define startup alliances as either acquiring or accessing. 

 

Figure 9: Complete theoretical framework 
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4.0 Empirical setting 

The following section provides a description of the Danish financial sector, startup alliances within the Danish 

financial sector and the organization Copenhagen Fintech, and thereby, the context of the research conducted 

in this master thesis. 

 

4.1 The Danish financial sector 
The Danish financial sector consists of three business areas - banking, pension and insurance. Therefore, the 

term financial incumbent is defined as large established firms operating within one or more of these business 

areas. This sector is defined by an increasing rate of consolidation which is represented by the fact that the 

number of firms has decreased in all three business areas (Finans Danmark, n.d.; Forsikring og Pension, 2018a) 

as illustrated in figure 10. There is no indication of this trend slowing down as 66% of Finansforbundet’s 

members estimate that the number of banks in 2021 will be 59 at the most, while 31% estimate the number to 

be below 50 (Ritzau, 2018). Just within the last two years, there have been three major acquisitions with 

Nykredit’s acquisition of LR Kredit for 2,6 billion DKK (Kehlet, 2019), Tryg’s acquisition of Alka for 8,2 

billion DKK (Danielsen & Friis, 2017). The sector has consolidated to such a degree that the market for 

banking, pension and insurance is dominated by a few large incumbents (Finanstilsynet, 2018; Forsikring og 

Pension, 2018b; Forsikring og Pension, 2019). A G10 report found that the primary motive to the consolidation 

of the global financial sector was efficiency improvements from economies of scale (Group of 10, 2001). The 

same motive can be assumed to have an impact on the increasing consolidation of the Danish financial sector 

as well. However, the consolidation of the Danish financial sector could also be the result of a preference to 

internalize knowledge and capabilities. 
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Figure 10: Consolidation of the Danish financial sector

 

 

In addition, new trends within the Danish financial sector are currently challenging the traditional financial 

products and business model of financial incumbents. This is among other exemplified in a pressure on 

earnings. From 2017 to 2018 Danish banks saw their earnings drop by 25%, which is evident that the banks 

have a harder time making money on their core business and the traditional standardized financial products 

and services (Bentow, 2019). This is elaborated on by the CEO of Sydbank Karen Frøsig who describe how 

they find themselves “[...] in an economy, where it is difficult to make money, and where we therefore watch 

our costs carefully [...]” (PwC, 2017b). The pressure is partly due to the decreasing customer satisfaction and 

loyalty within the Danish financial sector. The Danish banks are losing the special status they have previously 

held with extremely loyal customers because of increasing transparency in the market and the decreasing 

importance of personal relations between bank and customers. Customers do not miss their traditional 

relationship with the bank and today they have far better opportunities to determine from which bank they get 

the best offers. Making it impossible for banks to compete on anything else but low cost. The banks have done 

little to adapt and are to a large degree still offering the same traditional services and are marketing them to 

customers in the same way (Aabo, 2016). This decrease in customer loyalty and lack of diversification of 

traditional products also applies to insurance providers and pension funds. Insurance providers experience that 
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25% of customers have considered changing their insurance provider, with the reason being a lack of value for 

money (Loyalty Group, 2013; Loyalty Group 2015). Also, the Danish pension funds are experiencing 

decreasing customer satisfaction and loyalty. Part of the explanation is found in expected declining returns and 

the uncertainty it brings customers about their retirement (Loyalty Group, 2019). The Danish financial sector 

has as a whole also suffered from a decrease in customer loyalty due to the negative image of the sector created 

by the current money laundering scandals (Loyalty Group, 2019). 

 

An increase in transparency, decrease in customer loyalty and lack of diversification could leave the financial 

sector and their traditional financial services trending towards commoditization. A process that is defined by 

a decrease in the pricing power of manufacturers, when products and services become indistinguishable in the 

eyes of consumers who will tend to buy the cheapest and thereby pressure the earnings of manufacturers. A 

challenging situation to which the economic benefits derived from consolidation only will be a temporary 

relief. 

Furthermore, there is a general intensification of the digital competition. A McKinsey study shows 

that 69% and 64% of firms find that the strategic importance of “digital engagement of customers” and “digital 

innovation of products, operating model, or business model” rank among their top 3 digital trends, respectively 

(McKinsey, 2014). The digital challenges are very much present in the Danish financial sector as well and it 

is at risk of being ‘digitally disrupted’, which is when new digital technologies and business models 

significantly affect the consumer's ability to buy something on an already existing market (Finansforbundet, 

2015). Within the financial sector, the digital competition is represented by an increased focus on financial 

technology (fintech), which are technologies seeking to provide financial services by leveraging software and 

modern technology. When the traditional financial market shifts towards a digital one, new threats also emerge. 

Both from outside the sector in the form of BigTech and inside the sector in the form of Neobanks. BigTech 

refers to giants such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Baidu, Ali Baba, etc. that are born digital, 

technologically advanced and application-, data- and customer-centric. They have expertise in creating a 

frictionless customer experience refined through strong relations and daily interactions with huge customer 

bases. These Big Techs are now posing a threat to established financial institutions by entering the market of 

financial services competing on the digital customer experience (Krishnan, 2019). The Danish financial sector 

has currently only experienced the presence of BigTechs within payments in the form of Apply Pay and Google 

Pay (Ritzau, 2019; Visa, n.d.). However, worldwide BigTechs have placed themselves on other parts of the 

value chain as well, such as loans and credit rating and are even moving into the physical sphere with Apple’s 

credit card - Apple Card (Krishnan, 2019). Unlike BigTechs that have developed outside the financial sector, 

neobanks have developed within the financial sector fueled by digital opportunities. They are digital-only 

banks and therefore not burdened by a traditional banking technology infrastructure (i.e. legacy systems), 

costly networks of physical branches and large human resource investments. They are reinventing the practices 
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and processes associated with traditional banking within the new digital reality of the financial sector (The 

Economist, 2019). The Danish financial sector has mainly seen competition from neobanks in the form of 

Danish Lunar Way, which in February 2019 raised 97 million DKK and are currently experiencing a customer 

intake of more than 10.000 a month (Kjær, 2019). However, Danish pension funds can face a similar challenge 

from the Danish startup Grandhood, which employ the principles found within neobanking to reinvent the 

practices and processes found in traditional pension funds (Zigler, 2019). 

 

The Danish financial sector finds itself located within a new digital reality and thus a completely new 

competitive situation. This is a result of the significant blurring of sector barriers and market convergence 

driven by the new financial technology business models and technology-based financial players as well as low 

customer loyalty. 

 

4.2 Startup alliances in the Danish financial sector 
While consolidation definitely has defined the Danish financial sector, there are also cases of strategic 

alliances. Lastly seen with the strategic alliances entered by PFA and LB Forsikring (Duelund, 2019), Danske 

Bank and Tryg (Thielst, 2018) and Nordea and Gjensidige (Nordea, 2018). The strategic alliances are evident 

that the established financial institutions seek to expand their business to related financial business areas. 

However, the alliances that have really gained the attention from the Danish financial sector in the last three 

years are alliances with fintech startups. In the global financial sector, 82% of incumbents expect to increase 

fintech startup alliances in the following three to five years (PwC, 2017a). In addition, 79% of the top 100 

global banks have entered an alliance with at least one fintech startup, which is an increase of 24% in just two 

years (Dietz & Radnai, 2018). Entering startup alliances exposes incumbents to an innovative culture that 

might help them reinvent themselves within the new realities of the sector. Incumbents are presented with 

innovative technologies and business models that are more efficient and offer customers greater convenience, 

at a lower cost than if they tried developing them internally (Datesh et al., 2018; PwC, 2017a). Entering startup 

alliances with fintech startups could, therefore, be part of an effective solution to the challenges incumbents 

are facing in terms of pressured earnings, low customer loyalty and an intensifying digital competition. A 

central decision that the established financial institutions needs to make, given the new conditions they are 

competing under, is whether to continue with a traditional focus or an ‘open banking’ focus (PwC, n.d.). Open 

banking refers to an approach where banks provide access and enable third-party providers to build 

applications and services based on bank data, thereby facilitating the development of completely new services 

(Hansen, 2017). An approach that is prevalent among banks, but not excluded to these (i.e. open pension or 

open insurance). 
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The interest in startup alliances within the Danish financial sector has increased since the first startup alliance 

between Københavns Andelskasse og Lunar Way was entered 2015 (Bernsen, 2015). Especially the Danish 

banks are competing on being the most attractive alliance partner for fintech startups. This is first of all evident 

in a willingness to invest capital in fintech startups. A strategy that is not aimed at providing the banks with 

profit, but rather to attract fintech startups that can help make the banks relevant within the new realities of the 

sector (Skouboe, 2018). The competition is also evident in the development of the most startup-friendly IT 

infrastructures, such as API’s and Sandboxes, that eases the integration between the incumbents and the 

startups - e.g. by providing fintech startups with a test environment and banking data. The fact that several 

startups dropped out of Nordea’s accelerator back in 2016 due to a lack of such an infrastructure shows its 

importance (Boye, 2016). Nordea has since created an Open Banking platform in order to strengthen their 

collaboration with fintech startups and “become the go-to hub for banking APIs in the Nordics” (Nordea, n.d.), 

just like Spar Nord (Spar Nord, n.d.) and Danske Bank (Danske Bank, n.d.). 

 

Startup alliances within the financial sector usually revolve around a product or service developed by the 

startup. For the sake of simplicity and due to confidentiality concerns of this master thesis (refer to section 

5.3), such products or services will subsequently be referred to as IT solutions. 

 

4.3 Copenhagen Fintech 
An organization that has emerged from and contributed to the increased interest in startup alliances within the 

Danish financial sector is Copenhagen Fintech. It was created in 2016 with the vision to develop Copenhagen 

as one of the leading FinTech Hubs in the global financial services industry by supporting and catalyzing the 

next era of fintech innovation. Thereby, making the Danish financial sector competitive on a global scale. 

Copenhagen Fintech seeks to realize this vision by combining fintech startups, financial incumbents, venture 

capitalist, the public sector and the universities. Within three years they have grown their corporate partners 

and sponsors to 43, which includes a multitude of Danish firms (financial institutions and associations, law 

firms, management consultancies and IT firms) as well as global players such as Citibank, IBM and Mastercard 

(Copenhagen Fintech, n.d.-a). With the support of partners and sponsors, Copenhagen Fintech runs the 

Copenhagen Fintech Lab, which is a co-working space dedicated to fintech entrepreneurs, as well as a series 

of programmes for startups ranging from the founding stage of a startup, to scaling through alliances with 

industry incumbents, to expanding the business globally (Copenhagen Fintech, n.d.-b). 
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4.4 Regulation 
The Danish financial sector is heavily regulated and firms within the sector need to be compliant with a 

multitude of different regulation. Among others, the Revised Payment Service Directive (PSD2), the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Anti Money Laundering (AML) regulation. In order to operate within 

the Danish financial sector firms also needs to secure licenses to operate from the Danish Financial Supervisory 

Authority (FSA), which can be costly. 

 

The increase in startup alliances within the Danish financial sector is in part driven by the European regulation 

PSD2. This regulation aims to open up the payment markets for new entrants, leading to more competition 

between banks and greater choice and better prices for consumers. This will potentially advance digital 

development within the sector, by supporting the development of new and innovative IT solutions. Banks will 

be required to give other banks and third-party providers access to customer accounts and thereby make it 

possible to build financial services on top of the banks' data and infrastructure (Finanstilsynet, 2019; Evry, 

n.d.). Several banks go beyond their PSD2 obligations in their open banking approaches and recognize the first 

mover possibilities inherent in the new regulation (PwC, n.d.).  

 The Danish financial sector is also subject to a significant amount of both Danish and European 

regulation that complicates the possibility of financial institutions to exploit the new digital opportunities 

within the sector. One regulation that has preoccupied the whole sector is the European regulation GDPR, 

which came into force the 25th of May 2018. A regulation that the sector still has difficulties complying with, 

which is evident from the Danish financial sector representing 38% of all Danish data violations (Jensen, 

2019). The Danish financial sector is also subject to AML regulations. These regulations require, among other, 

that Danish financial institutions perform a Know Your Customer (KYC) process, which is a due diligence 

process required to verify the identity of customers and assess any potential risks of illegal intentions such as 

money laundering or terror financing (The European Commission, n.d.). The Danish financial institutions are 

also struggling to comply with these regulations, which is evident from multiple money laundering scandals 

(Jung et al., 2017; Andersen, 2019). Questions have been raised about current regulations and whether they 

will enable financial institutions to adapt to the completely new market-, structural- and competitive 

conditions, which must be considered a prerequisite for the banks to be innovative and competitive in the future 

(Camphausen, 2018). 
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5.0 Research methodology 

The research methodology of this master thesis is guided by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill’s (2009) ideas on 

how to create a well-structured research. They introduce the ‘research onion’ model to guide researchers in 

their approach to a study. This model makes researchers consider several layers before deciding on how a 

study should be conducted - 1) philosophy, 2) approach, 3) strategy, 4) research method, 5) time horizons, and 

6) techniques and procedures (Appendix 1). This approach towards methodology has been applied in this 

master thesis in order to secure coherence between the research question and how it is answered. The following 

section displays the different considerations made for this master thesis in three parts - 1) research philosophy, 

2) research strategy, and 3) data collection. 

 

5.1 Research philosophy: Hermeneutics 
Research philosophy is based on a combination of ontology and epistemology. Ontology is concerned with the 

nature of reality and a researcher must consider whether it is possible to prove a certain truth, or if truth is 

dependent on the varying perceptions of social actors. Epistemology is concerned with what constitutes 

acceptable knowledge in a field of study. Depending on a researcher’s ontology, the researcher will either 

believe that unbiased data can be found and measured, or that data is embedded in the subjectivity of social 

actors. In the latter, the focus will be on understanding the subjectivity that creates understanding rather than 

isolating it (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 110-113).  

 

This master thesis uses the research philosophy of hermeneutics where the researcher interprets reality rather 

than explaining it in order to understand how individuals perceive certain phenomena. This philosophy 

acknowledges that perceptions are real and measurable (ontology) and that it is the researcher’s task to 

recognize them by interpreting text and speech (epistemology). In sum, researchers can prove certain aspects 

of reality by examining the statements and perceptions of social actors and the patterns in which they emerge 

(Egholm, 2014, p. 90-92). This philosophy is applied as this master thesis seeks to examine how existing 

startup alliances correspond with the internalization tendency that has defined the Danish financial sector by 

defining these alliances as either acquiring or accessing. Making this determination is a complex exercise as it 

consists of identifying the defining variables (expectations, challenges and response strategies) within a startup 

alliance, which involves interpreting the statements of social actors and how these statements are expressed. 

Therefore, in order to define the type of alliance, it requires researchers to combine, interpret and evaluate 

defining variables and social factors. However, even though startup alliances will be examined through 
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interpretation, any conclusion can still be reliable as these interpretations are rooted in existing startup alliance 

literature. Furthermore, this study will take an inductive approach towards the data gathering and analysis, as 

the aim of this master thesis is to contribute with new findings to the academic literature rather than proving 

or disproving the existing theory. As the academic literature on startup alliances is in the early phases of theory 

development (Perez & Fierro, 2018) it would not be beneficial to develop and test hypotheses as prescribed by 

the deductive approach, but rather to be open towards new understandings. 

 

5.2 Research strategy: Multiple case study 
This master thesis applies a case study strategy as it is the most suitable strategy in order to gain an in-depth 

understanding of a phenomenon and its context. The case study strategy is most often used in exploratory 

research, where the researcher seeks to answer why and how (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 144). Case studies open 

a window to the area of interest which allows a researcher to understand how events unfold and why people 

act as they do. Case studies are therefore useful for empirical studies that “[…] wish to gain a rich 

understanding of the context of the research and the processes being enacted” (Saunders et al., 2009, 146). 

This thorough comprehension is necessary in this master thesis as it seeks to contribute to the academic 

literature. The choice to perform a case study was inspired by other researchers from the startup alliance 

literature who relied on case studies as well (Prashantham & Birkenshaw, 2008; Minshall et al. 2010, Perez et 

al. 2013, Perez & Fierro 2018) and Perez et al. (2013, p. 436) even state that: “Case study research is considered 

fruitful for studying such complex phenomena as inter-firm learning”. For all the above-mentioned reasons, 

the case study strategy is deemed suitable for this master thesis in its pursuit of examining startup alliances. 

 

Since this master thesis follows the philosophy of hermeneutics and the case study strategy it is beneficial to 

rely on qualitative research methods. There exist three predominant qualitative research methods - 

observations, interviews and focus groups. This master thesis will rely on interviews, which is a research 

method that is useful to obtain detailed information about social actors’ personal feelings, perceptions and 

opinions and the data gathered is highly valid and reliable (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 318). The interview process 

of this master thesis will be described in more detail in section 5.4.1. 

 

After deciding upon the case study strategy, the next consideration was whether to rely on a single case or 

multiple cases. As this master thesis aims towards examining the Danish financial sector the use of multiple 

cases can useful as it allows researchers “[…] to generalise from these findings” (Saunders et al., 2009, pp. 

146). For this reason, it was decided to aim for more than one case study. In this master thesis, one case is 

defined as a startup alliance and includes data from both startup and incumbent, and multiple cases, therefore, 
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refer to multiple startup alliances. However, regarding the question of how many cases to aim for, the 

previously mentioned articles within the startup alliance literature cannot help. The number of cases within 

their case studies varies between two cases in Perez & Fierro’s (2018) study and twelve cases in Minshall et 

al.’s (2010) study. It was, therefore, decided to aim for five startup alliances, as it was estimated that this was 

the highest number of cases possible to be examined within the limited timespan of this master thesis.  

 Furthermore, it was decided to expand upon the data collection design by adding one startup 

and one incumbent, that have not engaged in any startup alliances previously but wanted to. These two will 

subsequently be referred to as Outlier Startup and Outlier Incumbent. It was feared that the involved alliance 

partners in the five startup alliances would have an over-positive perception of the alliance and these two 

outliers were, therefore, included in order to challenge the conclusions made from examining the five startup 

alliances. Such an over-positive perception can be a bias towards the findings if the involved alliance partners 

only mention the positive aspects of the alliances and as a result do not touch upon challenges. As the two 

outliers are yet to engage in a startup alliance, they might have a more realistic perception towards startup 

alliances, that can be used to neutralize the over-positive perception potentially found within the five startup 

alliances. These two outliers can, therefore, be used to reflect critically on the findings within the five startup 

alliances. The actual impact of these outliers is discussed in section 9.1. 

 As all of the examined startup alliances within this master thesis are located in the Copenhagen 

Fintech ecosystem it was decided to interview Copenhagen Fintech as well. By including them in the research 

strategy, it is possible to delineate the contextual impact on the phenomena, which can enhance the quality of 

the interpretation of the data. A combination of this results in a data collection design as depicted in figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Data collection design 
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5.3 Case selection 
The next aspect to consider was to find and establish contact with fintech startups and financial incumbents 

involved in five specific startup alliances within the Danish financial sector. It was assumed that fintech 

startups and financial incumbents would be difficult to establish contact with as they often are mentioned in 

media and it was, therefore, expected that these firms already receive countless off interview proposals from 

other researchers and journalists. Furthermore, this master thesis had a deadline leaving limited time to 

negotiate access to the different firms. This was solved by collaborating with Copenhagen Fintech as they were 

interested in the practical implications this master thesis could provide. 

 

This collaboration advanced the master thesis in five ways. Firstly, Copenhagen Fintech provided an overview 

of the startup alliances within the Danish financial sector as the majority of them are located in the Copenhagen 

Fintech ecosystem. Secondly, they supported the selection of cases as they provided input on which startup 

alliances would be interesting to examine. Thirdly, Copenhagen Fintech pitched the master thesis to their 

contact persons within the different startups and incumbents. Fourthly, Copenhagen Fintech gave this master 

thesis legitimacy, which helped to raise the interest of the approached startups and incumbents. Lastly, 

Copenhagen Fintech helped the researchers behind this master thesis in gaining an understanding of the 

context. This was accomplished through informal meetings at their location and an invitation to their 

‘Innovation Masterclass’. The latter was a workshop aimed towards the incumbent members of the 

Copenhagen Fintech ecosystem with a focus on partnering with startups (Copenhagen Fintech, n.d.-c). This 

led to insightful inputs as the workshop had many relevant discussions between the financial incumbents. 

In combination with the CIO of Copenhagen Fintech and another employee, a list was created with 

twelve possible startup alliances. An outlier startup and an outlier incumbent were found as well. Subsequently, 

the list of potential startup alliances was shortened down to six based on inputs from Copenhagen Fintech. The 

reason for contacting six startup alliances was the expectation that it would not be possible to establish contact 

with at least one of them, thus, ending with five startup alliances as aimed for in the data collection design. All 

of these startup alliances together with the two outliers were contacted by Copenhagen Fintech via mail 

forwarding a proposal to be a part of the master thesis. 

 

The research proposal consisted of a description of the study, what practical implications it could offer and a 

promise of confidentiality. Especially the latter was important since the Danish financial sector is protective 

and in order to gain access researchers are required to promise confidentiality so that interviewees cannot be 

connected to certain statements. Confidentiality was promised by guaranteeing all interviewees anonymity and 
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a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). Anonymity was established by excluding information about the 

organization, interviewee, product, founders, size, age, location, alliance partner, length of collaboration or 

any other information which directly or indirectly could be used to identify the organization with. Furthermore, 

it was promised that any specific solution, challenge, structure, etc. that can be connected to the organization 

would be left out as well. Thereby, it should not be possible for anyone to identify the startup alliances being 

examined. Regarding the NDA, it, unfortunately, turned out that it was not possible to apply the official NDA 

from Copenhagen Business School as it was not suitable for a multiple case study research strategy. All 

interviewees were informed of this and were instead promised that the gathered data would not be attached as 

enclosures and, therefore, not be available for the public. 

 

5.4 Data collection 
The interview process was initiated in February 2019 and the last interview was conducted at the end of March 

after which all interviews were transcribed manually. Contact was established with all firms apart from one 

startup which never replied to the interview proposal. Time was not spend contacting this startup further since 

their incumbent partner denied the interview proposal due to busyness. This consequently resulted in the 

number of startup alliances to decrease from six to five (as expected). Additionally, one startup and one 

incumbent replied positively to the interview proposal but could not do the interviews before April. It was 

decided to complete the other interviews first and then evaluate later if interviews with the remaining startup 

and incumbent would be necessary. After the other 11 interviews were conducted, it was estimated that enough 

information had been collected and that the remaining two interviews were not necessary. At this time, the 

transcribed interviews amounted to approximately 200 pages. This consequently resulted in only three of the 

five examined startup alliances including interviews from both startup and incumbent. As a result, a total of 

11 interviews were conducted, which were two interviews less than the amount aimed for in the data collection 

design. These 11 interviews, consisted of eight interviews with fintech startups and financial incumbents, one 

interview with each of the two outliers and one interview with Copenhagen Fintech as illustrated in figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Actual data collection 

 

 

Due to confidentiality concerns, it is not possible to provide the reader with a detailed description of the 

startups, incumbents or IT solutions the five startup alliances revolve around. As the financial sector is 

constituted by the three business areas of banking, pension and insurance, the examined startup alliances can 

potentially be placed within any of those three business areas. A part of the five startup alliances are some of 

the first startup alliances within the Danish financial sector while others are more recent. One fact worth 

mentioning is that the IT solution of Startup 1 was significantly more mature at the point of alliance initiation 

than the IT solutions of the remaining startups. Consequently, alliance 1 differentiates itself a bit from the 

remaining four alliances. All the interviewees held significant positions within their respective firms and were 

actively involved in the startup alliances. They were, therefore, all in a strong position to comment on the 

startup alliances. However, the reader needs to keep in mind that interviewees only comment on the startup 

alliances as members of their respective firms and statements can therefore not be seen as representative for 

the entire firm. See table 4 for an overview of the 11 interviews: 
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5.4.1 Semi-structured interviews 

Since the study includes exploratory elements and since the data required to answer the research question is 

complex, it was apparent that employing semi-structured interviews in the data gathering process would be 

required. In the semi-structured interview, the researcher will have a list of themes and questions to be covered, 

although variation can occur from interview to interview (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 320). All eleven interviews 

were conducted as semi-structured interviews and on the basis of an interview guide. Using semi-structured 

interviews in the study allows for consistency, since the specific variables being examined reoccur across the 

interviews due to the interview guide, while accepting the uniqueness of the individual cases by having the 

flexibility to change the order of questions depending on the interview situation, omit irrelevant questions or 
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formulate new questions to allow elaboration on certain statements (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 327-328). The 

active participation required by interviewers, in addition to the wealth of information flowing from interviews, 

makes the interviews a difficult process to manage while noting key points (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 345). 

Influenced by Saunders et al. (200p, p. 245) this challenge was sought to be overcome in two ways. Firstly, by 

audio-recording the interviews, so that data is captured and stored for later review allowing for more 

explorative interviews less focused on capturing statements. Secondly, by using two interviewers who 

facilitated the discussions and took notes, respectively. Especially the latter was an explicit choice, which was 

performed consistently across all interviews, allowing both interviewers to quickly become comfortable with 

their respective roles. 

 

The interviews with startups and incumbents were aimed at exploring the phenomenon of startup alliances 

within the Danish financial sector and more specifically to clarify the defining variables of expectations, 

challenges and response strategies present in each alliance. An interview guide revolving around these defining 

variables was developed to guide the interviews towards this aim (Appendix 2). However, since “[...] the 

boundaries between the phenomenon being studied and the context within which it is being studied are not 

clearly evident [within a case study]” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 146) and since all startups and incumbents 

interviewed are associated with CPH Fintech, a significant emphasis is also placed on CPH Fintech in the 

interview guide in order to clarify the context of the phenomena examined. In the case of the two outliers, the 

same interview guide was used, but the questions were framed to concern future startup alliances and not 

current ones. Therefore, the only deviation from the main interview guide was in the interview with CPH 

Fintech, which also have a significantly different role in the ecosystem than both startups and incumbents. The 

interview guide for this interview (Appendix 3) was aimed at gathering data about CPH Fintech’s involvement 

in startup alliances within the ecosystem, but also how the organization has evolved, their current role and their 

aspiration for the future. 

 

According to Saunder et al. (2009, p. 328) the interviewer needs to be knowledgeable about the research topic 

and organizational or situational context in which the interview is to take place in order to confer credibility. 

All interviews were therefore prepared for by ensuring a significant level of knowledge about startup alliances, 

the interviewees and the respective organization, through a literature review, observations from the ‘Innovation 

Masterclass’ held by CPH Fintech and online research. Furthermore, acknowledging the busy schedules of the 

interviewees and the limited time for the interview, questions were sent in advance in order to enhance the 

quality of the data collected, which also promotes the credibility of the interviewers (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 

328). 

Ten of the eleven interviews were conducted in person, which contrary to telephone interviews allows 

for a personal relation to be established. During face-to-face interviews, it is easier to demonstrate the 
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credibility of the interviewers and to obtain the confidence of the interviewees, which leads to the collected 

data being of higher quality. Since face-to-face interviews are also capable of capturing non-verbal cues 

including body language, they are better at capturing an interviewee’s emotions and behaviour. Examples of 

this could be discomfort or enthusiasm for the topic being discussed, which can more easily be identified 

allowing the interviewer to react and/or respond appropriately (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 324). The ten 

interviews were furthermore conducted in undisturbed locations at the interviewee’s place of work, ensuring 

a positive impact on both the participants and the responses they are likely to give, due to the convenience and 

comfortableness of the locations (Saunders et al., 2009, p.329) The remaining interview was conducted over 

telephone. According to Saunders et al. (2009, p. 349) this may adversely affect the interviewer’s interpretation 

of how far to pursue a particular line of questioning or may cause difficulties for the interviewer in developing 

more complex questions. A telephone interview may, therefore, lead to a situation where it is difficult to engage 

the interviewee in an exploratory discussion. Although valuable data was collected from this interview, the 

experience of Saunders et al. (2009) was shared by the researches. However, this just confirms the value of 

having held the other ten interviews in person even more. All interviews were conducted in Danish, which is 

the native language of both the interviewers and the interviewees, ensuring both better communication and a 

higher level of comfortableness leading to the data collected being of higher quality. However, this also means 

that all quotes will be translated to and presented in English, which the reader needs to be aware of as it can 

affect the validity the findings (Temple & Young, 2004; Nes, Abma, Jonsson & Deeg, 2010). However, since 

the researchers are acutely aware of this dilemma and speak both languages fluently, the validity of the findings 

are not significantly affected. 

  

Ensuing the data collection process all interviews was transcribed using the audio-recordings. The transcripts 

were subsequently offered to the interviewees for review, allowing them to redact any information they were 

not comfortable having included in the master thesis. This can also be helpful for securing factual accuracy 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p.485). Due to the confidential nature of the data collection, interview transcripts and 

audio-recordings will not be attached to the master thesis but will be provided at the oral defense for review as 

evidence for the data collection process. 

 

5.5 Coding scheme 
The next step was to combine the transcribed interviews with the theoretical framework. This was 

accomplished by reviewing the transcribed interviews through a coding scheme (Appendix 4) that was based 

on the theoretical framework of this master thesis. The coding scheme was therefore influenced by the defining 

variables - expectations, challenges and response strategies. The coding scheme was colour based and 
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expectations as a whole as well as each challenge and each response strategy, therefore, had its own colour. 

Another two extra categories were added as well - Regulation and CPH Fintech - in order to incorporate the 

context surrounding the startup alliances. The coding scheme was open for other relevant categories that 

recurred across the cases and while coding the transcribed interviews the following factors were included: 

Continuous learning, equity and co-development. Through this coding scheme, it was possible to read the 

transcribed interviews and evaluate if the categories were present. Here, the researchers need to have a deep 

understanding of the data since it is not enough to look for certain keywords. In addition, it requires an 

interpretation of how the interviewee expressed certain statements in order to categorize them according to the 

coding scheme. See table 5 for examples of how statements are categorized according to the coding scheme: 

 

 

 

However, a disadvantage of relying on interpretation in the coding process is the risk of inflicting subjective 

understandings onto the data, thus, misinterpreting parts of the interviews. Such biases were sought to be 

overcome through intercoder reliability. A process where researchers are doing the coding separately and 

afterward compare results (Campbell et al., 2013). This method has been possible to apply due to the theoretical 

framework that has created a common basis for interpretation with clear and distinct categories. The strength 

of this method is that both coders have to achieve intercoder agreement where they reconcile whatever coding 

discrepancies they may have through discussion. By applying this method, it has been possible to challenge 

any potential underlying subjective understanding. 

 

5.6 Defining alliances 
The last part of this chapter concerns how to evaluate the categorized data according to the theoretical 

framework of this master thesis. Each of the five startup alliances will be defined as either an acquiring or 
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accessing alliances. However, this determination is based on an overall evaluation of each of the alliance 

partners approach to and behaviour in the individual startup alliance. The reason being, that if one part has an 

acquiring approach or behaviour the entire startup alliance will be categorized as an acquiring alliance (refer 

to section 3.2). In order to evaluate the approach of each alliance partner, the coded data from the interviewers 

regarding expectations towards the startup alliance will be used. Similar, in order to evaluate the behaviour 

from each alliance partner, the coded data regarding experienced challenges and applied response strategies 

will be used. If either the experienced challenges or applied response strategies from an alliance partner is 

indicating an acquiring alliance, the entire behaviour will be determined as such. Whether expectations indicate 

an acquiring or accessing approach depends on the researcher’s evaluation. Even though the challenges and 

response strategies presented in the theoretical framework have been divided into indicating either an acquiring 

or accessing behaviour, it ultimately depends on the researcher’s overall evaluation. However, all of the above 

evaluations are expected to be rather simple as the two alliance types are opposites with very distinct 

characteristics. 

Whether an alliance is defined as acquiring or accessing is based on both the approach and behaviour 

of alliance partners. If both alliance partners have an accessing approach and behaviour the alliance will be 

defined as an accessing alliance. In all other cases, the alliance will be defined as an acquiring alliance. There 

is the possibility that alliance partners have an acquiring approach but exhibit an accessing behaviour. In these 

cases, the definition of the alliance depends on the researcher’s overall evaluation. 

 

As a result, it is possible to define each of the five startup alliances as either acquiring or accessing. This is 

portrayed by the below categorization model (figure 13) which can be used to categorize the five startup 

alliances. 

 

Figure 13: Categorization model 
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6.0 Analysis 

This chapter will present the data gathered from the interviews with the startups and incumbents of the five 

examined startup alliances and from the interviews with the two outliers, which are put within the overall 

theoretical framework of this master thesis. The following three sections will, therefore, examine the defining 

variables - expectations, challenges and response strategies - present in startup alliances within the Danish 

financial sector. Note that Alliance 1 and Alliance 5 only consist of one interview each as previously described 

in section 5.4, meaning that Incumbent 1 or Startup 5 will not be referred to throughout this part. In addition, 

throughout the data gathering process, a significant emphasis has been placed on how CPH Fintech engage 

with startups and incumbents in order to clarify their involvement in startup alliances and their impact on the 

expectations, challenges and response strategies within these alliances. Section four is dedicated to exploring 

this aspect. The last section consists of an analysis on whether the startups and incumbents from the five 

examined startup alliances have applied an acquiring or accessing approach/behavior and, consequently, 

whether these alliances can be defined as acquiring or accessing alliances. This, in turn, provides an answer to 

whether the new trend of startup alliances follows the tendency of internalization within the Danish financial 

sector or indicates a towards collaboration. A clear tendency of acquiring alliances will be indicative of a 

continuation of internalization within the Danish financial sector as startup alliances are used as a means to 

acquire new knowledge and capabilities. On the contrary, a clear tendency of accessing alliances will display 

a shift away from internalization as these alliances imply that the startups and incumbents aim for ongoing 

collaboration, where they seek to access and complement each other’s knowledge and capabilities. 

 

6.1 Expectations 
The following section will examine the approach of the startups and incumbents towards the startup alliances 

they each entered based on their expectations to it. Problems can arise if the two alliance partners have different 

expectations for the alliance - e.g. ongoing collaboration with continuous learning vs. internalization of the 

other’s capabilities and knowledge. Therefore, conflicting expectations can result in a situation where only one 

alliance partner can reach its expected benefit. When interviewed, both the startups and incumbents 

distinguished between short-term and long-term expectations. Short-term expectations refer to the expected 

benefits from the specific startup alliances being examined in this master thesis, whereas long-term 

expectations concern the benefits expected from engaging in startup alliances in general. Both short-term and 

long-term expectations can be useful when determining the startups’ and incumbents’ approach to their 
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respective startup alliances. This section consists of two parts examining the incumbents’ and startups’ 

expectations to the startup alliances respectively. 

 

6.1.1 Incumbent 

When examining the expectations of incumbents for engaging in startup alliances, it becomes apparent that 

they can be divided into two types - 1) the incumbents’ expectations for engaging in each of the examined 

startup alliances, 2) the incumbents’ expected long-term benefits from entering startup alliances in general. 

 

The first type concerns the incumbents’ expectations for engaging in each of the examined startup alliances. 

Going through the interviews, it is evident that in all the alliances, except alliance 1, the incumbents’ decision 

to engage in a startup alliance was driven by a motivation to explore its potential rather than a need to solve a 

known challenge or learn about a specific technology. As I5 explains: “We were in a period where we had the 

appetite for trying new [alliances] since it was something which we had not done so much of in the past”. This 

illustrates how the key motivation was founded in curiosity and a wish to push the organization in a new 

direction. However, due to the incumbents having no or limited prior experience with startup alliances, these 

expectations were also vague, which influenced the short-term expectations that were very unspecific: “The 

expectations were […] quite broad and diffuse. They were actually pretty low since everything was new” (I3). 

The benefits incumbents expect from these alliances are, therefore, to a large degree also unmeasurable such 

as learnings on how to work with a startup as expressed by I3 “Actually, our expectations were just to see 

whether we could learn something from this firm” or a change in corporate culture as expressed by I2 that 

wanted to work with S2 “[...] to pull [the] organization towards a state where it is not about delivering what is 

promised on paper, but instead to test the market, reduce uncertainty and discover something which can live 

on its own”. These overall vague expectations have been noticed by the startups as well. S3 express how I3’s 

“[...] expectations at that time… it was properly ‘Let us see what comes out of it. Let us try it out’” (S3). 

However, even though the incumbent’s expectations to the startup alliances are vague they still expect 

the startups to be aligned with their identity and future vision. All of the chosen startups intrigued the 

incumbents either by focusing on the desired target group or by contributing with a special capability or idea, 

as exemplified by I4: “At that time, [we] internally discussed what we could offer to this specific target group 

which [S4] possessed […] Here we thought that [S4] could cover a gap”. Therefore, in common for all the 

incumbents were that they engaged in startup alliances with very low expectations but still with a belief that 

the alliance could contribute to their future competitive advantage in the market, as I3 describes: “We are not 

nice, that is not the reason to that we collaborate with them. The reason being, that is has to make sense to us”.  
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The previous part described the incumbents’ expectations for engaging in each of the examined startup 

alliances which were quite vague. However, all of the expectations incumbents had to startup alliances, in 

general, were much clearer. I5 describes three expected benefits to startup alliances which can help categorize 

the expectations of incumbents - 1) customer reach, 2) faster time to market, and 3) better products/services. 

   

Customer reach is described by the incumbents as the potential to reach a group of customers through the 

startup’s IT solution, which otherwise would be difficult to get in touch with. The Incumbents are aware of the 

fact that they face difficulties in being present in their customers’ daily life. I5 mentions how BigTech firms 

like Google and Facebook can take advantage of this in the future: “If you already check your Facebook, and 

at the same time can see the balance of your deposits in the top then I will not use the [incumbent’s IT 

solution]”. The startups’ ability to develop customer ended IT solutions that are capable of reaching specific 

customer groups are therefore very valuable for the incumbents. In addition to the benefits of being more 

present in their customers’ daily life, several of the incumbents describe how this also allows them to promote 

some of their other products to these customer groups as well and, thereby, increase the overall value of the 

startup alliance. 

 Faster time to market is described by the incumbents as the possibility to bring new solutions 

and ideas to the market more quickly than they are capable of today. This benefit contains the expectations of 

lower cost as well since the incumbents mention how shorter development time reduces the amount of 

resources invested in the solution. As I3 summarizes: “If it already exists on the market, should we not spend 

time on tapping in on that rather than use 1, 2, 3 years on building it ourselves? Because then we would be 1, 

2, 3 years behind […] so time is of the essence since the customers are extremely impatient and they expect 

much”. Furthermore, it is not just a question whether the IT solution already is present in the market, but also 

a question on how fast incumbents can execute internally on new product development. Here the all the 

incumbents acknowledge that they cannot compete with the speed of startups due to the high level of 

hierarchical structure and bureaucracy in large organizations: “[A project] has to go through all kind of 

compliance [...] Then up to management and then over to some more forums and committees. Therefore, from 

idea to something happens it can take 2 years due to the amount of internal bickering” (I2).  

 Better products/services are portrayed by the incumbents as the ability to develop IT solutions 

with higher quality than if the incumbents had to develop it themselves. It is not, however, because the 

incumbents believe that the startups can make better products than they can themselves. An incumbent even 

mentions that they could properly make a better IT solution with only a few employees, since they have so 

much in-depth knowledge about the financial industry. However, the challenge is that an organization has a 

limited amount of focus they can give each product as I3 explains “A [financial institution] does 1000 things 

and several 1000 products in average” and not every product can get the highest priority. Consequently, the 

quality of IT solutions and products can decrease due to internal prioritization: “It becomes difficult to make 
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the big bang. Then it makes more sense to move things out of the organization and make an independent brand 

[…] You get much more energy in promoting your own brand. It is much higher when you own the product 

yourself” (I2).  

 

6.1.2 Startup 

Similar to the interviews with the incumbents, a pattern regarding the startups’ expectations to the alliances 

also emerges. However, this pattern differs from the expectations of the incumbents, that had a strategic 

approach with well-thought-out long-term expectations, but with low short-term expectations for the first 

alliance. Opposite, the startups had a more practical approach with clear expectations to the first alliance due 

to very specific needs. These needs mostly concern licenses to operate, as firms operating within the Danish 

financial sector needs to secure these from the Danish FSA. These licenses are very expensive to obtain, which 

leaves fintech startups reliant on financial incumbents: “As a fintech in Denmark, you need licenses […] 

Alliances are a way to utilize others’ licenses instead […] That was the motivation to engage in an alliance” 

(S1). This was a common situation among the startups and many of them also mentioned the difficulties of 

designing a financial IT solution without access to real customers and their data. As S4 explains: “The 

motivation to enter an alliance with an [financial institution] was without a doubt to get access to customers”. 

One startup does not have a need for a license, but is, however, still dependent on an alliance with a financial 

incumbent as it needs access to capital in order to realize a specific business model which can distinguish it 

from competitors. 

Other expectations are mentioned by the startups as well, but they are not articulated with the same 

necessity as licenses. One of these expectations is the reputation which the incumbents can give the startups 

since they will be seen in connection with the recognized brand of the incumbent. This can be a benefit as S2 

describes: “If you sell shoes as a startup it is easy, but if you, for example, sell financial [products] people need 

to believe that the startup will still exist many years in the future”. However, it was not seen as a prime 

motivation to engage in the collaboration but rather as a positive add-on. Similar, the startups are also aware 

of the large customer base which the incumbents can provide, but again, none of the startups emphasized this 

benefit as an explicit reason to why they engaged in their respective alliances. 

 

All of the startups had long-term expectations beyond this first alliance. The vision differs from startup to 

startup, but they all saw the incumbent as a stepping stone in order to scale. As S4 describes: “The expectation 

was that we could use Denmark as a country to test in […] and then scale from there”. However, the startups 

do not engage in the startup alliance with the expectation to end it after they have reached a certain size or 

goal, since they are still reliant on accessing a license. Besides that, the different visions are vague as the 

startups cannot predict fundamental factors due to the high degree of uncertainty of being a startup. 
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Lastly, another interesting finding concern the mindset of the startups when entering an alliance with an 

incumbent, since two different types are found. The first type of mindset is based on the conviction that the 

startup can build and maintain the IT solution on its own, only needing support from the incumbents in the 

form of licenses, capital or technical support in the integration process between the incumbent’s and startup’s 

IT systems. This belief descends from a confidence in the startup’s own technical abilities and a knowledge 

regarding the specific IT solution and customer group. S3 describes how it had this optimistic attitude: “You 

have this belief where you think ‘Now we will show you how smart we are. We can do it all’ […] we believed 

that we knew everything, and we would come along and help the [financial institutions]”. Within this mindset, 

the startups are convinced that they have the necessary knowledge to make a profitable financial IT solution 

without input from the incumbents. The second type of mindset can be found among the startups which see 

themselves as immature regarding knowledge within the financial industry. They fully believe in their idea. 

However, they do not believe that they have the necessary knowledge to create a financial IT solution on their 

own. Therefore, they also enter the alliance with a motivation for learning: “A lot of what we needed access 

to via [I2] was financial technical knowledge since none of us has any financial knowledge at all” (S2). 

Examples of this knowledge can be the internal IT development and compliance processes of financial 

incumbents. This mindset can be seen as more modest compared to the first, since the startups enter the alliance 

with a more humble attitude. 

 

6.1.3 Summary of expectations 

When looking at the expectations from both sides, it can be concluded that the incumbents and startups differ 

in short-term and long-term expectations. All the incumbents had no clear expectations to the benefits gained 

from the first alliance, while all startups had very specific expectations regarding the same. Opposite, the 

startups’ long-term expectations were more unclear due to a startup’s uncertain future, while the incumbents 

had clear expectations to what startup alliances would bring them in the long run. Furthermore, it can be 

concluded that none of the expectations between the incumbents and startups are conflicting even though they 

vary in specificity, since all the incumbents’ long-term expectations are depending on the realization of the 

startups’ short-term expectations. Therefore, the incumbents do not expect to achieve the benefits of larger 

customer reach, faster time to market and better products/services if they acquire the startups’ knowledge and 

capabilities. The reason being, that incumbents cannot internalize the fast decision-making processes and risk-

taking approach from the startups as it would be affected by the internal bureaucracy within the incumbent. 

Consequently, the most desirable approach in order to reach the incumbents’ expectations is by accessing the 

startups’ knowledge and capabilities as they are dependent on an ongoing collaboration with the startups. 

Furthermore, as the incumbents’ short-term expectations were broad and diffused it does not indicate an 
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acquiring approach. The reason being, that organizations in such alliances most likely would have targeted 

specific knowledge and capabilities to acquire before engaging in the startup alliance. Similar, the startups are 

interested in keeping the alliances a success even after their short-term expectations have been fulfilled as they 

will continue to benefit from the incumbents’ licenses, capital and knowledge. Consequently, all of the 

examined startup alliances display that both incumbents and startups entered the alliances with the aim to 

access each other’s capabilities rather than acquiring them. Table 6 provides an overview of the short-term and 

long-term expectations that were present in the five examined startup alliances. 

 

 

6.2 Challenges 
As stated in section 3.3 where the theoretical framework is described, it is not only the expectations of alliance 

partners towards a startup alliance that defines an alliance as either acquiring or accessing, but also the 

challenges they experience and the response strategies they apply. The following section examines what 

challenges from the startup alliance literature are present in the five examined startup alliances and to what 

degree. The section is divided into four parts concerning - 1) learning race, 2) power imbalances, 3) 

organizational discrepancy, and 4) regulation. The latter is a challenge not previously mentioned in the startup 

alliance literature. 

 

6.2.1 Learning race 

One finding across all the five startup alliances was the lack of a learning race between the startups and 

incumbents. The startups and incumbents were completely open about any knowledge or capabilities relevant 

for their alliance partner. Alliance 2 especially exemplify this. S2 expressed the opportunities they had to learn 

from I2 by engaging with specialists within asset management, IT, sales and marketing. Similarly, I2 expressed 

how they had an opportunity to learn how to transition from a traditional operational model to a digital. I2 even 
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explicitly expressed ”We are very loyal towards them. There is no reason to steal their things”, which is the 

opposite of a learning race, where the primary objective is the internalization of a counterpart’s knowledge 

and capabilities 

 

6.2.2 Power imbalances 

Another finding regarding challenges in the examined startup alliances was the presence of power imbalances 

across all five alliances. The power imbalance is first and foremost caused by the difficulties in obtaining 

licenses to operate within the Danish financial sector, which in many cases are needed by the startups as 

described in the previous section. S1 explains how ”As a startup, to have a mission of obtaining a license, I 

simply do not believe that anyone [startup] has the time or capital resources to do it. […] it is not realistic for 

a startup unless they are backed by a large institution”. Both S2 and S4 agree with S1 in the unrealistic prospect 

of obtaining a license to operate as a mere startup. An imbalance which I2 can also recognize “We have kind 

of a monopoly, because it is so costly to enter the market. That is why we are in a position of power”. It is 

however not only an imbalance of power in the form of a license to operate, but also imbalances in terms of 

resources, experience and knowledge. This can be seen when I2 relates Alliance 2 to the relationship between 

an adult and a teenager. They approached the alliance from a stable position strong in both capital and human 

resources and knowledge about the sector. In contrast, S2 approached the alliance from a position of urgency 

and experimentation, rich on ideas and driven, but nonetheless in lack of capital and experience within the 

Danish financial sector. I2 explains how “It is an asymmetric power relationship all the way through. On all 

areas except their idea. […] So, the power balance when negotiating is completely unequal. We can set up the 

contract in any way that we see fit”. The same opinion is expressed by I3 and I4 (although not as explicit) 

which highlights the attractiveness and importance of a fintech startup to enter an alliance with an incumbent. 

I4 explains how “It is clear that for a startup it can be the difference between life or death, getting into the 

market quickly” which in many cases within the Danish financial sector requires entering an alliance with an 

incumbent. Especially the ones involving a license to operate. According to S2, it has not only been a matter 

of a power gap, but just as much a matter of an information gap (which arguably impacts the gap in power 

consequently). Both a gap in terms of information about the sector and the relevant fields such as asset 

management and compliance, but also in terms of information regarding the internal processes of their alliance 

partner, such as decision-making processes. 

 

Two points worth noting about power imbalances in the five examined startup alliances was that – 1) startups 

that were afflicted by the power imbalances did not believe that it was a conscious decision by the incumbents 

to act opportunistically, and 2) even though some incumbents were very aware of the power imbalances present 

in the alliance they were also very aware not to act opportunistic and exploit them. When asked if they felt 
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pressured at some point during the startup alliance S3 illustrates the first point by answering “Absolutely! But 

I do not think it has been conscious of them. I think that it is their procedures. But completely and absolutely. 

[...] I don't think it was something they did to be rude or to pressure us. I just think it's the way it is”. I3 

illustrates the second point by conveying how it is a matter of trying to find the right balance within the alliance. 

Even if they have the opportunity to exploit the power imbalance and pressure S3, they also had to consider 

that it is a tiny organization with only a couple of employees. Furthermore, even though I2 acknowledged they 

were in a position to set up the contract any way they saw fit, they made an active decision to accommodate 

S2, which further illustrates the second point. I2 asserts that “There is nothing to gain from trying to overpower 

your alliance partner from the get-go. S2 has had a super fair legal agreement with us, because it is not very 

cool working with someone, where you already know that they own everything”. S2 supports this statement 

by acknowledging the existence of a power imbalance within Alliance 2, but describes how it is not as 

significant as it could have been. However, this is not to say that incumbents enter startup alliances without 

any consideration to their own interests. They enter these alliances because their organization can benefit in 

one way or another as described in the previous section. I3 explains: “If we cannot see, document and feel a 

difference and advantage, we are not going to do it”. 

 

6.2.3 Organizational discrepancy 

The challenges that were most significant in the examined startup alliances were the ones relating to 

organizational discrepancy - culture clash, communication problems and divergent strategic goals. 

 

6.2.3.1 Culture clash 

When looking at culture clashes, the two most predominant conflicts between startups and incumbents in the 

examined alliances were - 1) caused by the quick decision making of startups versus the need for internal 

alignment of incumbents, and 2) caused by the startup’s lack of/low experience within the Danish financial 

sector versus the large experience and broad knowledge of the incumbents. 

 

The first type of culture clash observed was caused by the quick decision making of startups versus the need 

for internal alignment of incumbents, with one consequence being the delays it can bring to the alliances. I5 

admitted that it was definitely their fault that initiatives within the alliance moves so slow and blames the way 

that the organization is divided into the two areas of business and IT: “We may want to do this from a business 

perspective, but IT may not be as far on the ‘open banking’ journey as we would like to be. So that also takes 

some time”. I5 goes on to explain that there are many similarities between their own innovation department 
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and Startup 5 and how there is agreement on the different elements and how they fit together “[...] but when 

you as a [financial incumbent] involve legal, compliance, IT, etc. that is when some things start to surface 

where it takes a longer time than you would have expected”. In addition, I3 explains how a difference between 

the two alliance partners in Alliance 3 is that S3 is such a small organization that one man can make a decision 

within a snap moment. Within I3 however “[...] when we make a decision it needs to go through many 

committees. Many people, many opinions and everyone should be heard”. This is recognized by I4 when 

describing how they experienced delays within the alliance. A problem that is frustrating for both startup and 

incumbent and described as “[...] a classic example of a small, agile and impatient firm meeting a bigger firm 

where there is more on the line [...]”. According to I4, it is caused by the fact that the ones that bring projects 

into the organization are not the ones who have to maintain it afterward. That task falls to the operations 

department, that may not always agree on what is being brought into the organization, consequently, resulting 

in an internal mismatch between departments. 

S4 recognizes the delays caused by this clash in cultures as well and describes how they end up in a 

bureaucratic process when requiring a quick response. As a startup they are used to work fast and agile, 

allowing them to implement an idea over the course of an afternoon. In contrast, working with I4, where S4 

can have some serious dependencies, revolves around time slots that can be far out into the future. Both S2 

and S3 are in agreement with S4. S2 describes the insane amount of politics in a large organization and explains 

how there are delays within Alliance 2 as well caused by “[...] primarily internal things such as board approvals 

that needed to fall into place, which has been out of our hands”. Similarly, S3 describes how “[I3] is just a 

large organization and in large organization, politics occur, and politics takes a long time and is very costly”. 

S3 furthermore explains how the culture within the financial incumbents is in part defined by lengthy decision-

making processes and how it, therefore, is perfectly fine for them that a decision takes a long time. This, 

however, is the difference between fintech startup and financial incumbent. S3 simply cannot afford for things 

to take a long time: “It is fairly easy. Then we will die before having moved on”. 

 

The second culture clash observed were caused by the startups’ lack of or low experience within the Danish 

financial sector versus the extensive experience and highly specialized knowledge of the incumbents. S2 

openly acknowledged that they had not worked within or close to the sector beforehand, which represented a 

challenge since they knew so little about the area they were trying to affect. Looking back they were actually 

surprised that I2 accepted entering a startup alliance despite their lack of knowledge. I2 was however aware of 

S2’s lack of experience within and knowledge of the sector and explains how “They knew nothing about [the 

sector], nor did they know how they would succeed in making [their idea] entirely digital [...] They had an idea 

and no knowledge” to a point where “[...] some of our managers were surprised at how little they really knew” 

(I2). S2 explains how it was a situation wherein I2 had to have patience. Likewise, I4 highlights how the 

founders of S4 did not have a financial background as well. Instead, they had an idea among friends over the 
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dinner table and then pursued it. Even though they might have a good understanding of starting and running a 

project, they have never tried creating a fintech startup before, which obviously creates some problems. For I4 

it is the commercial inexperience of S4 that is a delaying factor.  

 

6.2.3.2 Communication problems 

Communication between startup and incumbent can be difficult, but as I2 describes in can be difficult also just 

understanding “[...] what it is you need to communicate about. Because it is super easy to say communication, 

but what is it specifically you have to talk with each other about” (I2). When looking at communication 

problems the two most predominant arose over - 1) how closed the communication channels within the alliance 

are and/or how attentive alliance partners are at informing each other, and 2) a lack of consensus on terms and 

definitions between startup and incumbent. 

 

In regard to the openness of communication channels, none of the four interviewed incumbents felt that it was 

difficult to attain information from their startup partner. In contrast, both S2 and S4 found that their incumbent 

partner had rigid communication channels to a greater or lesser degree. S2 notes that while I2 at times were 

very open and eager to collaborate there were also times where they experienced that I2 separated themselves 

and handled things internally because it was of benefit to them. S4 described some more significant experiences 

with closed communication channels in their alliance with I4. In regard to the business side of things such as 

go-to-market strategy, customer acquisition cost and benchmark targets to measure performance, I2 was fairly 

open, but “[...] IT were somewhat of a closed oyster” (S4). They go on to speculate that it might be because I4 

did not have the requested IT documentation or because the documentation was lacking, but nonetheless 

concludes that I4 did not show the same kind of openness as shown by themselves. 

Contrary to S2 and S4, S1 did not experience closed communication channels but rather slow ones. 

Having an account manager within Incumbent 1 as one point of contact, S1 was dependent on that person to 

interact with employees within the organization, which could be a lengthy process: “It is not always possible 

to get an answer right away” (S1). This is interrelated with the culture clash between startup and incumbent as 

the latter are large bureaucratic organizations structured around hierarchy and communication is therefore 

simply slower compared to a startup. After having described this problem S1 did, however, disclose that it was 

not that bad. 

 Regarding the openness of communication channels S3 highlights the human aspect. It was their 

experience that some departments were easier to talk to than others and believe the reason to be that the 

employees of those departments were just more interested in S3’s solution or the startup alliance agenda within 

the organization compared to employees in the other departments: “They think it was exciting and new and 

then there other people who believe new to be bad and do not want anything to do with it” (S3). Furthermore, 
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S3 describes how people have a tendency to stick to their first response. An employee who might have been 

stressed had a bad day or in some other way been unavailable and have therefore disregarded the request for 

information from S3, will more often disregard requests for information going forward and vice versa. 

 

Alliance 2 also shows how communication problems depend on alliance partners attentiveness (and 

opportunity) to inform each other. I2 describes how they were very attentive towards informing S2, but when 

encountered with a multitude of other tasks, not necessarily related to the alliance, informing them could get 

delayed to the next day. The only problem being that one day in the eyes of S2 is a very long time compared 

to I2. Not knowing is according to S2 also something they have reacted heavily on: “If it has not been clear to 

us [...] if we have not been shown where the challenges were and what timeline was, then it entails a lot of 

frustrations” (S2). On the other hand, I2 also felt that a lack of attention towards informing alliance partners 

applied to S2. “When they get a good idea, they forget to tell us and then they have suddenly changed their 

focus without us knowing” (I2). 

 

Communication problems can also arise over a lack of consensus on terms and definitions relevant to the 

startup alliance. S4 describes how on an overall level it is two fundamentally different languages being spoken, 

which in daily interactions results in a lack of consensus on terms and definitions: “These are the shades of 

nuance that makes you tired”. Working within fintech entails dealing with some complex terms and rules, and 

according to S4 it is of the essence that there is an agreement between startup and incumbent about the 

definition of technical terms, but “Building up this common language is tough. It really is” (S4). 

Looking at Alliance 2 it becomes clear that it is not only a matter of aligning terms and definitions but 

also the way alliance partners speak and perceive what is being said. I2 illustrates this by describing how during 

a meeting they informed S2 that they believed they had an API that could solve a problem. What S2 heard was 

that I2 definitely had an API that could receive the necessary data. They then arrived at the specific problem 

two months later and realized that I2’s API could not solve the problem. A realization that frustrated S2 as 

they had spent two months coding on the assumption that I2 would have an API ready. Two months which 

they believed to be wasted. However, I2 had another perception of the situation: “When we think something 

can be done, we do not investigate it today. We do not have the resources for that. We cannot do the whole 

project on day one. We can outline it in paper and when a problem arrives, we can solve it along the way. 

Where they think, now we have said that it is so, and we have drawn it on a wall, then they can just code and 

build their entire business up around that”. As I2 describes, they might agree on the 1st of March as launch 

day, but does that mean they have a firm agreement to launch on the 1st of March or that if everything goes 

according to plan, they will be ready to launch on the 1st of March? 
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6.2.3.3 Divergent strategic goals 

Strategic goals diverge since a startup alliance is entered by two separate and widely different organizations. 

As I4 describes “[...] one challenge of entering [a startup alliance] with a [startup], is that it is out of our hands. 

To some extent, we must respect the fact that they are a startup that defines their own business”. When looking 

at the strategic goals of startup and incumbent within the five examined startup alliances, they diverge within 

two areas. The first being their risk willingness since startups have a larger appetite for risk compared to the 

risk-averse incumbents. This is especially expressed in the startups’ preference of validating their IT solution 

in the market, which is a sharp contrast to incumbents’ preference of subjecting any IT solution to a thorough 

internal validation before exposing it to customers. The second being their strategic focus. Startups showed to 

have a sole focus on the alliance (or at least their own IT solution, which the alliance revolves around) and are 

highly dependent on making it successful. On the contrary, incumbents have a more diffuse strategic focus due 

to the multitude of initiatives they are involved in.  

 

In regard to the risk appetite of startup and incumbent, I2 describes how the majority of time at a startup is 

spent on figuring out a business model and then trying to minimize risks. An approach driven by the short 

runway such a startup has in terms of financing. An approach that is also evident within S3 that describe how 

for them it is very binary - everything or nothing - so you might as well try. Contrary to this, it is expected 

within a corporate setting that the business model is perfected, precise and ready from the get-go as described 

by I2. A mindset S2 describes as challenging within a startup alliance since whenever they presented something 

that I2 either did not understand, had trouble executing on, or thought too expensive I2 would start resisting. 

S3 also explains how whenever I3 initiates anything it works impeccably but has the implication of being a 

lengthy process. Even though S3 expected their IT solution to undergo testing by I3 they did not expect there 

to be “[...] a test of the test, then a pilot, and then a test of the pilot” (S3). For S3 that was like having to run a 

marathon and then at the finish line being asked to run another 10 km. Despite S3 feeling exhaustively tested, 

they believe I3 have shown themselves from a good side, as they, if they wanted, could have continued the 

testing indefinitely. I2 summarizes the dilemma of the divergent risk profiles of startup and incumbent very 

well: “How the hell do you resolve the fact that they want speed and we want thoroughness and 

documentation?”. 

This gap in risk willingness was in the examined startup alliances especially expressed in the 

preference of startups to validate IT solutions in the market, whereas incumbents prefer to thoroughly validate 

internally before exposing it to customers. S3 describes how I3 wanted to validate, check and test the IT 

solution, which is a process that has taken some years. A long time for a startup and a time S3 would not have 

survived if they did not have their own financial resources to rely on. I3 explained how they during the 

validation process, spend five months (centuries for a startup) to conclude that the IT solution was interesting 
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enough to pursue further. Alliance 4 especially experienced this discrepancy on whether the IT solution should 

be tested in the market or internally. S4 was in a position where they felt confident about entering the market 

with the IT solution, but I4 did not feel the same. This was frustrating to S4 that wanted the IT solution tested 

in the market and let that guide the process instead of the opinion of old senior managers, who have never 

worked outside a financial institution. According to S4 every level of I4 is used to a zero-error culture, where 

everything has to be perfect before executing on it, whereas S4 rather wants to “[...] take some stepping stones 

along the way, because we may find out that what we thought was the solution, was actually not the solution 

at all”. According to S4 the problem with I4 is that they want the golden product before entering the market or 

even before testing it with some customers. When I4 was asked how they thought S4 felt about the whole 

validation process, they answered “[...] they are probably not satisfied with it, but on the other hand they are 

probably not satisfied with launching a product customers are not interested in either”. I4 described how when 

they launch something in the market it needs to work impeccably and if they look at a solution they do not 

believe meet this requirement, there is a reluctance towards exposing it to customers: “The more mature a 

product is when it is integrated into a [financial institution], the fewer conflicts there are [...]” (I4). 

 

In regards to the strategic focus of startup and incumbent, I2 acknowledged that their strategic focus is more 

diffuse than the strategic focus of S2 and explains how there always appear new problems within the 

organization that removes focus from the startup alliance. I2 explains how the sole focus for S2 is getting the 

IT solution to work, but “Within [I2], [S2] is nothing but 0,1% of the things that are going on. They have a 

large presence on my table, but down in IT [S2] is just zero”. I2 exemplify this with a story of how the CIO 

initiated a large transformational project that required the majority of the organizations IT personal, which 

took focus away from Alliance 2. I2 summarizes the dilemma: “If the ship has a leak and it takes on water and 

you approach someone saying that the toilet on the fourth deck is leaking, you are going to get told that it can 

wait and that we need to fix the hole in the hull first”. On the other hand, I2 also described the challenges the 

clear strategic focus of S2 brings, since they can have 20 new ideas after an ideation session which they start 

executing on immediately. If I2 is not kept in the loop, they cannot form and express an opinion on these 20 

new ideas, which can lead to problems within such a heavily regulated sector as the financial one. S3 also 

experienced that I3 had a diffuse strategic focus or at the very least that their focus was elsewhere. S3 had a 

clear feeling that Alliance 3 began merely as an entertainment project for I3. An opportunity to test if the trend 

of entering alliances with fintech startups could be an opportunity for the organization.  

 It might not, however, be as definite as to say that startups have a clear strategic focus whereas 

incumbents have a diffuse one. I4 experienced a diffuse strategic focus from S4 criticizing them of being more 

interested in entering new startup alliances than nurturing their current commitments in Alliance 4.  
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6.2.4 Regulation 

Across the five examined startup alliances regulation also appeared as a challenge. If not an independent 

challenge in itself then at least a factor that negatively influences the other challenges. Both fintech startup and 

financial incumbents operate within a heavily regulated sector, which naturally also affects the startup 

alliances. I5 describes how they are spending more and more money and resources on compliance: “It 

consumes a large part of our development capacity”. Opportunities are also limited by heavy legislation. S1 

describes how they cannot always act on opportunities, by building and implementing features demanded by 

the end-users because of the many possible regulatory implications they need to consider. This is a difficult 

task within a “[...] extremely regulated space [...]” (S1) such as the financial sector and a task that requires 

outside legal assistance for the startups. An expensive necessity. There is also evidence that startups do not 

realize the restrictions that the legislation puts on IT solutions within the financial sector. I2 describes how 

they “[...] could sit and list that this will not work, this will not work, you cannot do this either, this is illegal 

[...]” when dealing with S2. These regulations can also make the power imbalances between startup and 

incumbent appear worse and the culture and strategic goals appear more divergent, simply because the 

incumbents are more experienced with the sector and more knowledgeable about the current regulations. I3 

describes how they as a large financial incumbent cannot enter a startup alliance with just any fintech startup 

walking in from the street. It requires that the startup undergoes a thorough investigation and comply with 

current regulations. No matter how complex. I2 describes how they tried informing S2 about this by saying 

“[...] there is going to be a lot, which you will perceive as hindrances because we are heavily regulated. There 

are things you think we are allowed to do, which we are not”. 

In addition, it is also up to these startups and incumbents to educate and/or negotiate with the Danish 

FSA if they want more lenient regulatory conditions. This might prove beneficial for future endeavours but 

require a tedious investment upfront from both the startups and incumbents. I5 describes how they, together 

with Startup 5, have met with the FSA in order to make them understand what they are trying to achieve with 

the startup alliances. Meetings where the FSA have not been completely cooperative. I5 describes how, due to 

their “[...] position as a large [financial institution], it is almost a must that we have to do this. Such a thing 

also takes time”. 

 

6.2.5 Outlier Startup and Outlier Incumbent 

As described in section 5.2, two outliers that have yet to engage in a startup alliance were included in the 

research to neutralize the over-positive perception expected to occur within the five startup alliances. The 

findings from the interviews with Outlier Startup and Outlier Incumbent are introduced in this section as they, 
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to a large degree, concern the challenges both firms experience when trying to enter a startup alliance. Such 

challenges are of course not entirely comparable to those experienced in the five examined startup alliances as 

they appear before an alliance has even been initiated. These findings can, however, still be used to critically 

reflect on the findings within the five startup alliances. In addition, the two outliers are not restricted to one 

specific alliance and the findings from these interviews can, therefore, be used to indicate broader tendencies 

within the sector. When looking at the expectations and challenges from Outlier Startup and Outlier Incumbent 

they are similar to the ones appearing in the five examined startup alliance. However, the challenges do have 

a stronger emphasis. 

 

Outlier Startup describes how the primary obstacle for them is securing a financial incumbent partner to enter 

a startup alliance with. Whenever Outlier Startup meets potential investors they are never asked of an MVP, 

but always which financial incumbent they have partnered with or are in the scope of partnering with. A 

question Outlier Startup cannot answer, which is puzzling as they have experienced a large interest in their IT 

solution from the Danish financial incumbents to a point where they have had been in contact with approx. 20 

incumbents. In a case of one financial institution alone, they had meetings with 19 different people, which 

resulted in them nearing a deal. The negotiations came as far as a verbal agreement to enter a startup alliance 

among with an investment. However, the incumbent underwent some organizational changes which 

consequently resulted in the startup alliance not being initiated. Some of the worst feedback Outlier Startup 

have heard during their dealings with the 20 incumbents were “We believe in the product, we can see how we 

can make money on it and you are the most credible team we have ever talked to. We just do not have the 

resources” (Outlier Startup).  

When contemplating about the potential causes to their troubles of entering a startup alliance, Outlier 

Startup points towards the difference in culture and the divergent strategic goals. Outlier Startup describes how 

the Danish financial incumbents consist of different silos, that are comprised of people who have never talked 

together due to the large size of the organizations. These silos have different business models, incentives, 

priorities and resources. It is a matter of being “[...] lucky [enough] that you hit the right person, in the right 

silo, with the right business model [...]” (Outlier Startup), with enough resources to initiate the startup alliance 

and the will to take the necessary internal political struggles. Outlier Startup not only describes the cultural 

challenges, but also the challenges that arise from different strategic priorities. Like the experiences of the 

other fintech startups described above it is the experience of Outlier Startup that the incumbents they meet 

wish a perfect solution before exposing it to customers. Also, a diffuse strategic focus is represented in the 

experiences of Outlier Startup. Outlier Startup describes how they “[...] had a [financial institution] which 

[they] spoke to who said [...] ´We do not have a spot in our roadmap to make anything related to IT before 

early 2021’”. Information that amazed Outlier Startup because how would the incumbent have time and 

resources to engage in a startup alliance. How would they have the time and resources to innovate if they “[...] 
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in all of 2018 and all of 2019 have planned how the world is going to look. It sounds completely absurd” 

(Outlier Startup). As the other startups, Outlier Startup also experienced the risk aversion of incumbents and 

describes how everything is being prioritized from an excel sheet, in order to ensure that no money or resources 

are invested in efforts with any uncertainty. “There is so much fear... well, there is a zero-error culture” (Outlier 

Startup). 

 

Outlier Incumbent describes how it is the challenges related to organizational discrepancy that have kept them 

from entering a startup alliance, but only highlights internal causes. Outlier Incumbent describes how there is 

a lot of political and organizational work in order to figure out and decide on the real purpose of entering 

startup alliances. The final decision on whether to enter a startup alliance resides at the highest level of the 

organizational hierarchy - the C-Suite. Therefore, it can be a lengthy process figuring out if the solution of a 

fintech startup brings any value to their customers or the organization itself. Outlier Incumbent also touches 

upon the divergent strategic goals of startup and incumbent, by describing their own diffuse strategic focus. 

Outlier Incumbent has their own initiatives that have already been launched as well as commitments to larger 

clients that have already been made and “There is no question of whether we have to finish these things or not. 

We have to” (Outlier Incumbent). This has consequently led to a situation where Outlier Incumbent’s 

development roadmap is filled and where they cannot act on coffee meetings with promising startups. Outlier 

Incumbent also describes how they, like the other financial incumbents, are risk-averse and how entering an 

alliance with a fintech startup can be troublesome. The startups are not as mature as Outlier Incumbent’s usual 

technology suppliers and therefore have troubles meeting Outlier Incumbent’s usual standards. On the other 

hand, “There are almost no startups that can wait 1½ year for [Outlier Incumbent] to finish [their] risk 

assessment” (Outlier Incumbent). 

 

6.2.6 Summary of challenges 

What is evident from the above analysis of the challenges experienced in the five examined startup alliances 

is the irrefutable lack of a learning race. In addition, even though a power imbalance was observed in the 

startup alliances (as expected) they were not pursued opportunistically by the incumbents. Quite the opposite, 

they were very aware not to exploit them. Alliance 1 stood out from the remaining four alliances as it 

experienced few to none of the challenges present in the startup alliance literature. S1 only pointed towards 

the challenges of power imbalances and regulation as well as communication problems which they 

immediately downplayed. In contrast, all the remaining alliances experienced challenges across power 

imbalances, regulation and especially organizational discrepancy. 
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The above analysis adds in particular to the literature on organizational discrepancy. Firstly, culture 

clashes arose primarily over the quick decision making of startups versus the need for internal alignment of 

incumbents and the startup’s lack of/low experience within the Danish financial sector versus the large 

experience and broad knowledge of the incumbents. Secondly, communication problems were primarily 

caused by how close the communication channels within the alliance are and/or how attentive alliance partners 

are at informing each other, as well as a lack of consensus on terms and definitions between startup and 

incumbent. Lastly, the strategic goals of startup and incumbent especially diverge in the risk willingness and 

strategic focus of the two organization types. The incumbents were extremely risk-averse and have a very 

diffuse strategic focus compared to their startup partners. When comparing the observed challenges of power 

imbalance and organizational discrepancy to the theoretical framework of this master thesis, all of them fall or 

partially fall into the accessing approach. 

 

6.3 Response strategies  
Once again, as stated in section 3.3 where the theoretical framework is described, it is not only the expectations 

of alliance partners towards a startup alliance that reveals whether the alliance is defined as acquiring or 

accessing, but also the challenges they experience and the response strategies they employ towards these 

challenges. The following section explores what response strategies from the startup alliance literature that are 

present in the five examined startup alliances and to what degree. The section is divided into five parts 

concerning - 1) slowing down partners rate of leaning, 2) partner specific investments, 3) contractual 

agreements, 4) committed champions, and 5) offer inventive capabilities.  

 

6.3.1 Slowing down partners rate of learning 

Regarding the response strategy of slowing down the partner’s rate of learning, there were no indications that 

this strategy was applied. Meaning that incumbents and startups were not trying to keep their partner away 

from specific knowledge or keeping useful information a secret. A few instances can be seen where information 

was withheld, but this was information related to core competitive advantages such as investment algorithms 

or personal data which were not possible to share because of competitive reasons or GDPR considerations. 

This is not assessed as an example of slowing down learning since this specific information does not have a 

central role in the alliances. Actually, both startups and incumbents have been relatively open towards each 

other regarding the knowledge that is helpful in improving the IT solutions these alliances revolve around such 

as knowledge about the sector, customers, compliance, etc. This can be seen in all the alliances as the startups 
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have direct or indirect contact to experts within the incumbents that can provide the necessary knowledge. This 

is exemplified by I3: “We have let them visit our offices and they have been here talking with our advisers 

[…] Therefore, we have tried to be as open as possible regarding our internal processes”. Likewise, the startups 

are sharing their knowledge with the incumbents indicating that all the alliances are built on openness from 

both sides. This is further supported by the fact that no one has accused their counterpart of secrecy or of 

creating processes aimed towards limiting knowledge sharing. 

 

6.3.2 Partner specific investments 

Partner specific investments can be seen in all the alliances but is expressed differently across the five 

examined startup alliances. When looking at the startups, much of the work they do can be seen as partner 

specific investments since they are customizing their IT solutions based on the incumbents’ APIs. This is once 

again a result of the regulation within the industry as the startups do not have the licenses or capital to operate 

as an independent financial institution. Instead, they have to invest time and resources in understanding their 

incumbent partner’s IT systems and in customizing their IT solutions in order to make a successful integration. 

As a result, the startups have much to lose if the alliances fail as it will take time and resources to repeat the 

process with a new partner. Furthermore, many of the startups are in a competitive space and they could lose 

potential customers due to the delays caused by a shift in partner. This is summarized by S2: “We have 

customers who have signed up at [I2]. It would be frustrating to get them over [to a new partner] since it would 

be really difficult […] Besides that we would have to do the integrations process all over again”. Therefore, 

the startups have a high incentive to make the alliances work. 

 

The incumbents are also making partner specific investments as they have invested resources in the alliances. 

All the incumbents have invested in divisions or key personnel focused on alliances with fintech startups, 

which are dedicated towards making these alliances thrive. This will be described in further details in the part 

of committed champions. However, how resources have been allocated to the alliance differ between the 

incumbents. Incumbent 1, 3 and 4 have a process where the requests from the startups are placed in a backlog 

parallel to all the internal requests from other departments within the incumbent. As a result, the startups can 

wind up in the back of ques, since they have to compete against highly prioritized internal projects such as the 

ones related to organizational transformation or compliance. This consequently leads to a more divided 

development process between the startups and incumbents since the employees cannot work together 

continuously. This is illustrated by I3: “They come and present some ideas to us, and we say, these do not 

work because of ABC. We cannot do that because of legal matters or internal processes. Then they will go 

back to the drawing board and make changes in their solution”. I2 and I5 have a different approach, as they 

have allocated experts and resources to the startup alliance and thereby moved the execution of the startups’ 
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requests further away from the internal prioritization: “These dedicated employees have the permission to work 

the best they can in order to make the best possible solution with [Startup 5]” (I5). Furthermore, they make 

sure that crucial resources as legal are ready to help the startup when necessary in order to avoid long delays: 

“Then we have some people from legal on standby […] The organization is ready all the time in order to have 

the necessary time available for them” (I2). As a result, the incumbents are also more involved with the startups 

and they are often helping the startups overcome barriers: “In most cases, we say ‘Okay, we have a problem. 

What do we do?’ and then we gather the people we need and talk about how we solve this” (I2). Therefore, I2 

and I5 are not necessarily spending more resources on the alliances than the other incumbents, but the resources 

they allocate are more dedicated and freer to focus on the alliance. 

 

6.3.3 Contractual agreements  

In all the alliances, contractual agreements were used when initiating the alliances. The main reason being that 

the Danish financial sector is heavily regulated and the fintech startups and financial incumbents cannot engage 

in startup alliances without a detailed plan on how to comply with current regulations. All incumbents believe 

contractual agreements to be a necessity, which creates a take it or leave it situation for the startups to enter 

these. Some of the incumbents believe they have provided their startup partners with a generous treatment that 

respects the limited resources of the startups: “If you look on the inside [of our firm] and look at the 

bureaucracy then they have received the deluxe treatment and have jumped ahead in many ques” (I2). All of 

the startups did, however, feel that there was too much bureaucracy in the process of entering these contractual 

agreements, which also resulted in them investing in lawyers: “We have spent many, many, many hours 

together with our lawyer discussing how to cobble all of these things together. Looking at what is possible and 

what is not”(S4).Therefore, there exists a mismatch between the expectations of startups and incumbents 

towards the processes surrounding contractual agreements. This can be seen as an example of the 

organizational discrepancy between the startups and incumbents as described in the previous section.  

 

Another interesting aspect of the contractual agreements is the difference in how quickly they were established 

and the alliance initiated. In alliance 4 the contractual agreements were agreed upon in a speed which I4 

describes as exceptionally fast due to mutual interest from both sides. The initial terms were already agreed 

upon within a duration of 24 hours, which, thereby, started the alliance without any further discussion or 

alignment. As a result, both S4 and I4 mention how this fast initiation has resulted in some misalignment 

between their expectations to how the alliance should have evolved. I4 describes how it had expected the IT 

solution to perform better and admitted that it most likely was an effect of the short period of initial contractual 

negotiations: “One thing is to initiate the [alliance], but depending on how fast the initial screening is done 

more challenges can emerge afterwards […] We should properly have been more thorough in the case of [S4]”. 
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Similarly, S4 describes how they feel that the collaboration has moved in a different direction than they 

expected: “Previously, we thought that you could be beside and be a little on the side [of the incumbent]. But, 

as a result of [I4]’s culture, they want the product deeper inside its own organization. Both regarding IT and 

brand”. 

 The other alliances included a longer negotiation and planning process before a mutual 

agreement was accepted. As a result, the contractual agreements were done over a longer period of time, where 

both partners made an assessment of each other. I5 describes how it all began with a huge contract and it took 

some time go through since: “There was a difference regarding how [Startup 5] and their lawyers assess the 

contract versus how our lawyers do and we have to find common ground, which takes time. It takes a lot of 

time”. Within these longer contractual processes, there are two different approaches. I3 solely see the 

contractual agreements as a way of exposing and addressing risks, whereas I2 and I5 see them as a way of 

creating trust and alignment as well. I3’s main focus was on making sure the contract complied with current 

regulation: “[...] it was something which they did not necessarily have under control. However, we told them 

that they had to [...] We have told them in a ‘take or leave it’ kind of way that they had to comply with this 

[regulation]”. Opposite, I2 describes the contractual process as an opportunity to display good intentions for 

the alliance: “It is trust that builds a good startup. It is important to trust each other and if something fails then 

we trust that both parties are doing everything they can in order to make it succeed”. Even though these 

contractual agreements were used to create a foundation of trust I2 still describes how they could have done 

more: “We should properly have invited them to visit the organization so they could have walked around and 

experienced us”. The process surrounding contractual agreements can, however, be difficult. According to I2, 

they had no guidance on how to utilize the contractual process to align expectations better. Everybody knows 

that you need to align expectations, but nobody can tell exactly what you should focus on. For example, I2 

mentions how they would have appreciated knowing that decision-making processes were an important aspect 

to align from the beginning. 

 

Another interesting pattern emerged while exploring contractual agreements which is whether or not 

incumbents had equity in the startups. Equity implies that the incumbent has invested capital in the startup 

making them joint owner with the possibility of becoming a part of the startup’s board of directors. In alliance 

1, 2 and 3, the incumbents did not have equity and it was mainly due to the fact that none of the partners had 

an interest in it. S3 describes that they thought it was a good idea to keep the organizations apart. I2 shares this 

perspective since they believe it would be problematic to both be investor and alliance partner. In contrast, in 

alliance 4 and alliance 5 the incumbents have equity in the startups but the opinion towards this varied among 

the involved parties. The incumbents see it as positive and believe it makes the alliance stronger and more 

successful as illustrated by I4: “The circumstances that we have invested in them have actually strengthened 

the alliance. Especially, when we have encountered challenges since both parties have a larger incentive to 
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make it work”. I5 also explains how it has helped the alliance to have an employee on the board of directors 

of Startup 5. This employee can ensure that projects I5 are involved with are prioritized and provide Startup 5 

with the necessary experience from the financial sector. However, S4 has a different perspective on this and 

have a divided opinion on whether it has been beneficial or not: “[...] it has led to some challenges in our board 

of directors because they are a part of it […] If somebody has the role of being an investor as well as a [alliance 

partner] the relationship will not be pure. [I4] has acted decent but it is a role which is difficult. It is not 

something which I would not recommend to anyone”. Therefore, it is not clear whether it is beneficial for a 

startup alliance to include equity and a board seat at the startup or not. 

 

6.3.4 Committed champions  

When examining the interviews, it becomes clear that every incumbent had a dedicated committed champion 

who helped to advance the startup alliances. Committed champions are persons within the incumbents who 

play a central role in building trust, developing effective channels of communication and foster joint action, 

thereby bridging both organizations. An ongoing pattern is that all communication goes through the committed 

champion in the initiation phase, but as the alliance evolves the startups proceed to have direct contact with 

the necessary employees at the incumbent. The committed champion is still involved in these later phases but 

in the form of being CC’ed in emails rather than being an active participant in all communication. However, 

the startups are to a large degree unaware of the impact of the committed champions. This can be seen as an 

effect of the difference in culture between the two alliance partners as the startups do not know how complex 

the bureaucracy within an incumbent can be. This is illustrated by S2: “[The committed champion] has been 

the project leader and it has been very effective. However, sometimes we simply need the people who make 

the decisions [...] Or else we will make no progress”. From a financial incumbent’s perspective, this is an 

unrealistic expectation, since the attention of the executive level is needed on numerous activities and it is in 

no way possible to actively involve them in a single startup alliance. This can also be seen as a result of the 

committed champion who has managed to shield the startup from internal politics to such a degree that the 

startup is unaware of the amount of bureaucracy inside a large organization.  

 

However, the role of the committed champion varies between the incumbents, since there is a difference in 

how the committed champion interacts with the startup. This creates a spectrum going from a dedicated contact 

person to the role of a mentor. 

Alliance 1 is located in one end of the spectrum, where the committed champion has been a dedicated 

contact person and account manager for the startup responsible for initiating the alliance and onboarding S1. 

However, there is no indication that this committed champion has done anything beyond the initial phase. This 

is supported by S1’s description of the committed champion since the person was working with other alliances 
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as well making it difficult to be fully dedicated to alliance 1. Furthermore, S1 describes how they mostly used 

the committed champion in order to be forwarded to the right technical persons. However, due to the tendency 

for startups to underestimate the impact of committed champions as mentioned above, it is acknowledged that 

Incumbent 1’s committed champion might have been more active. 

Alliance 3 and Alliance 4 are positioned in the middle of the spectrum as their committed champions 

are more involved in the alliances and act as internal advocates for the startups. Just as the committed champion 

in Alliance 1, these two committed champions had an important role in establishing the collaboration and 

helped the startups with contacting the right people. These committed champions differ from the one in alliance 

1 in how much time they spend advocating for the startups internally. They undertook the responsibility of 

clearing the way by convincing stakeholders about the value of the alliance: “There has been an ocean of 

stakeholders which we had to convince about why we were doing this. Describing, what the business model 

behind it was” (I3) and “My role was to represent their thoughts and help them by running around in the house 

and act as their ambassador” (I4). As a result, they moved beyond the role as a contact person between startup 

and experts within the incumbent. They do not, however, move beyond the boundary of the alliance and help 

the startups evolve as independent organizations. 

 Alliance 2 and alliance 5 is located at the end of the spectrum. These committed champions 

have like the others acted as a point of contact and internal advocates for the startup, but especially 

distinguished themselves by moving beyond the internal aspects of the alliance and assuming a mentoring role 

as well. S2 describes how the committed champion from I2 have arranged meetings to enhance their 

qualifications: “[I2] has patiently reviewed this with us for 2 hours [...] Which is some pretty basic [financial 

knowledge]” (S2). I2 also describe how their committed champion, when reaching the limitations of his/her 

role has advised S2 on what they could do themselves. Always with the focus on “What can I do to help you?” 

(I2). I5 also describes how their committed champion has sought to promote Startup 5 beyond the alliance to 

other external parties. The role of a committed champion at this end of the spectrum involves a more personal 

and informal relationship with the startup including several face-to-face visits on site and communication on 

a daily basis: “It has all been quite informal […] I have known [startup CEO] since the beginning and it is just 

[startup CEO] and me talking together relatively informal” (I5). As a result, the committed champions from 

Alliance 2 and Alliance 5 succeeded in creating strong relations and trust between the organizations as well as 

advancing the alliance. See figure 14 for the range of committed champions observed. 

 

Figure 14: Range of committed champions 
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6.3.5 Offer inventive capabilities 

Lastly, when examining the alliances, it becomes apparent that the startups offer the incumbents more than 

just the IT solution they are developing. The main capability the startups bring to the alliance is specialized 

knowledge about their IT solution, but they can offer an innovative process as well which the incumbents have 

difficulties matching due to their size. The startups have a more agile approach and a curious mindset that 

results in an ability to test ideas “We are not experts in everything, but we allocate resources to examine new 

things [and] we reach certain conclusions regarding things we can do better” (S3). It can be beneficial for an 

incumbent to have an external part challenging their current processes which they take as given: “We all wear 

ties and nice pants to work every day. Our thoughts are already settled” (I2). I3 explicitly describes how they 

have appreciated “[...] this little speed boat that comes and push us [...] once in a while and says ‘hey, we could 

do this’. It is nice that [S3] thinks out of the box and I hope they will continue to do so”. However, more 

importantly, the startups did not offer inventive capabilities as a response to a learning race or other forms of 

opportunistic behaviour from their incumbent partners as suggested by Alvarez and Barney (2001). On the 

contrary, it appears as if they offered inventive capabilities in order to enforce an already existing accessing 

alliance. 

 

6.3.6 Summary of response strategies 

This section revolved around the response strategies being employed by startups and incumbents in the five 

examined startup alliances. What becomes apparent from this section is how startups and incumbents to a large 

degree have acted in each other’s best interest, since neither startups nor incumbents sought to limit the learning 

of their counterpart. Instead, they used contractual agreements to expose and address regulatory risks and, in 

some cases, to align expectations. Incumbents furthermore focused on helping startups internally by making 

partner specific investments in form of committed champions and dedicated resources. Likewise, startups 

offered inventive capabilities in the form of their fast innovation processes in order to secure continued interest 

from their incumbent partner. This display how the startups and incumbents continued to work for the ongoing 

success of the alliances rather than minimizing their own risk even after facing unexpected challenges. There 
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is, however, a difference between the incumbents regarding how involved the committed champions are, how 

dedicated the resources they allocate to the alliance are, and how much they use the contractual agreements to 

align expectations. When comparing these response strategies to the theoretical framework of this master 

thesis, all of them fall or partially fall into the accessing approach.  

 

6.4 Copenhagen Fintech 
As described in section 1.1 a significant emphasis has also been placed on CPH Fintech’s involvement in the 

five examined startup alliances in order to clarify their impact on the expectations, challenges and response 

strategies within these alliances. How CPH Fintech engages with startups and incumbents outside of a startup 

alliance have also been examined using the Outlier Startup and the Outlier Incumbent. This section is structured 

into two parts - 1) startups and incumbents view on CPH Fintech’s role, and 2) CPH Fintech’s own perception 

of their current and future role. 

 

6.4.1 Copenhagen Fintech’s involvement in startup alliances 

CPH Fintech was not actively involved in any of the examined five startup alliances. For instance, helping to 

align expectations between startups and incumbents, informing on potential challenging areas or providing 

recommendations on possible response strategies. This is exemplified by S3 that describes the degree to which 

CPH Fintech has been involved in alliance 3 as “Not at all. They have not been involved in the project at all” 

or by I5 that likewise describe how “They were not involved in any way whatsoever”. This is not to say that 

CPH Fintech has not been beneficial for both the interviewed startups and incumbents and they do also receive 

praise by every organization in the five examined startup alliances. 

It is however clear from the five examined startup alliances that CPH Fintech’s focus has not been on 

the specific alliances, but rather on building an ecosystem, presenting relevant fintech startups to financial 

incumbents and creating awareness. I4 describes CPH Fintech as a framework for the ecosystem and as a 

shared reference when talking to potentially relevant fintech startups. Both S1, S2 and Outlier Startup describes 

the importance of CPH Fintech in setting up meetings with incumbents that could be potential partners. Outlier 

Incumbent describes how the CEO of CPH Fintech deeply wants fintech startups to succeed and put exorbitant 

efforts into introducing Outlier Startup the right places. S2 also describes how “[...] it is difficult to 

overestimate how much a role they play in these alliances. Because [Copenhagen Fintech] really can make a 

room where startups and established [financial institutions] can meet”. It is also clear that the CPH Fintech 

Lab functions in part as a showroom for fintech startups towards potential incumbent partners. I4 describes 
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how S4 uses the CPH Fintech Lab like a storefront window showcasing their capabilities and IT solutions to 

other potential incumbent partners. 

 

One of the reasons CPH Fintech have not been actively involved in the five examined startup alliances could 

be the fact that they have not existed in that many years. As previously described CPH Fintech grew from the 

increasing interest in startup alliances within the Danish financial sector and some startup alliances were 

entered before CPH Fintech was created. Some of the examined five startup alliances were also entered before 

CPH Fintech existed or in the early days of the organization. CPH Fintech is, however, utilizing the experience 

of these startups. S4 have been asked many times for advice and guidance and want to share the knowledge 

because as they say there is “[...] no reason to sit on it, while others can benefit from it”. 

 

Findings from the interview with I2 and Outlier Incumbent, however, indicate that CPH Fintech is beginning 

to broaden their focus. I2 describes how CPH Fintech is starting several initiatives and mentions their 

Innovation Masterclasses. A series of innovation workshops focused on best practices and actual case learning 

from startup alliances within the financial sector (Copenhagen Fintech, n.d.-c). Outlier Incumbent that aspires 

to enter a startup alliance in 2019 is also engaged with CPH Fintech to a larger degree than the Incumbents 

have been in the five examined startup alliances. Outlier Incumbent have together with CPH Fintech initiated 

two activities. The first being a demo day where fintech startups from the CPH Fintech network pitch their IT 

solution based on a specific use case provided by Outlier Incumbent. In this regard, CPH Fintech has assisted 

with finding interesting startups and by providing input on the screening criteria. The second being the 

establishment of a network across several incumbents operating within the same area of the financial sector in 

order to “[...] address some industry pains [...]” (Outlier Incumbent). Either through research or by presenting 

these industry pains to potential fintech startups that could have the means to solve them. CPH Fintech might 

have broadened their focus to increase the number of startup alliances being initiated, but there is nothing 

suggesting that they have become actively involved in startup alliances after these have been initiated.  

 

This creates an opportunity for improvement. I2 describes how CPH Fintech has been extremely focused on 

growing the organization, for example, by increasing the number of startup alliances being entered. As a 

consequence of being growth-oriented CPH Fintech has been less focused on “[...] nursing [...]” (I2) the 

organization and the surrounding ecosystem. This is a role that I2 find obvious for CPH Fintech to assume. I2 

describes how at least 50% of the challenges they and S2 experienced along the way and had to overcome, 

could have been explained beforehand by someone with experience in startup alliances like CPH Fintech. It 

could be useful to “[...] get someone like [I2] and someone like [S2] to sit down and start drawing on a wall. 

Then someone comes and says ‘This is going to be a problem in 9 out of 10 cases. How do you feel about 

that?’” (I2). However, this is an opinion I4 could not disagree more with. According to I4, such a service is 
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not the aim of engaging with an organization like CPH Fintech: “I do not see them as consultants down in the 

individual alliances [...] it is not like I thought we needed to include a couples therapist” (I4). 

Another area of improvement concerns the showroom element of the CPH Fintech Lab that meets 

criticism from Outlier Startup that describes it more like a zoo for incumbents which are not ready for change. 

Outlier Startup sarcastically tells the story of incumbents coming to CPH Fintech “[...] once a quarter sitting 

there looking and then going home to wifey and tell ‘How exciting it has been! So much innovation!’”. 

However, that is like buying a fun pass rather than actually committing to the idea of entering a startup alliance 

according to Outlier Startup. In continuation of this, Outlier Startup can see a need for CPH Fintech to focus 

on improving the quality of incumbents currently within the CPH Fintech network rather than solely focusing 

on increasing the number of incumbents becoming members. Outlier Startup believes it would be of benefit if 

CPH Fintech were to educate the incumbents. For example, by helping them clarify why they want to be a part 

of the network and what they want to achieve as well as helping them consider if they have the necessary 

capital and resources to engage in a startup alliance. It is a waste of time for both the fintech startups and the 

incumbents joining the CPH Fintech network if their membership is driven by a fear of missing out rather than 

an actual wish to engage in a startup alliance. The consequence can be that “[...] there are startups that end up 

not entering the market because they are chasing some rabbit [incumbents] into a hole [...]” (Outlier Startup). 

 

6.4.2 Copenhagen Fintech’s take on it 

 The Chief Innovation Officer (CIO) of CPH Fintech describes how the organization currently is in a different 

situation than when they first started (Copenhagen Fintech, 2019). The organization was created based on a 

wish to position the fintech startups as rejuvenators of the Danish financial sector as they could develop new 

ideas and technology more quickly than the financial incumbents. Inspired by leading fintech hubs such as 

London and Singapore, CPH Fintech employed a “[...] catching up strategy [...]” (Copenhagen Fintech, 2019) 

focused on building up multiple important elements necessary for a strong fintech ecosystem. This includes a 

critical mass of fintech startups, committed financial incumbents, a more lenient FSA and a large base of 

investors. The organization is now in a completely different situation as they have managed to create both a 

strong organization and a strong community around it. CPH Fintech has now taken an international stance that 

is focused on taking the Danish financial sector - that historically have been very oriented towards the Nordics 

- global and on differentiating the CPH Fintech hub from that London, Singapore, etc. They do this by 

examining and showcasing the capabilities that make Denmark and the rest of the Nordics unique, such as a 

strong understanding of users, sleek design of user interfaces and customer ended product development. This 

should optimally result in CPH Fintech becoming the “[...] best gateway to the Nordic fintech ecosystem” 

(Copenhagen Fintech, 2019). 
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 When asked how they make sure that incumbents do not become members of CPH Fintech 

solely for the brand value it represents, the CIO answers “In principle, we do not” (Copenhagen Fintech, 2019). 

CPH Fintech is 95% privately funded and do therefore not turn down membership fees. However, the CIO 

also describes how it has been important for him to secure a commitment from the incumbents. Something 

CPH Fintech seeks to ensure by having someone relatively high up in the hierarchy within a digitalization 

department sign a contract and pay some money: “Then there will be a pressure within that organization” 

(Copenhagen Fintech, 2019). CPH Fintech furthermore seeks to ensure this by explaining how the relatively 

small ecosystem reacts if an incumbent proclaims to be ready to engage in a startup alliance and then have five 

coffee appointments with a startup without being prepared to execute on it. This will be rumored among the 

fintech startups and the incumbent will end up not being attractive. 

 

6.4.3 Summary of Copenhagen Fintech 

CPH Fintech is well regarded by all of the interviewed startups and incumbents and is commended on their 

ability to bring a sector together. From the five examined startup alliances it is however clear that CPH Fintech 

is more focused on being a matchmaker and on creating awareness, than being actively involved in startup 

alliances. For instance, by helping to align expectations, by informing on potential challenging areas or by 

providing recommendations on possible response strategies. A role the organization could assume. Also, a 

focus on the quality of the incumbents being or becoming members of the organization is requested. Outlier 

Startup suggests that incumbents should be forced to decide what they actually want to achieve by being 

members of CPH Fintech so that startups do not spend time on uncertain incumbents and thereby waste crucial 

resources. Even though the CIO describes how “[...] in principle there is no limit” (Copenhagen Fintech, 2019) 

in how CPH Fintech engages with the ecosystem, their focus has been aimed towards growing the organization. 

A focus they seem to preserve while growing the organization international. 

 

6.5 Acquiring or accessing? 
When going through the different sections of the analysis, it is possible to compile an overall analysis regarding 

which of the five startups alliances are acquiring or accessing alliances. This can be done by looking at each 

alliance individually and see if the startup and incumbent had an acquiring or accessing approach (i.e. 

expectations) and behaviour (i.e. challenges and response strategies). 

 

In the section of the expectations, it was concluded that the startups and incumbents differed in their short-

term and long-term expectations regarding the specificity of expected benefits. All of the startups knew exactly 
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what benefits they expected from the incumbents when entering the alliance. Especially in terms of gaining 

access to a license to operate in the Danish financial sector. However, they were more unsure regarding the 

future due to the high uncertainty as a startup but still found it beneficial to access the incumbent’s capabilities. 

Opposite, the incumbents were unsure of what benefits to expect from these specific startup alliances as they 

were inexperienced with this type of alliance. They have, however, clear expectations regarding the benefits 

that they can obtain from startup alliances in the future.  

 These findings indicate, that all of startups and incumbents engaged in the alliance in order to 

access the counterpart’s capabilities rather than acquiring them. The startup’s dependencies regarding licenses 

are not something they will be able to acquire from the incumbent and it is costly to replace the incumbent 

partner due to the time and resources it requires. Similar, the incumbents do not enter the alliances with any 

desire to acquire knowledge or capabilities from the startups and their long-term goals even depend on not 

having to acquire them. All of the incumbents expressed a desire to position themselves as platforms allowing 

them to access the knowledge and capabilities of fintech startups by providing these with a foundation to 

develop their financial IT solutions on. The reason being that by accessing the startup’s knowledge and 

capabilities instead of developing them internally, the incumbents can achieve the benefits of larger customer 

reach, faster time to market, better products/services and special capabilities. This pattern was recurrent in all 

of the alliances and it can, therefore, be concluded, that all of the startups and incumbents engaged in the 

alliances with an accessing approach. 

 

Figure 15: Observed expectations 
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In the section of the challenges, it was concluded that all of the alliances experienced challenges across power 

imbalances, regulation and especially organizational discrepancy. Alliance 1 is the only exception as S1 only 

pointed towards the challenges of power imbalances and regulation as well as communication problems which 

was immediately downplayed. 

 These findings indicate, that all of the startups and incumbents experienced challenges that are 

expected to occur in an accessing alliance. The main challenge expected to occur in an acquiring alliance is 

learning race and there was no evidence that the startups and incumbents experienced this. Quite the opposite, 

the startups and incumbents were completely open about any knowledge or capabilities relevant for their 

alliance partner. Another challenge that could be an indication of an acquiring alliance is power imbalance, 

but it would require that the incumbents used the power imbalance in an opportunistic manner in order to 

internalize the capabilities and knowledge of their startup partners. The opposite can be seen in the five startup 

alliances as the incumbents were very aware not to act opportunistic and exploit any power imbalances. This 

implies that the incumbents wanted their startup partners to succeed, which is in accordance with the behaviour 

found in an accessing alliance. The challenges within the organizational discrepancy - culture clash, 

communication problems and divergent strategic goals - are indications of the startups and incumbents trying 

to access and complement each other’s capabilities which creates challenges due to how different the two 

organizational types are. All of the above is indicative of the startups and incumbents having an accessing 

behaviour that corresponds with their initial approach. 

 

Figure 16: Observed challenges 
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In the section of the response strategies, it was concluded that startups and incumbents in the five startup 

alliances to a large degree have acted in each other’s best interest. Both partners made partner specific 

investment in each other and the incumbents allocated a committed champion to the alliances as well. There 

was no indication that the startups and incumbents tried to hide information or slow down the learning speed 

of their counterpart and the startups even offered inventive capabilities in the form of their fast innovation 

processes. Contractual agreements were also present in all the alliances as they are unavoidable within a 

heavily regulated sector such as the Danish financial sector.  

These findings indicate, that all of startups and incumbents applied response strategies that are 

expected to occur in an accessing alliance. None of the startups and incumbents tried to keep their knowledge 

and capabilities hidden from each other and thereby limit partner learning. The startups also display a wish to 

make the alliance ongoing as they make partner specific investment in the incumbents in the form of the time 

and resources spend on integrating their IT solution as well as offering other inventive capabilities to the 

alliance. According to Alvarez and Barney (2001), the latter should be applied in response to a learning race 

or other forms of opportunistic behaviour from incumbent partners. However, due to the lack of such 

challenges in the examined five alliances it appears as if the startups offered inventive capabilities in order to 

enforce an already existing accessing alliance. Therefore, the startups’ behaviour matches the one from an 

accessing alliance since they are focused on the continuation of the alliance by being open rather than 

protective. A similar behaviour can be seen by the incumbents. None of the incumbents used contractual 

agreements in an opportunistic manner in order to internalize the knowledge and capabilities of their startup 

partner. Even though this would be possible due to power imbalances. Instead, they gave them all fair contracts 

with no hidden clauses. Thus, the contractual agreements were only used to expose and address regulatory 

risks and even in some cases to align expectations. Furthermore, the incumbents have made partner specific 

investments in the startups in the form of committed champions and dedicated resources which are used to 

bridge the organizations thereby strengthening the alliance. Therefore, the incumbents display the same 

behaviour as the startups. Consequently, this is an indication of both the startups and incumbents having a 

behaviour that corresponds with their initial accessing approach. 
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Figure 17: Observed response strategies 

 

 

By combining figure 15, figure 16 and figure 17 a complete model (figure 18) for the examined five startup 

alliances can be displayed. This visualizes the expectations of startups and incumbents when entering the five 

examined startup alliances as well as the challenges they have experienced and the response strategies they 

have applied. 
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Figure 18: The examined alliances’ correspondence with the theoretical framework 
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At last, it is possible to define which of the five examined startup alliances that are acquiring or accessing by 

using the categorization model (figure 13) from section 5.6. For a reminder of the defining process, the reader 

can refer to section 5.6. All the startups and incumbents - 1) had an accessing approach to the startup alliances 

meaning they expected to realize benefits by accessing each other’s knowledge and capabilities, 2) experienced 

challenges that are expected to occur in an accessing alliance, and 3) applied response strategies that are 

expected to be employed in an accessing alliance. Consequently, the five examined startup alliances are 

categorized as illustrated by the below figure 19: 

 

Figure 19: Categorization of the examined alliances 

 

 

Therefore, based on the data from startup alliances within the Danish financial sector together with the 

theoretical framework of this master thesis, it can be concluded, that all of the startup alliances are accessing 

alliances. Since all five startup alliances are defined as accessing alliances, and since this master thesis relies 

on a multiple case study approach that allows researchers “[...] to generalise from these findings” (Saunders et 

al., 2009, pp. 146), it strongly indicates that startup alliances within the Danish financial sector are accessing 

alliances. This clear tendency of accessing alliances display a shift away from internalization towards 

collaboration within the Danish financial sector. The reason being, that startups and incumbents engage in 

startup alliances in order to collaborate with the startups rather than internalize their knowledge and 

capabilities. Therefore, the existing startup alliances within the Danish financial sector contradicts with the 

internalization tendency within the sector as they indicate a shift from consolidation to collaboration. 
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7. 0 Discussion 

The first part of this discussion will expand upon the theoretical framework of this master thesis in three ways 

- 1) it provides reasoning for the lack of acquiring alliances, 2) it elaborates on the diversity of the accessing 

alliances, and 3) it outlines a spectrum within accessing alliances ranging from platform to co-development. 

The second part of this discussion will leverage the findings and discussion of this master thesis in order to - 

1) contribute with implications and recommendations for startups, incumbents and organizations like CPH 

Fintech, and 2) contribute with new insights to the academic literature on startup alliances.  

 

7.1 The lack of acquiring alliances 
The results of the analysis appeal to a reflection on why all of the examined startup alliances are accessing 

alliances. As described in the previous sections of this master thesis (2.2 and 4.1) the financial sector has 

previously been characterized by an increasing consolidation driven in part by a preference from financial 

incumbents to internalize knowledge and capabilities. The findings from the analysis can, therefore, be seen 

as an indication of a shift within the sector towards collaboration as all of the examined startup alliances were 

accessing alliances. Two reasons for this shift apparent from the collected data can be discussed. It has already 

been described in section 2.1 how large organizations tend to open their innovation process by including 

external ideas, knowledge and capabilities in order to accelerate internal innovation. Chesbrough (2003) 

described this trend as a result of a faster-moving market which resembles the conditions of the Danish 

financial sector where a multitude of technologies emerge and develop at an increasing pace. This makes it 

difficult for the incumbents to keep up by solely relying on internal knowledge and capabilities. Therefore, the 

speed by which financial technologies develop seems to be the most likely reason for the financial incumbents 

to begin accessing and not acquiring knowledge and capabilities from fintech startups that in comparison are 

quicker at adapting to the technological developments. 

 

A second reason can perhaps be found in the establishment of CPH Fintech and the strong ecosystem they 

have managed to create. By doing this, CPH Fintech has helped the Danish financial incumbents by giving 

them insight into the different fintech startups that exist and what knowledge and capabilities they can bring 

to an alliance. This makes it possible for the incumbents to estimate what knowledge and capabilities they have 

to invest in themselves and what knowledge and capabilities they can achieve through accessing. Therefore, 

the creation of CPH Fintech could have made the benefits of collaborating apparent for the financial 
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incumbents. The CIO from CPH Fintech also addresses how the ecosystem functions as protection for the 

fintech startups against financial incumbents that are badly prepared or have a hidden agenda for the alliance. 

As the CIO describes: “The community is not that big. The rumours will spread and [the incumbent] will be 

looked down upon from the startup community” (Copenhagen fintech, 2019).  

 However, there are some arguments against the above mentioned. Some of the startup alliances 

examined in this master thesis were initiated in the infancy of CPH Fintech indicating that the financial 

incumbents were scanning the market for fintech startups even before CPH Fintech. Additionally, these startup 

alliances have proven to be accessing alliances as well indicating that the incumbents would have engaged in 

accessing alliances with or without the influence of CPH Fintech. CPH Fintech’s argumentation of how the 

ecosystem can protect the fintech startups can also be challenged. In general, startups have a fundamental 

confidence in themselves and their idea of fully believing that they will succeed in the end against all odds. As 

S3 describes: “You have to believe the impossible [...] People climb Mount Everest even though the odds are 

that they most likely will lose a toe or a finger, but they do it anyway because the prize is greater”. With this 

unwavering faith in themselves, the question remains is if these startups would say no to a financial incumbent 

due to a bad reputation. This suggests that financial incumbents could enter several acquiring alliances within 

the CPH Fintech ecosystem, which once again indicates that CPH Fintech should focus on ensuring a certain 

quality of their incumbent members.  

 

7.2 The diversity of accessing alliances 
Throughout the analysis, the findings from the interviews within the five startup alliances were examined in 

accordance with the theoretical framework and it was concluded that all of the alliances were accessing 

alliances. However, it is necessary to consider whether this theoretical framework is sufficient in its current 

form. It performed extremely well regarding the categorization of the startup alliances as no contradictions 

occurred when inserting the coded data from the interviews. The question regarding sufficiency arise when 

looking upon the result of the categorization as all of the examined startup alliances were located in the same 

category. Not to say, that this conclusion is not useful in terms of answering the research question, making 

recommendations to organizations within the field (section 7.4) as well as giving input to the academic 

literature (section 7.5), but, the theoretical framework does not capture the diversity observed within the five 

accessing alliances. This raises the question, whether the accessing category really incorporates all the 

tendencies observed within startup alliances in the Danish financial sector. 

In the following section, this question will be discussed using findings from the five examined startup 

alliances, which in turn will elaborate on the theoretical framework. This is done by discussing the variation 

in incumbent involvement and learning between the incumbents in the accessing alliance category. 
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When looking at the five examined startup alliances a certain pattern regarding the incumbent’s behaviour can 

be found. Across the response strategies of committed champions, contractual agreements and partner specific 

investments, a specific tendency is reoccurring. The tendency concerns how involved each of the incumbents 

is with their startup partner where Incumbent 1 is the least involved and I2 and I5 are the most involved. This 

can mainly be seen in the response strategies of committed champions where the incumbents were placed in 

three categories: dedicated contact person, internal advocate and mentor. Here, Incumbent 1 was the only 

incumbent that allocated a dedicated contact person who had a limited influence on the alliance. I3 and I4 

allocated internal advocates that cleared the route for the startups internally but left the development and 

success of the IT solution to the startup. Finally, I2 and I5 helped their startup partners as a mentor by providing 

guidance and almost daily coordination that also extended beyond the alliance. In regard to I2 and I5, a general 

pattern emerges as they often distinguish themselves from the other incumbents in terms of response strategies. 

They are also the only two incumbents which use the contractual agreements to create alignment of 

expectations in addition to exposing and addressing risk. Regarding partner specific investments, I2 and I5 

empowered their employees by providing them with the freedom to collaborate with their startup partners as 

they saw fit (within certain limits), whereas the other incumbents had to prioritize their startups partners’ 

requests against internal projects. Furthermore, Incumbent 1 differs from the other incumbents by doing a very 

limited amount of partner specific investment in the startup alliance. Based on these three response strategies, 

it can be argued that there is a pattern which follows the one observed regarding the committed champions, 

where Incumbent 1 is the least involved, I2 and I5 are the most involved, and I3 and I4 are in the middle. This 

suggests that committed champions determine how contractual agreements are used and partner specific 

investments are done, but it is uncertain whether it is the committed champion that is the deciding factor for 

incumbent’s involvement or simply an expression of the incumbents’ desire for involvement. 

 

Next, it can be considered, what the level of incumbent involvement has meant for the different startup 

alliances. When comparing alliance 1 to the other four startup alliances, the main difference between them has 

been the amount of challenges with organizational discrepancy. Besides a few communication problems which 

were immediately downplayed, there were no signs of challenges related to organizational discrepancy in 

alliance 1. In all of the other startup alliances challenges with culture clashes, communication problems and 

divergent strategic goals were the most predominant. This correlation between incumbent involvement and the 

impact of challenges related to organizational discrepancy makes sense as startups and incumbents are 

fundamentally different organizational types. Therefore, the closer they work together the more this divide 

becomes apparent. However, the challenges related to organizational discrepancy can be beneficial as 

experiencing and overcoming challenges creates learning. The four incumbents describe how the startup 
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alliances have provided them with a mirror showing the disadvantages of their bureaucratic internal processes 

and risk-averse mentality and forcing them to reflect upon these. As a result, the incumbents learn how to 

improve their internal processes and future startup alliances as well as changing their own corporate culture. 

I3 describes: “[Before] it was an extremely heavy process. Now, we have tried to streamline it and made some 

group-wide processes [for example] who we work within all of the different corporate areas”. The incumbents 

also mention learnings regarding how to collaborate with startups, for example, I5 that describes how it can 

improve in the next startup alliance: “As we engage in more and more [startup alliances] the learnings we gain 

will help us going forward”. Furthermore, the incumbents describe how they have been able to imitate some 

aspects of the startup culture: “[...] this lean way of thinking which startups have. This is something we have 

achieved within [I2]. [I2] is no longer scared of making mistakes or to develop things which are not fitting into 

the already pre-existing boxes” (I2). All of the above-mentioned learnings were also recognized by S2, 3 and 

4 as they similarly described how the incumbents became more cooperative throughout the alliances as they 

learned to think and act differently. The startups also described how the startup alliances provided them with 

an opportunity for learning as they became more acquainted with the financial sector and how the financial 

institutions operate. 

 

Having discussed the difference between Incumbent 1 and the remaining incumbents, the next discussion 

should focus on the differences between I2 and I5, which were the most involved in the startup alliances, and 

I3 and I4, which were less involved. The main difference between these four incumbents concerned co-

development. This master thesis relies on Perez et al.’s (2013) definition of co-development as the result of 

second-order learning, which they refer to as “[...] new ways of solving customer problems that have less 

certain outcomes, longer time horizons and higher risk, but are believed to have a greater potential to develop 

a competitive advantage” (Perez et al., 2013, p. 436). They argue that this can occur in startup alliances as the 

two partners are contributing with diverse knowledge and capabilities and through close collaboration can 

challenge each other’s way of thinking. Through continuous interaction in a constant feedback loop based on 

open-mindedness and a deep understanding of each other’s knowledge areas, the alliance partners have a 

higher chance of creating breakthrough innovations. According to Perez et al. (2013) co-development is the 

final step of an evolutionary learning and value creation process in which several dimensions have to be 

achieved before handed. They clarify that especially four dimensions are essential in order to reach this state - 

1) committed champions, 2) common understanding, 3) partner specific investments, and 4) continues 

interaction over a long period (Appendix 5). 

 

Alliance 2 and 5 meet all four demands as they both have committed champions with mentoring approaches, 

dedicated resources and partner specific investments as well as aligned expectations (i.e. common 
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understanding) due to how contractual agreements were entered. The long and close interaction can be seen in 

alliance 5 as Startup 5 and I5’s development team are working closely together in an informal setup. In alliance 

2, they also work closely together as I2 describes how S2’s IT solution should not be able to exist within the 

current financial market. However, they managed to build a solution together despite all the odds due to the 

long and close collaboration as I2 describes: “Everything was just ideas on the drawing board and none of it 

seemed possible to accomplish. So, it was a game of creativity back and forth [...] 1000 progresses and just as 

many step backwards. Discovering which ways we could go and which we could not”. The involvement 

displayed by I2 and I5 matches the circumstances for co-development described by Perez et al.: “For second-

order learning to take place in [startup] alliances, firms need to commit significant relationship, specific 

resources and establish more complex and multifaceted interfaces [...]” (2013, p. 436). 

Using Perez et al.’s (2013) definition, it also makes sense that I3 and I4 are only experiencing learning 

but not co-development. They have both managed to create joint learning and gained a more in-depth 

understanding of each other’s strengths. However, due to a combination of the role of their committed 

champions, the dedication of their resources and the use of contractual agreements they do not meet the 

circumstances for close collaboration which Perez et al (2013) describe as a crucial element for co-

development. Therefore, it can be argued that the higher involvement from I2 and I5 allowed them to reach 

co-development and thereby provided them with a higher chance of creating breakthrough innovations 

compared to I3 and I4. All of the above mentioned can be summarized in figure 20 as depicted below.  
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Figure 20: Partner involvement and learning 

 

*Incumbent involvement is defined by how committed champions, partner specific investments and 

contractual agreements are applied 

 

7.3 The accessing dilemma: Efficiency or breakthrough 
innovation  
The above indicates a correlation between incumbent involvement in a startup alliance and the possibility for 

co-development. All of the incumbents are interested in making the startup alliance an ongoing success due to 

their accessing approach and behaviour as described in section 6.5, but it can be argued that I2 and I5 are better 

at reaching the full potential of an accessing alliance. However, even though Incumbent 1 did not achieve any 

major learnings from alliance 1 it managed to achieve something else - efficiency. This is interesting as all 

incumbents share a vision to become a platform that fintech startups can build their IT solution on: “I don’t 

think we can come up with all relevant products in the world. Therefore, I believe it is easier to function as a 

platform” (I4). If Incumbent 1 aims towards becoming a platform the lack of learning is not necessarily a 
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disadvantage as it allows room for efficiency which is a key element. From the context of the interviews, it is 

estimated that the incumbents are interested in positioning themselves as a two-sided platform as defined by 

Eisenman, Parker and Alstyne (2006). They describe it as an intermediary platform, where the platform owner 

gains revenue by positioning itself between suppliers and customers. In the case of the financial sector, the 

incumbent (i.e. platform owner) positions itself between fintech startups and customers demanding new 

financial IT solutions. Such a platform consists of “[...] infrastructure and rules [...]” (Eisenman et al., 2006, p. 

94) and thus requires structure and efficiency. This leads to a standardization of transactions and a 

minimization of incumbent involvement with the supplier side of the platform (i.e. the fintech startups). 

However, this is in sharp contrast to the specific demands of a co-development alliance, which leaves an 

incumbent to choose between the two. 

 

This makes it interesting for incumbents such as I3 and I4, which are located in the middle between efficiency 

and co-development. With the learnings they have gained from their initial startup alliances, it can be 

considered what would be most beneficial to aim for - become a platform or achieve co-development.  

 

The advantages of aiming for a platform in the near future is the possibility of accessing a lot of different 

knowledge and capabilities within a short period of time. When an incumbent launches a platform, it will get 

attention from fintech startups as they can access data from the financial incumbent and integrate their IT 

solution more easily. If an incumbent manages to gather several fintech startups on their platform its customers 

are presented with more value as a whole as well as the convenience of having a multitude of relevant IT 

solutions gathered in one place. The resources spent per startup alliance will also reduce rapidly over time as 

the platform will move the startup alliances towards standardization. The more standardized a startup alliance 

is, the less organizational discrepancy, since the startups have to adapt to the incumbent’s infrastructure and 

rules. This predefined framework also has an influence on the contractual agreements as they will become 

standardized as well. The incumbent cannot afford long negotiations with every potential startup partner, 

thereby, leading to a take it or leave it scenario which is possible due to the power imbalances inherent in 

startup alliances. With more standardization and fewer challenges with organizational discrepancy, the 

necessity of committed champions and partner specific investments will decrease as well.  

However, initiating a platform can also have its shortcomings. Even though the incumbent has learned 

about alliances with fintech startups, new fintech startups are perhaps inexperienced working with a financial 

institution. In the case of a platform, the fintech startups can face difficulties in creating a successful financial 

IT solution as they are lacking crucial information about the financial sector. As displayed in the five examined 

startup alliances, many of the startups found this knowledge crucial for their IT solution and it can, therefore, 

be a huge challenge when the incumbent cannot offer assistance due to the standardization of processes in a 
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platform. As a result, incumbents can miss out on valuable IT solutions if startups fail due to a lack of partner 

involvement. Furthermore, the incumbent will only be able to leverage the IT solution of startups and not their 

inventive capabilities. In combination with the lack of close collaboration, this will lead to a decrease in 

incumbent learning. 

 

If I3 and I4 instead choose to aim for co-development, it will be quite different. They would have to increase 

the amount of involvement in terms of committed champions, contractual agreements and partner specific 

investments to create the foundation for close collaboration with new fintech startups. Furthermore, 

incumbents must avoid using power imbalance to their own advantage and get rid of a take it or leave it 

mentality. The incumbents will especially face challenges with organizational discrepancy, since the close 

collaboration with the startups continuously will display the differences between the two organizational types. 

The advantages of aiming for co-development would be the ability to make new breakthrough innovations in 

the financial sector by complementing each other’s strengths. It can be difficult for other incumbents or fintech 

startups to do this on their own as it is the complementation of each other’s knowledge and capabilities over a 

longer period of time which can lead to breakthrough innovation. Furthermore, the incumbent can also leverage 

the inventive capabilities of startups to create more value from a single startup alliance - for example by adding 

features, expanding the IT solution to other segments or inventing entirely new IT solutions. However, it 

requires a lot of resources to invest in such a startup alliance, which limits the amount of co-development 

alliances an incumbent can be involved in at the same time. 

 

Whether to aim for a platform or co-development is not possible to answer within the confines of this master 

thesis. It depends on many factors such as the internal maturity of the incumbents regarding startup alliances, 

top-management strategy, amount of internal resources, etc. However, it is interesting how all incumbents have 

expressed a desire to position themselves as a platform. Especially, in the case of I2 and I5 which distinguished 

themselves from the others in their ability to reach co-development. I5 even explicitly express how startup 

alliances now “[...] probably operates in a more formal manner”. This could be evident of a lack of 

understanding from I2 and I5 regarding the full potential of co-development. In such situations, incumbents 

can also aim for a hybrid solution by launching a platform as well as continuing the close collaboration with a 

few specific startups. The possibilities are many and it is not possible to provide a single best solution. 

However, the intention with the above section is to make it clearer what choices financial incumbents have to 

consider and what dilemmas they will face along the way when engaging in an accessing startup alliance.  

 This consideration can also relevant on a sector level as it can have a huge influence on a 

financial sector whether the incumbents move towards a platform or co-development model. If the majority of 

financial incumbents choose a platform model - as indicated by the examined incumbents - it will increase the 
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opportunity for fintech startups to enter the sector but will also limit the opportunity for breakthrough 

innovation. In contrast, if the majority of incumbents choose a co-development model, it will increase the 

opportunity for breakthrough innovations, but will also limit the opportunity for fintech startups to enter the 

sector since incumbents can engage in a limited amount of co-development alliances. A balance between the 

two models will, therefore, provide the sector with both a quantity and quality of innovative IT solutions that 

can enhance its innovative performance. From the perspective of the sector, the best scenario would be for the 

incumbents to effectively adopt a hybrid model. 

 

7.4 Practical implications for startups, incumbents and the 
ecosystem 
Based on the findings and conclusions presented in this master thesis, it is possible to provide recommendations 

to startups and incumbents within the Danish financial sector that have entered or are considering to enter a 

startup alliance. Recommendations will also be presented to organizations like CPH Fintech. Since startup 

alliances are a global trend, the findings and conclusions presented in this master thesis have broader 

implications and the recommendations provided can, therefore, prove useful beyond Denmark. The 

recommendations will be provided in three parts aimed at - 1) fintech startups, 2) financial incumbents, and 3) 

organizations like CPH Fintech. 

 

In general, fintech startups can be positive regarding the findings of this master thesis as they indicate a shift 

from internalization to collaboration within the Danish financial sector, since financial incumbents are more 

interested in accessing rather than acquiring the knowledge and capabilities of startups. However, it might not 

be for the reason that the startups expect. The findings display how financial incumbents are not only engaging 

in startup alliances because of the startups’ IT solutions, but more importantly, the knowledge and capabilities 

startups have to offer. Many incumbents have the knowledge and resources to build similar IT solutions on 

their own, but they lack the internal capacity to foster them properly. By accessing the IT solution through a 

startup, the incumbent can still offer the IT solution to customers, but also receives an extremely dedicated 

team to develop it further. 

 Therefore, a first recommendation to fintech startups entering a startup alliance is to rely less 

on displaying their IT solution and more on displaying their inventive capabilities such as fast decision-making 

processes and a risk-taking mindset. These are the capabilities which the incumbent will never be able to 

acquire. Secondly, it is recommended that startups are humble and realistic about how internal bureaucracy, 

such as hierarchical structures and defined processes and external bureaucracy, such as the heavy regulation, 
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can limit otherwise willing employees within the incumbent. This might allow them to be more appreciative 

and tolerant of contact persons who might actually be committed champions that protect the startup from this 

bureaucracy. Thirdly, it is recommended that startups try to avoid engaging in alliances where incumbents 

have an acquiring approach as well as keeping an eye on the behaviour of incumbents which could potentially 

indicate an acquiring alliance. In order to do this, startups can use the theoretical framework provided in this 

master thesis by comparing the challenges and response strategies experienced within an alliance to the two 

kinds of alliances presented in the framework. If the challenges and response strategies indicate an acquiring 

alliance it is recommended to end the startup alliance as it can leave the startup worse off. Fourthly, if it is 

determined that the startup finds itself within an accessing alliance, it is recommended to examine in which 

direction the incumbent wants to take the alliance. It can lead to quite different outcomes whether the 

incumbent aims to become a platform or to reach co-development, but, both types of accessing alliances can 

lead to successful value creation. However, it is suggested that the startup considers if the efficiency of the 

platform alliance or the higher chance of breakthrough innovation of the co-development alliance will suit 

their situation the best.  

 

The findings of this master thesis can also be used to provide useful recommendations for the financial 

incumbents with the intent of accessing startups’ knowledge and capabilities. The first recommendation 

concerns financial incumbents that are about to engage in their first startup alliance. In such a situation, it is 

suggested that the incumbent begins with a realistic self-examination before meeting potential startup partners. 

This includes mapping out internal decision-making processes, how many resources can be dedicated to the 

alliance, how requests from startup will be prioritized internally and by whom, etc. Even though this can 

portray the incumbent as extremely rigid and bureaucratic, it can mitigate critical challenges related to 

organizational discrepancy later in the alliance. The reason being, that knowing and presenting these factors 

in the beginning, will result in easier alignment of expectations between the two partners, thereby, avoiding 

that these organizational differences will come into effect at critical moments later in the alliance. Furthermore, 

this alignment is crucial in creating and maintaining trust between the alliance partners as the findings of this 

master thesis displays how startups were the most frustrated when not being informed of the internal processes 

of incumbents. Here, the contractual agreements can be used as it provides an opportunity for creating a 

common understanding and not just exposing and addressing risks. 

Secondly, it is recommended that incumbents should be aware of not exploiting the inherent power 

imbalance within startup alliances. A ‘take or it or leave it’ approach can be beneficial in the short term as the 

incumbent avoid spending further resources and transfers potential risk to the startup. However, excessive 

exploitation can affect the final quality of the IT solution developed by the startup. All the requirements 

inflicted upon the startup is time and resources spend away from the development of the IT solution and might 

require knowledge they cannot grasp by themselves. In contrast, supporting the startup can increase the overall 
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value of the alliance as the incumbent can complement with knowledge and capabilities the startup would 

otherwise have to develop themselves. It is therefore suggested that incumbents find a balance between value 

creation and value appropriation in each startup alliance as the need to invest in complementing the startup can 

vary.  

The last recommendation concerns which type of accessing alliance the incumbent aims for: a 

platform, a co-development or a hybrid model. If an incumbent desire to become a platform, resources should 

be spent on standardizing as much as possible as well as creating efficiency within the internal IT systems and 

interfaces with the startups. Differently, if the incumbent aims towards co-development with its startup 

alliances, it is necessary to invest significantly more in each alliance as it demands high incumbent 

involvement. As displayed in section 7.2, co-development requires a mentor approach from the committed 

champion, freely dedicated resources to work with the startup, common understanding as well as close 

collaboration over a longer period of time. Depending on which of these two directions the incumbent chooses, 

the internal resources allocated to startup alliances have to be invested in a certain manner. As these two 

directions are opposites, each startup alliance the incumbent engage in without a clear direction will result in 

an ineffective use of resources. This is illustrated by I3 and I4 as none of them reached efficiency or co-

development in their respective startup alliances, even though, both of them made several investments such as 

committed champions and dedicated resources. The incumbent can also aim for a hybrid model based on a 

platform which is complemented with a few select co-development alliances. However, this model requires a 

well-thought-out strategy on how to choose startups for co-development and how many resources to allocate 

to these startup alliances compared to the ones entered through the platform. The faster an incumbent can 

decide on one of these three models, the less time and resources it will spend on startup alliances in the middle 

of the spectrum where resources are spent ineffectively. 

 

Figure 21: The accessing spectrum - platform, co-development and hybrid 

 

 

Lastly, this master thesis can provide practical implications to organizations such as CPH Fintech based on 

statements and findings from the five examined startup alliances. This is beneficial as these organizations can 

have a major influence on the development of startup alliances within financial sectors due to their facilitating 

role between fintech startups and financial incumbents. Since startup alliances are a new phenomenon within 

the financial sector, the involved partners have difficulties relying on previous experience. Therefore, a first 
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recommendation is to become actively involved in startup alliances within the ecosystem and help to align 

expectations between startups and incumbents, inform on potential challenging areas or provide 

recommendations on possible response strategies. This is useful as the startups and incumbents are not used to 

each other’s different organizational structures and culture (i.e organizational discrepancy). In order to secure 

a strong foundation of fintech startups within a country, it is not enough just to match startups and incumbents, 

but also necessary to engage actively in the startup alliances and help them develop successfully. A second 

recommendation for organizations such as CPH Fintech is to use their position to protect startups from 

incumbents with an acquiring approach. As described in section 7.1, the startup community alone might not 

be strong enough to exclude incumbents which use startup alliances to internalize the knowledge and 

capabilities of startups. Therefore, a suggestion is to create a code of conduct or ethical guidelines that prepares 

new incumbents for what is expected by a member of the ecosystem. This would also minimize the number of 

incumbents which meet with the fintech startups but never commit - the so-called ‘zoo-dilemma’ (Outlier 

Startup). 

The two above mentioned recommendations can lead to more effective accessing alliances between 

startups and incumbents as they are both helped and protected by CPH Fintech and similar organizations. This 

provides a stronger for accessing alliances and can, thereby, lead to a higher innovative performance of 

financial sectors. This will eventually lead to an increased national competitiveness of a financial sector, which 

is the main goal for organizations such as CPH Fintech. 

 

7.5 Contributions to the startup alliance literature 
This master thesis is based on existing literature within startup alliances making it possible to reflect on the 

theoretical implications of the findings, discussion and conclusion. The academic literature on startup alliances 

are by researchers within the field deemed to be in the early phases of theory development and key variables 

and their relationship are yet to be explored (Fierro & Perez, 2018). This master thesis can, therefore, advance 

theory development within the startup alliance literature as it functions as a piece in a larger puzzle, which in 

time can be used to display overall patterns. An entirety can be reached by combining this master thesis with 

present and future studies within the academic field of startup alliances. Among other, this master thesis 

provides support for the relevance of Grant and Baden-Fuller’s (2004) knowledge-based theory within the 

startup alliance literature, since their theory has been successfully applied as the foundation of this master 

thesis’ theoretical framework. This can be seen as an important contribution to the startup alliance literature as 

Grant and Baden-Fuller (2004) developed their theory using literature on traditional strategic alliances. This 

master thesis, thereby, verifies that their distinction between acquiring and accessing alliances can be used as 

a basis for categorizing startup alliances as well. This master thesis has even expanded upon their accessing 
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alliance category by deducing a spectrum from existing theory and empirical observations ranging from 

platform to co-development. 

Consequently, this master thesis has displayed the importance of the knowledge-based approach 

within the startup alliance literature. This is useful for other researchers interested in examining startup 

alliances, as this master thesis proves that incumbents are interested in the knowledge and capabilities of 

startups in addition to their products and services. This indicates that focusing on knowledge and capabilities 

is unavoidable, when examining startup alliances as they are the key reason for the alliances being initiated.  

 

Furthermore, this master thesis is the first academic study focusing on the presence of acquiring or accessing 

alliances between fintech startups and financial incumbents within the Danish financial sector. This master 

thesis, thereby, contributes to the academic literature on the Danish financial sector, especially, regarding a 

shift from an increasing consolidation driven by a preference from financial institutions to internalize 

knowledge and capabilities to startup alliances where the aim is to access these instead.  

The exploration of the Danish financial sector has also contributed with a new challenge to the startup 

alliance literature in the form of heavy regulation, which was an obstacle observed in all examined alliances. 

This is likely to impact startup alliances in other sectors as well since heavy regulation is not limited to the 

financial sector. In addition to a new challenge, this master thesis has also expanded upon the categories of the 

theoretical framework (refer to section 6.1.3, section 6.2.6 and section 6.3.6), thereby, easing the categorization 

of startup alliances for future researches. 
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8.0 Conclusion 

This master thesis has examined existing startup alliances within the Danish financial sector in order to answer 

how such alliances corresponds with the internalization tendency that has defined the sector. Based on an 

analysis of five startups alliances, this master thesis concludes that startup alliances indicate a shift within the 

sector from internalization towards collaboration. This conclusion has been reached by exploring the startups’ 

and incumbents’ initial approach and the behaviour they exhibit after the alliance has been initiated. 

Specifically, by examining the expectations of startups and incumbents to the startup alliance (i.e. approach), 

as well as the challenges they experience and the response strategies they apply - either in unison or 

individually - to overcome challenges (i.e. behaviour). 

 

The following expectations, challenges and response strategies appeared when reviewing the startup alliance 

literature: 

• Startup expectations: Higher chance of survival and reputation and legitimacy. 

• Incumbent expectations: Rejuvenation of corporate culture, efficiently solving business problems, 

expansion into future markets and brand reputation. 

• Challenges: Learning race, organizational discrepancy (culture clash, communication problems and 

divergent strategic goals) and power imbalances. 

• Response strategies: Slowing down partner’s rate of learning, contractual agreements, partner 

specific investments, committed champions and offer inventive capabilities. 

By combining these expectations, challenges and response strategies with the knowledge-based view, it was 

possible to divide them into two distinct types of alliances - the acquiring alliance (i.e internalization) and the 

accessing alliance (i.e. collaboration). It was, however, discovered that expectations in the form of expected 

benefits could be achieved in both an acquiring and accessing alliance and was therefore not useful in making 

a distinction between the two alliance types. To avoid this dilemma, this first variable was complemented with 

the expectations of startups and incumbents on how these benefits would be realized. Through the combination 

of the startup alliance literature and the knowledge-based view, a theoretical framework was developed that 

use the defining variables of expectations, challenges and response strategies to categorize existing startup 

alliances within the Danish financial sector into either acquiring or accessing alliances (figure 9).  

 Using a multiple case study research strategy, this theoretical framework was applied on five 

carefully chosen startup alliances. Semi-structured interviews were applied in the data gathering process, 
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which allowed for consistency, since the specific variables being examined reoccur across the interviews due 

to the interview guide, while accepting the uniqueness of the individual cases by having the flexibility to 

change the order of questions depending on the interview situation. The data collection design included 

interviews with both the startup and incumbent in each of the five alliances. However, interviews with both 

alliance partners were only conducted in three of the alliances, since interviews with Incumbent 1 and Startup 

5 were not feasible within the timeframe of this master thesis. Outliers were also interviewed in order to 

neutralize the expected over-positive perception from startups and incumbents in the five alliances, and CPH 

Fintech were interviewed as well to delineate the contextual impact on the phenomena. The transcribed 

interviews were reviewed through a coding scheme, which was based on the theoretical framework.  

 

The coded transcripts served as a basis for the analysis that showed how the defining variables of expectations, 

challenges and response in each of the five examined startup alliances all indicated an accessing alliance. It 

can, therefore, be concluded, that all of the examined startup alliances are accessing alliances. Since all five 

startup alliances are defined as accessing alliances, and since this master thesis relies on a multiple case study 

approach that allows researchers “[...] to generalise from these findings” (Saunders et al., 2009, pp. 146), it 

strongly indicates that startup alliances within the Danish financial sector are accessing alliances. This clear 

tendency of accessing alliances display a shift away from internalization towards collaboration within the 

Danish financial sector. The reason being that startups and incumbents engage in startup alliances in order to 

collaborate with the startups rather than internalize their knowledge and capabilities. Therefore, the existing 

startup alliances within the Danish financial sector contradicts with the internalization tendency that has 

defined the sector and indicate a shift from consolidation to collaboration. 

The collected data also indicated a diversity of the accessing alliance not captured by the theoretical 

framework. A correlation between incumbent involvement and learning (figure 20), was used as a basis to 

discuss three potential models incumbents can apply in an accessing alliance - platform, co-development and 

hybrid. With a platform model an incumbent can benefit from high efficiency and access to a large quantity of 

startups with a lot of different knowledge and capabilities but is also restricted in the amount of support they 

can provide startups and in the amount of learning they can gather from each alliance. In contrast an incumbent 

must increase its involvement with a co-development model and, thereby, the time and resources they spend 

on each alliance. This also limits the amount of co-development alliances an incumbent can be involved in at 

the same time. However, co-development also increases the possibility of breakthrough innovations and 

incumbents can better leverage the inventive capabilities of startups to increase the value created within a 

single startup alliance. An incumbent could also aim for a hybrid model, which potentially provides it with the 

benefits of both the platform and co-development model. A good balance between platform and co-

development could provide the sector with both a quantity and quality of innovative IT solutions that can 
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enhance its innovative performance. From the perspective of the sector, the best scenario would, therefore, be 

for the incumbents to effectively adopt a hybrid model. 

 

Lastly, this master thesis sought to delineate the contextual impact by exploring how CPH Fintech influences 

startup alliances within the Danish financial sector. Even though the organization is commended on their ability 

to bring a sector together, they are not actively involved in the startup alliances. For instance, by helping to 

align expectations, informing on potential challenging areas or by providing recommendations on possible 

response strategies. It was, however, also apparent that startups and incumbents believed it was a role the 

organization could assume in addition to ensuring a continued quality of incumbent members. CPH Fintech 

could have made the benefits of collaborating more apparent for the sector, but there is no indication that they 

are influencing startup alliances towards accessing.  

 

In sum, this means that the Danish financial sector has shifted away from internalization and towards 

collaboration in order to enhance its innovative performance. An enhanced innovative performance that allows 

the sector to effectively cope with current challenges and provides it with a competitive advantage on a global 

scale. This strengthens one of Denmark’s key sectors and allows the sector to continue its large contributions 

to the Danish economy.  
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9.0 Limitations and further research 

The two last sections of this master thesis concern its limitations and propose future research that can be 

initiated based on the findings presented in this study.  

 

9.1 Limitations 
This section of the master thesis presents the limitations of the research. The below considerations concerning 

possible limitations follows Saunders et al.’s (2009, p.156-159) three pillars of a well-structured research - 1) 

reliability, 2) validity and 3) generalisability. 

 

Saunders et al. (2009) refer to reliability as the extent to which the data collecting techniques and the analysis 

procedures will create consistent findings. They suggest considering if other researchers would make the same 

observations if they used the same research design and if there is transparency regarding how conclusions were 

made. Regarding reliability, this master thesis has some limitations caused by the decision of anonymizing the 

data gathered from the interviews. This was a necessity in order to interview the different startups and 

incumbents as it is an extremely competitive market and the multiple case study research strategy made it 

impossible to use a standard non-disclosure agreement. The anonymization helped to minimize participant 

biases, where the interviewee hide their true thoughts behind a specific agenda, since statements cannot be 

traced back to the interviewee. However, it has also increased the possibility of observer errors and biases 

where the researcher influences the outcome by gathering or interpreting the data in a certain way. As the 

transcribed interviews as well as the audio-recordings will not be made public it is not possible for other 

researchers to examine the interviews themselves and potentially challenge the execution and interpretation of 

the interviews. For instance, it cannot be examined if the interviewees were asked leading question forcing 

specific answers or if critical information were left out in the interpretation of the data. Even if this was done 

unintentionally.  

Repercussions have been made to minimize potential biases by strictly following the theoretical 

framework. However, this can lead to other problems as all of the data is interpreted from a certain perspective. 

Potentially, this can have created a ‘hammer sees nail’ scenario where certain data is misinterpreted in order 

to fit into the perspective. All of the above can create uncertainty regarding the reliability of this master thesis’ 

conclusions. 
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The next aspect is validity which Saunders et al. (2009) describe as being concerned with the correlation 

between examined variables. In order to consider this, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the 

study’s context as well as clear comprehension of what the study will contribute with. An aspect, that has been 

considered from the initiation of the master thesis. One shortcoming has been the two missing interviews with 

Incumbent 1 and Startup 5 as they could have been used to challenge the statements of S1 and I5. In the other 

interviews, it proved beneficial to have the perspective from both sides of the startup alliances as they in some 

aspects were misaligned. This can influence the conclusions concerning alliance 1 and 5 even though there is 

no evidence of larger misalignments within the two alliances. 

 A second larger shortcoming concerns the representativity of the findings since it is uncertain 

whether the five examined startup alliances are representative for the sector as a whole or not. They could be 

a sign of how startup alliances are defined within the Danish financial sector, but they could also be some of 

the only few accessing alliances within a larger amount of acquiring alliances. The problem is that any 

acquiring alliance would have left the startup partner bankrupt and therefore impossible to locate when looking 

across the sector. It does seem peculiar that all of the examined startup alliances are accessing alliances, when 

examining a sector defined by an increasing consolidation and the internalization intent this entails. The 

research strategy sought to overcome this limitation by adding the two outliers in order to challenge the positive 

observations from the five examined startup alliances. However, as described in section 6.2.5 the two outliers 

shared to a large degree the same opinions as the examined startups and incumbents. This makes it necessary 

to question whether the purpose of including the outliers have been achieved. 

 An observation from Outlier Startup supports these considerations as two horror stories are 

mentioned regarding unsuccessful startup alliances (Appendix 6), which contradicts the findings from the 

study. One of the stories exemplifies a financial incumbent using the power imbalances inherent in a startup 

alliance in an opportunistic manner in order to internalize the knowledge and capabilities of a fintech startup. 

Even though this is secondary information and therefore cannot be confirmed it can create doubts on the 

conclusion of this master thesis, since such behaviour was not observed in the five examined startup alliances. 

This horror story indicates that there could be startup alliances within the Danish financial sector which have 

turned out to be acquiring alliances. However, throughout the data gathering process and while speaking to 

experts on the sector such as CPH Fintech, there has been no indication that there exist or have existed an 

overwhelming amount of acquiring alliances in the sector. In conclusion, certain reservations have to be made 

when reading this master thesis conclusions regarding the ratio of startup alliances being accessing alliances 

vs. acquiring alliances within the Danish financial sector.  

 

The last aspect Saunders et al. (2009, p. 158) refer to is generalisability, which they also describe as external 

validity. This aspect concerns whether the research design is generalisable and, thereby, equally applicable to 

other research settings, such as other organizations or sectors. This also involves whether the conclusions made 
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can be useful for other areas. Other researchers can experience limitations when using this master thesis’ 

theoretical framework in other alliances than startup alliances as it is composed of theory from a very specific 

area of the alliance literature. Furthermore, the findings are not very generalisable as they are focused on some 

of the first startup alliances within the Danish financial sector. Later alliances can be fundamentally different 

due to the learning curve of incumbents and whether they aim for a platform business model or co-development 

as explained in section 7.3. Therefore, if the findings and conclusions of this master thesis are to be used in 

either practice or theory, its context needs to be considered. 

 

9.2 Further research 
This last section seeks to take this master thesis further by presenting interested researchers with 

recommendations on further research that can advance the academic literature on startup alliances. These 

recommendations will be presented in two parts - 1) further research based on some of the dilemmas revealed 

in this master thesis, and 2) further research meant to challenge or support the findings of this master thesis. 

 

In regard to the dilemmas revealed in this master thesis, further research should especially focus on examining 

the spectrum within the accessing alliance, but a focus on whether to include equity in startup alliances or not 

could also be interesting topic as well. By focusing on the spectrum within the accessing alliance, further 

research could, among others, examine: 

• Whether a platform model creates enough efficiency to actually negate the challenges found in 

accessing startup alliances and if this limits knowledge-creation. 

• Whether co-development increases the amount of challenges found in accessing alliances, but also 

whether co-development increases the amount of knowledge created and the chance of breakthrough 

innovation. 

• Whether an incumbent gains the best from both the platform model and the co-development model by 

aiming for a hybrid model. 

The findings from such studies would significantly advance the startup alliance literature and have practical 

implications that are especially relevant for incumbents. The findings from such studies could also expand on 

or add to the theoretical framework of this master thesis. Equity in startup alliances also revealed itself as an 

interesting topic for further research. The interviewees had some very strong opinions in regard to equity. Even 

more interesting was the disagreement between these opinions. Some interviewees saw equity as positive and 

as a way to get incumbents to commit to the startup alliance, while others saw equity as negative and as 

hampering for the startups. The dilemma of equity in startup alliances is not an area that is covered in the very 
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limited academic literature on startup alliances. Further research within this area could, therefore, advance the 

literature and potentially provide a basis for including equity in the theoretical framework. 

 

Further research could also be aimed at challenging or supporting the findings of this master thesis. One way 

could be to test the conclusion - that startup alliances within the Danish financial sector are accessing alliances 

- on other startup alliances than the ones examined in this master thesis. By testing the conclusion on other 

startup alliances within the Danish financial sector, further research could potentially provide evidence for 

acquiring alliances and thereby challenge the conclusion. By testing the conclusion on startup alliances within 

other financial sectors, further research can (dis)prove the relevance of the conclusion beyond the Danish 

financial sector and reveal the contextual impact of national culture. Due to the learning curve of incumbents 

mentioned in above section 9.1, further research can also test whether the conclusion still applies to startup 

alliances in the Danish financial sector after a number of years. Such a study can, furthermore, assert whether 

the spectrum of the accessing alliance presented in section 7.3 has become clearer in the Danish financial sector 

than the indications presented in this master thesis and whether Incumbents have begun to explicitly pursue a 

platform, co-development or hybrid model. It is also recommended that a quantitative study is performed on 

startup alliances in the Danish financial sector and, thereby, provide researchers with a better overview of the 

sector. Such a study can, among others, be used to assert whether the limitation of representativity actually had 

an impact on the validity of this master thesis. 
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1. Appendix: The research onion 

 

 

Source: Saunders et al., 2009, p.  108 
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2. Appendix: Interview guide 

Interview guide for startups, incumbents and outliers (60 min.) 

Area Theme Question (follow up) Purpose 
Max time 

pr. area 

Introduction Introduction 

Interviewers present the interviewee and company: "Is 

there anything else that you want to add to this 

introduction?" 

Formality - A good and quick start to the 

interview 
5 min 

     

Expectations 

Motivation for 

entering startup 

alliances 

Why did your firm decide to enter an alliance with a 

startup/incumbent? (Own motivation, competitors are 

doing it, necessary in order to continue business, crisis 

etc.) 

To understand the primary motive of engaging in 

a startup alliance 
10 min 

Expectations 
Firm's 

expectations 

What were your expectations to the specific alliance 

with startup X/Incumbent X? (What kinds of 

knowledge or capabilities were the aim of the 

alliance?) 

To understand the expectations to the specific 

alliance, whether the firm entered the alliance 

with expectations to access or acquire and 

whether there is consensus on the reason for the 

alliance by comparing to the answers of the 

counterpart. 
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Expectations 
Partner’s 

expectations 

What were your partner’s expectations to the alliance? 

(What kinds of knowledge or capabilities were the aim 

of the alliance?) 

Whether they began the alliance with expectations 

about accessing or acquiring - was there 

consensus regarding the reason to the alliance 

 

Expectations 
Copenhagen 

Fintech 
Did Copenhagen Fintech help you in this - and how? 

To understand the influence of Copenhagen 

Fintech on the expectations of firm. 
 

     

Organization 

of alliance 
Structure 

How is the alliance structured? (Informal ‘relational 

contract’, non-equity contractual, Equity). 

In order to ensure comparability between the 

alliances 
10 min 

Organization 

of alliance 
Stakeholders 

What kind of stakeholders was involved from the 

corporate side? (Top management support, how many 

resources were dedicated, driver on the alliance) 

In order to ensure comparability between the 

alliances. Also, to identify a committed champion. 
 

Organization 

of alliance 

Copenhagen 

Fintech 
Did Copenhagen Fintech help you in this - and how? 

To understand the influence of Copenhagen 

Fintech on the organization of the alliance. 
 

     

Shift in 

interview 
Time How long have you been in a alliance now? 

To understand where they are in the process - 

maturity of the alliance 
5 min 

Shift in 

interview 
Progress 

How far have you come with you 

alliance/product/process? 

To understand where they are in the process - i.e 

the maturity of the alliance 
 

     

Challenges Overview 
What were the three predominant challenges 

experienced in the alliance? 
In order to identify a range of challenges 25 min 
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Challenges Challenge 1 

Why was challenge 1 a challenge and how did it affect 

the alliance? How did you respond to this challenge? 

Did Copenhagen Fintech provide input to overcoming 

the challenge? 

In order to clarify the challenge, the causes 

to the challenge and the response strategies 

applied by the firm. 

 

Challenges Challenge 2 

Why was challenge 2 a challenge and how did it affect 

the alliance? How did you respond to this challenge? 

Did Copenhagen Fintech provide input to overcoming 

the challenge? 

In order to clarify the challenge, the causes 

to the challenge and the response strategies 

applied by the firm. 

 

Challenges Challenge 3 

Why was challenge 3 a challenge and how did it affect 

the alliance? How did you respond to this challenge? 

Did Copenhagen Fintech provide input to overcoming 

the challenge? 

In order to clarify the challenge, the causes 

to the challenge and the response strategies 

applied by the firm. 

 

Challenges Challenge n 

[ONLY IF SPARE TIME] 

Why was challenge 4 a challenge and how did it affect 

the alliance? How did you respond to this challenge? 

Did Copenhagen Fintech provide input to overcoming 

the challenge? 

In order to clarify the challenge, the causes 

to the challenge and the response strategies 

applied by the firm. 

 

     

End End 

Do you have any last comments? Do you have any 

archival data we can get access to? Thank you for a 

good interview! 

Formality - To end the interview in a good way. 5 min 
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3. Appendix: Interview guide for CPH Fintech 

Interviewers: Andreas Goldschmidt and Ulrik Noringriis 

Interviewee: Simon Schou  

Expected time: 30 minutes 

 

Area Question Purpose 

Max time 

pr. 

question 

Introduction 

Will you please introduce yourself and 

tell how long you have been working 

with Copenhagen Fintech? 

Formality - A good and quick start 

to the interview. 
2 min. 

Background 
What is the history of Copenhagen 

Fintech? 

To understand why and how 

Copenhagen Fintech has obtained 

their current position within the 

Danish financial sector. 

10 min. 

Focus 
What is the main purpose for 

Copenhagen Fintech currently? 

To see if Copenhagen Fintech 

prioritize to be involved in the 

startup alliances. 

10 min. 

Sub 

question 

(Depending on the answer) - How 

much does Copenhagen Fintech help 

startups and incumbents after they have 

engaged in a startup alliance? 

  

Sub 

question 

(Depending on the answer) - Do you 

think Copenhagen Fintech should 

prioritize to help startups and 

incumbents? 
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Future 
What is the next step for Copenhagen 

Fintech? 

To see if Copenhagen Fintech 

wants to be more involved in the 

startup alliances within their 

ecosystem. 

5 min. 

End 
Do you have any last comments? Thank 

you for a good interview! 

Formality - To end the interview in 

a good way. 
3 min. 
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4. Appendix: Coding scheme 

 

Categories Colour name Colour 

Expectations Yellow Colour 

Challenges 
  

Learning race Red Colour 

Organizational discrepancy: Culture clash Light cornflower blue 1 
 

Colour 

Organizational discrepancy: Communication problems  Magenta Colour 

Organizational discrepancy: Divergent strategic goals Light purple 1 
 

Colour 

Power imbalances Cyan Colour 

Response strategies 
  

Slowing Down Partner’s Rate of Learning Dark yellow 2 Colour 

Contractual Agreements Green Colour 

Partner Specific Investments Light red berry 1  Colour 

Committed Champions Orange Colour 

Offer Inventive Capabilities Dark magenta 1 Colour 

Other categories 
  

Regulation Grey Colour 

Copenhagen Fintech Light yellow 2 Colour 

Continuous learning Light red 2 Colour 

Equity Dark green 1 Colour 

Co-development Light cyan 1 Colour 
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5. Appendix: An evolutionary model of learning 

and value creation with customers 

 

Source: Perez, L., Whitelock, J. and Florin. J., 2013, p.443 
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6. Appendix: Horror stories 

 

Alliances between startups and incumbents within the Danish financial sector can have serious implications 

for the fintech startups. Outlier Startup tells the story of two fintech startups that were worse of by entering a 

startup alliance and left on the verge of death. 

 

Horror story 1:  

Incumbent X invested in Startup X and got a representative in the startup’s board of directors. By being a 

strategic investor and a part of the board of directors, it was assumed that Incumbent X had the best intentions 

for the startup alliance. However, without informing their startup partner, Incumbent X launched a more or 

less competing IT solution to the one developed by Startup X (Outlier Startup). Without being able to validate 

this horror story, the alliance in question could be an example of an acquiring alliance and only emphasises 

the importance of understanding both the approach and behaviour of an alliance partner. 

 

Horror story 2:  

Facilitated by CPH Fintech, Incumbent Y enters negotiations with Startup Y about a potential alliance between 

the two. During these negotiations Incumbent Y made ongoing demands from Startup Y before they could 

enter an alliance. Demands that required Startup Y to make significant partner specific investments and caused 

it to deviate from its original IT solution. Two days before the final signature, Incumbent Y pulled out, leaving 

the owner of Startup Y on the verge of personal bankruptcy (Outlier Startup). Again, without being able to 

validate this horror story, the alliance in question emphasises the importance of understanding the approach 

and behaviour of an alliance partner. 
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7. Appendix: Overview of figures and tables 

 

Figures Location (Section; Page) 

Figure 1: The Closed Innovation Model Section 2.1; Page 9 

Figure 2: The Open Innovation Model Section 2.1; Page 9 

Figure 3: The technology “S” curve Section 2.1; Page 10 

Figure 4: Development of growth markets Section 2.1; Page 10 

Figure 5: The positioning of this master thesis Section 3.0; Page 29 

Figure 6: Partial theoretical framework - expectations Section 3.2.1; Page 31 

Figure 7: Partial theoretical framework - challenges Section 3.3.1; Page 34 

Figure 8: Partial theoretical framework - response strategies Section 3.3.2; Page 36 

Figure 9: Complete theoretical framework Section 3.4; Page 37 

Figure 10: Consolidation of the Danish financial sector Section 4.1; Page 39 

Figure 11: Data collection design Section 5.2; Page 46 

Figure 12: Actual data collection Section 5.4; Page 49 

Figure 13: Categorization model Section 5.6; Page 54 

Figure 14: Range of committed champions Section 6.3.4; Page 76 

Figure 15: Observed expectations Section 6.5; Page 82 

Figure 16: Observed challenges Section 6.5; Page 83 

Figure 17: Observed response strategies Section 6.5; Page 85 
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Figure 18: The examined alliances’ correspondence with the theoretical 

framework 

Section 6.5; Page 86 

Figure 19: Categorization of the examined alliances Section 6.5; Page 87 

Figure 20: Partner involvement and learning Section 7.2; Page 93 

Figure 21: The accessing spectrum - platform, co-development and 

hybrid 

Section 7.4; Page 98 

Tables Location (Section; Page) 

Table 1: Expected benefits from startup alliances Section 2.3.1; Page 14 

Table 2: Challenges in startup alliances Section 2.3.2; Page 17 

Table 3: Response strategies in startup alliances Section 2.3.3; Page 24 

Table 4: Overview of interviews Section 5.4; Page 50 

Table 5: Coding examples Section 5.5; Page 53  

Table 6: Expectations in the five startup alliances Section 6.1.3; Page 60 
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8. Appendix:  

Copenhagen Fintech. (2019, March 29). 

Personal interview with Simon Schou. 

 

Simon – 00:00: … som var sådan en klassisk dansk måde at lave en vækstorganisation på, som at søge nogle 

penge i det offentlige, få nedsat et sekretariat og forsøge at samle virksomheder og universiteter. Det lavede 

vi helt tilbage i 2009. Der etablerede vi den organisation og så kørte den egentlig lidt. Det der så skete… Det 

kørte så som et fireårig projekt indtil 2013 som et EU funded projekt, som var meget analysefokuseret. I 

2013 lavede vi det om til en forening og igen det var også sådan lidt den klassiske vej i Danmark hvor vi 

sagde ”Hvor er mulighederne for at få funding i offentlige kasser?”. Og så lavede vi foreningen CFIR. 

Copenhagen Fintech Innovation and Research hed den dengang, fordi det man skulle ligesom have en 

foreningsstruktur for at blive et nationalt netværk i Danmark. Så blev vi det der hed innovationsnetværket for 

finans IT, som kørte fra 2014 til og med 2018 i virkeligheden, som var sådan lidt en universitetsdrevet 

tilgang til at lave nogle arrangementer hvor man får virksomheder og forskere til at snakke sammen. Så det 

kørte og det fik man penge til. Det der så skete var vel at da vi var halvvejs i det, da begyndte fintech at 

poppe op rundt omkring i verdenen. Vi var egentlig tidligt ude for at lave en organisation der fokuserede på 

finans IT, men organisationen og det danske system var slet ikke gearet til… og det var også strukturen. Det 

var store virksomheder og forskningsinstitutioner der var sat sammen og var ikke gearet til at forstå den 

energi der kom fra startupverdene. Det var i hvert fald det der… Jeg tror nok at jeg ville blive betegnet som 

den primære driver til at omdanne CFIR til det der nu er Copenhagen Fintech. Energien og motivationen til 

det var helt klart at… personligt tog jeg til Silicon Valley og besøgte danske startups, tog til London og 

besøgte Barclays accelerator og fik et helt andet syn på hvordan man kunne arbejde med et meget mere 

startup drevet system, få meget mere iværksætterenergi ind i finansinnovationssystemer og lave et 

startupdrevet innovationssystem for at skabe innovation i finans. Så bruge startupsne som fornyere af en 

sektor og som dem der måske kan bringe ideer og ny teknologi over i nogle usecases på en hurtigere måde. 

Så hele grundtanken omkring det vi ville var at sige at iværksætterne er meget mere centrale og det betyder 

at man er nødt til at bygge systemet op omkring det. Det betyder også at vi bliver nødt til at arbejde med en 

masse elementer omkring iværksætteri som man ikke har gjort tidligere. Både i forhold til forståelsen af 

nødvendigheden ved at arbejde med iværksættere hos den etablerede sektor og arbejde med spinoff og 
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iværksættere, men også i tilsynsregi og komme tættere på at få etableret nogle sandkassemiljøer. I det hele 

taget få en sektor gearet og et helt system omkring en sektor gearet til at arbejde med early stage 

iværksætteri. Jeg har arbejdet super meget med andre sektorer og det er super svært i finanssektoren, som er 

så risikoavers og relativ høje entry barriers, så at være iværksætter i finanssektoren det var jo… det fandtes – 

synes jeg – ikke rigtig på det tidspunkt i Danmark. Så hele ideen med det var at vi ville… for at få det i gang 

så var der nogle elementer der skulle køre det. Der skulle skabes en vedvarende stærk kritisk masse af 

iværksættere som fornyer i systemet og for at det skulle ske så skulle der også være en langt mere aktiv 

involvering i iværksætteri hos den etablerede sektor. Så det var nogle af de primære ting som vi sagde at det 

der manglede. Og der gik vi systematisk til værks. I 2016 fik vi lavet en analyse. Eller i 2015 fik vi 

simpelthen lavet en analyse der sagde hvad fanden er det der sker i London, hvad er det der sker i Singapore, 

hvad er det der sker rundt i verdenen, hvordan er det at de her systemer booster helt vildt, hvorfor er det at 

danske iværksættere sidder og starter virksomhed i Silicon Valley og ikke i Danmark og hvad kan vi gøre for 

at vende det og også hele opfattelsen af hvad der er et problem. Jeg var jo ansat i finansforbundet og der 

synes man jo at problemet var skyggebanker. Det var sådan et begreb, som alle snakkede om dengang. Det er 

det man nu kalder for fintech startups. Hvordan kan vi få fjernet de her skyggebanker som udkonkurrerer den 

etablerede sektor på uregulerede vilkår og hvordan kan vi få bremset filiallukningerne og hvordan kan vi få 

bremset outsourcing af arbejdspladser til Østeuropa for IT. Så det var sådan de store issues man havde 

politisk på sektoren, men til gengæld blev der ikke gjort noget som helst for at få gang i hele den der 

underskov af iværksættere som er fremtidens finanssektor. Så det var for at få vendt det fokus lidt og sige nu 

skal vi bekymre os om… hvis ikke vi får skabt en kritisk underskov af iværksættere i Danmark, så dør hele 

sektoren. Så er det alt andet lige langt sværere for den etablerede sektor at samarbejde med iværksættere der 

opstår i London. De kommer til at opstå her, de kommer til at være globalt orienterede og hvis ikke vi gør 

noget så kommer det bare til at køre fra London, Stockholm eller Singapore og så bliver der ingen 

arbejdspladser i Danmark på det her og samtidig bliver det langt sværere at for den etablerede danske 

finanssektor at blive innovativt boostet. Det var den grundlæggende ide med det. Vi ville ind på banen her og 

der skulle sættes en masse elementer i gang. Så det var tanken kan man sige og så startede vi med det hele på 

en gang kan man sige. Det er jo lidt det der med at man har brug for alting på en gang. Man har brug for 

iværksættere for at vise at de kan noget, man har brug for nogle sultne investorer for at tiltrække 

iværksættere og det har man ikke før man har iværksættere, så hvordan får man talt sådan noget her i gang.  

Det er i hvert fald mit syn på det. Men klart et ønske om at lave et hus, hvor vi kunne samle iværksættere og 

synliggøre og udvikle en kritisk masse af iværksættere og så bruge det som en energibooster til resten af 

sektoren. Og så byggede vi lidt på. Der sker jo rigtig meget i hele det her innovationsfelt, men man kan jo 

sige at vi er jo en vækst og innovationsorganisation, som satte os selv i verdenen for at skabe fintech vækst 

og innovation i danmark. Det er jo ikke som sådan en iværksætterorganisation. Vi er mere en 

innovationsaccelerator kan man sige, med et fokus på – og især i den indledende fase – at opbygge en kritisk 
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masse af iværksættere. Så man kan sige at de første par år… i virkeligheden kom vi først rigtig i gang i 

slutningen af 2016, så 2017 og 2018 har været de første to år, hvor vi har kørt fuld power på Copenhagen 

Fintech. Jeg tror at vi er etableret i midt november 2016, så vi har kørt to år, hvor vi har skaffet noget 

funding. Også fra nogle partnere som var med til at støtte op om projektet. Da vi startede op der var der jo 

ingenting. Vi havde ikke et hus. Så det var lidt penge og ressourceopbakning til at prøve at se om vi kan 

skabe og bygge noget op og derfor testede vi en masse ting og havde et lidt andet fokus – kan vi skabe en 

fintech energi og en fintech styrkeposition i Danmark. Hvis man skal skære det lidt så kan man sige – Bygge 

en kritisk masse og et community op i de første to år synes jeg at vi har brugt kræfterne på. Det er jo ikke 

sådan så at man bare kan skære der, men hvis man skulle prøve at se… Og nu er vi lidt i en anden situation 

herfra. Vi kan godt sige fra udgangen af 2018, hvis man skal give et skæringspunkt, men det er jo sådan en 

glidende overgang i virkeligheden. Nu er vi i en situation hvor der er noget og så er det jo lidt en anden 

situation i forhold til hvordan vi skal bygge videre på det der er. Da vi startede op var noget af det jeg 

prøvede på dengang var for eksempel at tiltrække nogle af de store accelerationsprogrammer. Kunne vi lave 

en startup bootcamp, bootcamp fintech eller en techstartup fintech i København. Der var budskabet helt klart 

nej. Der var ikke nogen markedsmæssig interesse for at lave noget i københavn for de her investordrevne 

programmer da vi startede op. Så på den måde snød vi markedet lidt eller arbejdede lidt med at sige… 

markedslogisk så tror jeg ikke, at der var nogle der sagde, da vi startede op her, at København havde en 

fintech styrkeposition. Hvis vi kiggede rundt i verdenen i hvert fald. Det kan godt være at vi selv syntes det. 

Der synes jeg helt klart at vi er et andet sted nu, hvor at vi kan se på dem der kommer her og den enorme 

interesse fra investorer, partnere og startups at nu er vi lidt et sted hvor vi har markeret os på landkortet. Så 

det er jo en anden situation at bygge det vi gerne vil som er sådan et voksende fintech økosystem. Vi vil jo 

godt bygge med københavn som omdrejningspunkt… hvad kan man sige… hvis man skal snakke om et 

hierarki af fintech hubs, så er vi rykket fra at være udenfor top 100 eller røven af fjerde division til måske at 

spille med i Europa League, hvis man skal bruge sådan nogle fodboldtermer, men vi tror egentlig godt på at 

vi kan spille champions league på vores egne præmisser. Hvis vi skal derop – det er jo sådan set målet for 

hvad vi gerne vil – så skal vi også begynde at kigge mere på hvad er det der gør særligt Danmark og norden 

unikt. Lidt mere en specialisering. En ting er at det har været sådan en catching up strategi de første [par år], 

hvor vi har lært af de andre og stjålet og prøvet at kopiere, men selvfølgelig også bygget ud fra hvad vi nu 

havde. Hvor vi nu har en stærk organisation og et stærkt community og mange kommer til os og er 

misundelige på hvad vi har bygget op og spørger ”hvordan fanden har i bygget det på så kort tid?”. Så det er 

klart at så er man i en anden situation ”Hvad er vores unikke ting vi skal bygge videre på?” og det er jo nogle 

af de ting vi kigger på nu. En ting er at skabe et stærkt dansk/nordisk community men hvordan får vi 

globaliseret det yderligere er jo et stort fokusområde for os. Også hvis man kigger på den danske 

finanssektor så har den historisk været meget nordisk orienteret og det sætter nogle begrænsninger også på 

hvor nemt det er at række ud over norden. Vi kan jo nemt skabe nogle partnerskaber med nordiske partnere, 
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men hvordan får du det gode partnerskab i Tyskland eller i Kina. Der er vi jo lidt begrænset af… eller det 

ville være anderledes hvis Barclays eller Citi Bank var nogle af de dominerende i norden. Så ville man have 

en global samarbejdspartner fra start af. Måske. Plus også at persongalleriet i startupverdenen er også født ud 

af den mere traditionelle finansektor med en dansk/nordisk mindset. Så det er i hvert fald nogle af de 

spændende ting, som vi står overfor nu. Hvordan får vi specialiseret os og skabt noget unikt. Hvorfor skal 

man komme til Copenhagen Fintech Week? Hvad er det der gør det unikt? Det er nogle af de ting som vi 

kigger på nu. Og hvordan får vi skabt et mere globalt system. Når man kigger på hvad Israel har gjort de 

sidste 15-20 år. Super interessant udvikling. Så tager man til Israel og så har alle – som i alle – betydende 

store globale virksomheder et research center lokaliseret i Israel med 200 mand. Og ligeså mange venture 

investeringer i Israel, som i resten af Europa tror jeg. Altså hvordan faen er det lige at de har… og noget er 

der selvfølgelig en god grund til, men noget af det har også været sådan relativt strategisk. Man har gået efter 

nogle ting. Man har gået efter at arbejde målrettet på nogle ting. Hvor er Barclays nordiske research center? 

Og hvor er det om fem år? Det er sådan nogle ting jeg er optaget af. Hvis alle de virksomheder som i dag har 

etableret et cyber research center i Israel – hvor er deres nordiske fokus? Og hvis det nordiske fokus skal 

være i København så skal der dels være noget at komme efter, så der skal vi blive bedre til at specialisere os 

og bedre til at vise hvad det er man får ud af at have et research center i København, hvis det er det man vil 

have. For mig burde det da være topmålet og der hvor jeg synes at vi skal hen, er hvis nogle af de store sagde 

”Okay, vi placerer sgu et researchcenter i København for der sker så meget spændende”. Så er vi kommet 

derhen at der er en reel global anerkendelse af at der sker noget og at vi er kommet dertil hvor vi vil. Så må 

vi se om vi kan komme dertil. 

 

Andreas – 15:39: Må jeg prøve lige at springe ind og så stille nogle spørgsmål. Så det fokus der var før, var 

at skabe rammerne for et fintech netværk, at skabe grobund for nogle startups, det var at hive nogle 

investorer til, skabe noget interesse fra den finansielle sektor og give nogle offentlige institutioner og noget 

regulering ind. Så det var at skabe rammerne og nu er fokusset på rammerne unikke eller hvad? 

 

Simon – 16:12: Ja det kan man sige ikk. Så vi har arbejdet med nogle byggesten kan man sige. Nogle 

elementer som vi synes er vigtige for at bygge et stærkt fintech økosystem. Så der har vi arbejdet med nogle 

elementer, som hedder kritisk masse af startup, engagerede store virksomheder, et tilsyn der er åbent og et 

investorland. Så vi har arbejdet med en masse byggesten. Og der er jo forskel på at arbejde med catching up 

på det eller at arbejde med en uniqness på de forskellige. Hvad er det særlige ved den danske sandkasse? Og 

skal der være det? I første omgang har det jo egentlig bare handlet om at det er fedt at tilsynet bare sagde at 

de havde en sandkasse. Så kan vi sige det. Så er vi med det. Så er vi i hvert fald ikke et land der ikke har en 

sandkasse. Men hvad er det lige præcis man kan hos os som man ikke kan andre steder og i Norden. Så det 
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kræver at vi bliver mere nordiske tror jeg og fokuserer mere på nordiske værdier og sige ”København er..”… 

Det er jo ikke en konkurrence med de andre nordiske byer som sådan, men vi skal vise at vi er en vigtig og 

for mit vedkommende også den vigtigste og bedste indgang til det nordiske fintech økosystem eller 

energisystem. Det skal jo være en af grundende til at der er noget at komme efter her og det skal være en af 

grundende til at man samarbejder med os, hvis man er global samarbejdspartner. Hvis man er iværksætter fra 

brazilien så skulle man gerne vide at hvis man kunne tænke sig at komme til at arbejde på det nordiske 

marked så er der faktisk en gateway her, som er interessant. Og hvis man er en Australsk bank så må man 

gerne vide at hvis man er interesseret i nogle stærke startups, som er gode til brugerforståelse og lækre 

design og grænseflader og customer endede produkter, så er København og norden en vej ind til det. Så det 

er der hvor vi optimalt gerne skulle komme hen. 

 

Andreas – 18:40: Så fokusset er skiftet på at tiltrække nogle udenlandske spillere? 

 

Simon – 18:44: Meget stort ja, men selvfølgelig også stadigvæk et kæmpe fokus på at holde gang i de danske 

universiteter og de virksomheder. Altså der er masser at komme efter. Og arbejde med at skabe synergier 

mellem det danske startupmiljø og de store forsikringsselskaber, pensionsselskaber og banker. Altså hele det 

spil er kernen i det vi laver. Der er stadigvæk… der er vi kommet sådan et stykke, men der er masser der kan 

rykkes der endnu. Kan man først ligesom få frigivet den energi og de ressourcer… Hvis man kan få hele den 

danske/nordiske finanssektor til at blive bedre til at innovere ved at tage nye impulser ind fra iværksættere 

fra hele verdenen, så er det et enormt kraftcenter og enormt interessant også for udenlandske iværksættere at 

komme den her vej. 

 

Ulrik – 19:50: Har i noget fokus… du siger jo det her med at få kernen i danmark… De her finansielle 

selskaber. Pensionsselskaber og banker… Ser i det også som at i har et ansvar for at få dem til at være gode 

til at innovere eller vil i gerne give dem muligheder og sige ”her er der nogle startups i kan samarbejde med” 

eller vil i også fokusere på for eksempel hvordan samarbejder de med de her fintechs. Altså hvor er det at 

Copenhagen Fintechs grænse går i det land? 

 

Simon – 20:15: Jamen i princippet er der jo ikke nogen grænse. Man kan sige at vores vision er at skabe et 

stærkt økosystem og der er ingen tvivl om at jo bedre og jo mere innovative den etablerede sektor er jo 

nemmere… Det er et super centralt element i vores vision. Så det er helt klart noget vi arbejder med. Konkret 

bliver de jo nogle af vores samarbejdspartnere herinde og det gør de fordi at de synes at vi kan underbygge 
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deres innovationskraft og det skal vi selvfølgelig kunne levere på. En ting er at vise dem nogle dygtige 

startups. En anden ting er at vise dem nogle veje til at samarbejde med dem eller få dem til at snakke 

sammen. Så vi kører en del træningsforløb – eller masterclasses kalder vi det – som er med henblik på at 

højne innovations… at hjælpe til med at udbrede kendskabet til hvordan man kan arbejde med innovation. 

Især med fokus på at samarbejde med startups på et tidligt stadie. Og der er fandeme meget at komme efter. 

Det er også et område der udvikler sig hele tiden. Hvor meget skal man selv bygge og hvor meget skal man 

samarbejde og hvor meget kan man selv bygge i startupmiljøer. Det er jo noget som mange af 

virksomhederne er interesseret i. Hvor meget skal de investere selv i startups? Der er den danske sektor slet 

ikke sådan at man har en corporate venture arm. Ikke at man skal have det, men hvis man gerne vil 

startupvejen og have den startupenergi så synes jeg da at det er noget man skal overveje. Så afholder vi 

kurser i det og prøver også at finde noget inspiration fra nogle store udenlandske samarbejdspartnere og 

bringe det til Danmark på den måde. 

 

Ulrik – 22:22: Altså vi har 10 sekunder tilbage før at den er 10, så… 

 

Andreas – 22:25: Må jeg ikke lige fyre et til af. Simon der er ikke nogen tvivl om at i har opbygget et vist 

brand i copenhagen fintech og i står ligesom for innovation indenfor den finansielle sektor, hvordan sikrer i 

jer at partnere der partner op med jer ikke bare gør det for den brandværdi i repræsenterer, men at de rent 

faktisk har en intention om at f.eks. samarbejde med de her startups? 

 

Simon – 22:48: Det gør vi i princippet ikke. Vi leder jo som regel efter nogle aktive samarbejdspartnere, som 

også vil bidrage, men hvis folk vil partner op og give os et sponsorat, så tager vi sgu da også imod det. Men 

det er klart at det kræver… det er et spørgsmål om forventningsafstemning synes jeg, sådan at vi laver en 

aftale hvor det også er klart hvad det er vi tilbyder og hvad det er vi forventer og så laver vi et on-boarding 

møde med dem. Hvad handler det om? Hvordan kan vi i fællesskab give hinanden noget værdi og skabe 

værdi for hinanden? Så det handler vel lidt om en forventningsafstemning. Noget af det som jeg synes har 

været vigtig for os det er også at vi har prøvet få noget forpligtelse i de her samarbejder og for mig har det 

også været vigtigt at der på en eller anden måde bliver taget en beslutning i de organisationer. Også betale 

nogle penge for at være en del af det. Så bliver der taget en aktiv beslutning om… Det er også et spørgsmål 

om hvem der tager den beslutning. Der er meget forskel på om du samarbejder med en marketingsansvarlig 

eller en der er digital orienteret eller innovations orienteret. Det er jo helst der at vi vil lave 

samarbejdsaftalerne. Og hvis der er en relativt højt oppe med ansvaret for digitalisering eller andet som har 

signet af, skrevet en kontrakt og betalt nogle penge. Så bliver der også et pres i den organisation og det er 
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også noget af det der har været min vigtigste læring i forhold til mange af de projekter jeg har lavet tidligere, 

som var offentlig finansieret vækstprojekter. Så får man alle pengene fra det offentlige og massere af penge 

til at bygge sekretariat op, men skal du så ud og aktivere Nordea eller en anden virksomhed, så er der ikke 

noget engagement. Men den her har vi jo bygget helt anderledes op hvor vi er 95% privat finansieret, men til 

gengæld lægger de så meget ekstra energi – de fleste af dem – fordi der er et ejerskab, en forpligtelse og 

nogen der har sag ”Vi gør det her, fordi vi skal have noget ud af det”. Men altså vi har da helt klart også 

nogle som gør det fordi de gerne vil have noget brandværdi ud af det. Så må vi prøve at levere på det. Men 

det er klart at vi prøver hele tiden at dreje det over i at det ikke skal være hult og bruger meget tid på at 

snakke med dem og sige ”I kan ikke stille jer op og sige at i godt vil en hel masse med startups og være fede 

for startups, hvis i så bare ikke er fede for startups.” Større er det her miljø ikke. Så når folk skal lave 

arrangementer inde hos os, som mange af vores samarbejdspartnere gør, så bruger vi jo meget af den her tid 

på at sige ”i samarbejdspartnere med os, i må godt lave et arrangement herinde, men vi prøver altså at hjælpe 

jer og tilpasse det så der er nogle der gider at have det. Så i kan ikke bare komme ind og sige ”whaay, vi 

fortæller om hvor fede vi er.”. I bliver nødt til at lave noget som er et reelt aktiv. For mig handler det lidt om 

at gøre det efterspørgselorienteret. Hvis der ikke er nogen der reelt efterspørger det i tilbyder, så er i bare 

ikke fede. Større er det community ikke. Så rygtes det og så bliver i ikke fede i startupmiljøet. Så ved man 

godt at ”Hey, vi XX Bank vil godt lave en masse partnerskaber” og så tager i fem møder og er overhovedet 

ikke gearet til det. Altså så virker det ikke. Så siger vi også at så stiller vi ikke op til det. 

 

Andreas – 26:47: Super. Fedt. Det var også super godt.  

 

Simon – 26:51: Det blev speedsnak. 

 

Ulrik – 26:53: Ja men det er også. Det er vi vant til.   


